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Kurzdarstellung
Multiferroische Materialien mit einer starken magnetoelektrischen Kopplung können als en-
ergieeffizienter, magnetischer Speicher benutzt werden, welcher mit einem elektrischen Feld
geschrieben wird. Um die Wechselwirkung der elektrischen mit der magnetischen Ordnung
in solchen Materialien zu verstehen, werden hier zwei Beispiele, nämlich Yttriummanganat
YMn2O5 und Neodymeisenborat NdFe3(BO3)4, mit resonanter Röntgenbeugung untersucht.
In YMn2O5 wird die wichtige Rolle eines rein elektronischen Beitrags zur ferroelektrischen
Polarisation gezeigt. Um die magnetische Struktur von YMn2O5 von antiferromagnetisch zu
ferrimagnetisch zu verändern, kann Fe substituiert werden. Dies ermöglicht es, leicht zu
lesende, magnetische Informationen zu speichern. Daher wurde die Änderung der magnetis-
chen Struktur bei leichter Fe Substituierung untersucht. Auch wenn die magnetische Struk-
tur von Fe im wesentlichen der magnetischen Struktur von Mn folgt, haben die Fe Momente
größere Komponenten entlang der c-Richtung.
In NdFe3(BO3)4 wird der Ursprung der starken magnetischen Kopplung als Folge der Frus-
tration des Nd und Fe Untergitters erklärt. Das Anlegen eines elektrischen Feldes führt zur
Verschiebung des Gleichgewichts von den helikalen zu den kollinearen magnetischen Domä-
nen, welches wieder die starke magnetoelektrische Kopplung veranschaulicht.
Abstract
Multiferroic materials with a coupled ordering of electric and magnetic moments could be used
to build energy-efficient, magnetic computer memory that is written with an electrical field. To
understand the interaction between the magnetic and electric ordering in such materials, two
examples, namely yttrium manganate YMn2O5 and neodymium iron borate NdFe3(BO3)4, are
studied by means of resonant x-ray diffraction.
The important role of a pure electronic contribution to the ferroelectric polarization is shown
in YMn2O5. Furthermore, substitution of Fe can change the magnetic order of YMn2O5 from
antiferromagnetic into ferrimagnetic, allowing the storage of easily readable magnetic infor-
mation. Therefore the change of the magnetic structure upon small Fe substitution is studied.
Although most of the magnetic structure of the parent compound is kept, the Fe moments have
larger components along the c-direction.
In NdFe3(BO3)4 the microscopic origin of the magnetoelectric coupling is addressed as the
consequence of the frustration of the Fe and Nd magnetic sublattices. The application of an
electrical field shifts the balance from the helical to the collinear magnetic domains, revealing
again the strong magnetoelectric coupling.
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1. Introduction
In our daily life magnetic memory such as computer hard discs play an important role. To
write information on them a magnetic field H is needed. The resulting magnetic flux density
B of the magnetic memory depends on its history as shown in Fig. 1.1. There are two possible
information states without an applied magnetic field. The first is positive and follows after the
application of a positive magnetic field larger than the saturation value Hs. In a similar way the
other state is negative and results from a negative field.
Hence to write the information, a magnetic field is needed, which is generated most often by
electrical currents. These currents are responsible for a big part of the energy consumption of
a computer. Therefore it is desirable to write magnetic memory with electrical fields instead
of magnetic fields. But magnetism and ferroelectricity seldom coexist and even when they
do, the coupling between them is typically extremely weak. Thus the discovery of a number
of transition metal oxides with a strong coupling one decade ago (cf. Chap. 2) has therefore
generated much excitement.
However, their ordering temperatures are very low at around 40 K ≈ -230 ◦C and the fer-
roelectric polarizations are two orders lower than in conventional ferroelectric materials. To
discover materials with higher ordering temperatures and large ferroelectric polarizations for
future applications, it is important to understand the underlying microscopic mechanisms.
Since both the ferroelectricity and the magnetism are related to the ordering of the micro-
scopic components, diffraction (cf. Chap. 3) is a suitable method to study these materials. By
further tuning the x-ray energy to an absorption edge of a specific element the ordering of the
corresponding valence states can be investigated. This method is called resonant x-ray diffrac-
tion. It is used in this work on two examples of transition metal oxides, namely yttrium man-
H
B
H
s
-H
c
B
r
Figure 1.1.: Magnetic hysteresis of the
magnetic flux density B as function of the
magnetic field H. With increasing H, the sat-
uration value of B is reached above Hs. On
the way back with decreasing H, the rema-
nent magnetic flux density Br is reached at
H = 0 followed by B = 0 at the critical mag-
netic field −Hc [1].
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ganate YMn2O5 in Chap. 4 and neodymium iron borate NdFe3(BO3)4 in Chap. 5, which display
strong magnetoelectric coupling.
Usually the magnetoelectric coupling is explained by ionic distortions, but in addition pure
electronic contributions to the ferroelectric polarization are discussed in the literature. These
electronic contributions are studied in YMn2O5 by means of resonant x-ray diffraction in
Sec. 4.2.
Since all reported materials with strong magnetoelectric couplings thus far are antiferromag-
nets, they do not have any net magnetization, hence can not have a hysteresis as in Fig. 1.1. In
YMn2O5 one possible path to make the material ferrimagnetic with a net magnetization is the
substitution for manganese of 50% iron. Because this high iron substitution destroyed the strong
magnetoelectric coupling, the changes of the magnetic structure upon low iron substitution of
7% are studied in Sec. 4.3.
NdFe3(BO3)4 has shown a ferroelectric polarization induced by a magnetic field. The under-
lying microscopic mechanism is revealed in Sec. 5.2. Furthermore the influence of an electrical
field on the magnetic structure is studied in Sec. 5.3, which is important for the desired new
memory devices.
2
Part I.
Theory and Experimental Techniques
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2. Multiferroics
While electric and magnetic fields are coupled in classical electrodynamics, electric and mag-
netic macroscopic properties of most solids can be treated separately. For example, in iron the
spontaneous order of the magnetic moments yields to a macroscopic magnetization M, which
couples strongly to an applied magnetic field H, but not to an electrical field E or a hydrostatic
pressure p. In other materials the electric dipoles may order to a spontaneous electrical polariza-
tion P, i. e. ferroelectricity (FE), or an ordered structural distortion may lead to a macroscopic
strain εs.
Multiferroics are materials with more than one spontaneous ordering and can be classified
into two types: type-I multiferroics with no strong couplings between the ordered properties
and type-II with strong couplings [2] (cf. Fig. 2.1). Piezoelectricity [Fig. 2.1 (b)] is the cou-
pling of an applied electrical field to the strain, which is used in actor positioning systems, or
the coupling of applied stress to the electric polarization, which is used in barbecue lighters.
Magnetoelectricity (ME) is the coupling of E with M and H with P. The ME coupling is only
possible in certain symmetries, which can be studied directly by the ME effect, i. e., M(E) or
P(H) [3]. It can be used for magnetic memory written by electrical fields or detecting magnetic
fields by a change of the electric polarization. In the work at hand the microscopic origin of the
ME coupling will be investigated by means of resonant x-ray diffraction. Therefore some basic
concepts will be reviewed.
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P
E p
 s M
ag
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to
el
ec
tri
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iezom
agnetism
Piezoelectricity
(a) (b)
Type-I
Multiferroics
T
Type-II
M
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P
E p
s
T
Figure 2.1.: A solid with mag-
netization M, polarization P and
strain εs. The external condi-
tions are magnetic field H, elec-
trical field E, hydrostatic pres-
sure p and temperature T . The
couplings are indicated by ar-
rows. Multiferrocis contain more
than one spontaneous ordering
of the properties. (a): In
type-I multiferroics the sponta-
neous orderings do not interact.
(b): Type-II multiferroics may
contain couplings like magneto-
electricity, piezomagnetism and
piezoelectricity.
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Figure 2.2.: Case A: a chain of equally
charged ions with equal distances. Case
B: charge ordering of different charged ions
with equal distances - site centered. Case
C: structural ordering of equally charged
ions with different distances - bond cen-
tered. Case D: charge and structural ordering
of different charged ions with different dis-
tances is the only case with a resulting spon-
taneous polarization P. More and less pos-
itive charged ions are indicated by + and -,
respectively. The black arrows close to the
atoms indicate the local dipols and the red
arrows on the bottom of case D indicate the
polarization P [4].
2.1. Ferroelectricity due to Charge and Structural
Ordering
In order to be able to understand a coupling of the magnetic field to the ferroelectric polarization,
a possible scenario for the occurrence of a macroscopic ferroelectric polarization described in
Ref. 4 will be discussed in the following. Figure 2.2 displays a one dimensional chain of ions.
From equally charged ions and equal distances ferroelectricity can not be expected at all (case
A in Fig. 2.2). Charge ordering leads to a chain of differently charged ions. If they have the
same distances, i. e., they are site centered (case B), there will be no macroscopic polarization
P. A structural ordering can cause different distances, i. e., they are bond centered (case C), but
does not produce ferroelectricity, as well. Only charge and structural ordering at the same time,
i. e., unequally charged ions and different distances (case D), lead to P.
An important example is BaTiO3 with a strong ferroelectric polarization of P ≈ 0.16 C/m2
[5]. It crystallizes in the so called ABO3 perovskite structure shown in Fig. 2.3. In the left
panel, the A-atoms are sitting at the corners, the B-atom is body centered, and O-atoms are face
centered leading to a six-fold oxygen coordination of the B-atoms with octrahedral shape. The
12-fold oxygen coordination of the A-atoms can be better seen in the right panel where the unit
cell is shifted by half of a lattice constant in all directions, i. e., along the diagonal.
In the cubic phase the crystal has no spontaneous polarization due to the inversion symmetry.
At the phase transition TFE = 393 K the Ti-atom moves toward one out of six possible oxygen
atoms to lower the exchange energy [5]. This causes the breaking of the inversion symmetry
and the structure becomes tetragonal. In a totally ionic description, Ti4+ is in a 3d0 state, i. e., in
noble gas configuration, and forms dipoles with the O2− ions due to the different distances (case
D in Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.3.: The perovskite structure
ABO3, e. g., BaTiO3. On the left side A is at
the corners, B is in the center and O is face
centered, which highlights the coordination
of B in an octahedron. In contrast, on the
right side the same structure is shown with
A in the center, B at the corners and O
centered on the edges and highlights the
12-fold coordinated character of A [5].
Figure 2.4.: Different type-I multiferroics.
Left: BiFeO3 with ferroelectricity due to the
ordering of the lone 6s2 electron pair. Right:
Structural distortion of the MnO5 coordina-
tion sphere causes ferroelectricity in hexag-
onal YMnO3 [2].
2.2. Type-I Multiferroics
As was shown in the previous section, Ti4+ ions are good candidates for ferroelectric materials.
But the d0 configuration has no magnetic moment. To get magnetism into the perovskites, one
possibility is to substitute the Ti by, e. g., Mn with 3d3 configuration in Mn4+ state. But the
ferroelectricity is suppressed, because a transition metal ion in a dn state forms weaker covalent
bonds to the oxygen than in a d0 state [2, 6]. This is the so called “d0 vs. dn” problem. Using
a mixture of different transition metals in one compound or a layered structure is a possible
solution to get both ferroelectricity and magnetism in one sample.
BiFeO3 has the same perovskite structure and shows a ferroelectric ordering at TFE = 1100 K
due to the lone 6s2 electron pair of Bi3+ and an antiferromagnetic ordering of the Fe3+ magnetic
moments at TN = 643 K [7]. The spontaneous polarization of P ≈ 0.90 C/m2 [7] is among the
highest reported values. But due to the two different sites of the ordering in the crystal, the
coupling of the electrical and magnetic properties is rather weak. For example, in the similar
BiMnO3 an applied magnetic field of 9 T causes a maximal relative change of the dielectric
constant ε at TN of less than 0.6% [8].
An example of ferroelectricity due to structural ordering is hexagonal YMnO3. Therein Mn
is in a three-fold bipyramidal coordination with five surrounding oxygen atoms. Below TFE =
914 K the O2− ions move towards the Y3+ ions, because of the small size of the Y3+ ions [9,
10]. In contrast, the magnetic ordering at TN = 76 K [9] occurs at the Mn sites and is thus of
different origin than P. Hence there is again no strong ME coupling [10].
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Figure 2.5.: Model for the exchange stric-
tion. A one dimensional charge ordered
chain similar to Fig. 2.2. From top to bot-
tom: Equally distributed. Magnetic order-
ing. Structural distortions. (see Text for
details).
2.3. Type-II Multiferroics – Frustrated Magnets
In contrast to the type-I multiferroics of the previous Sec. 2.2 the following type-II multiferroics
show ferroelectricity due to the ordering of the so called frustrated magnetic structure. Frus-
trated magnets have competing ground states with similar energy. As will be shown below they
can have very strong ME coupling, since the magnetic and electric ordering happens at the same
structural sites.
2.3.1. Collinear Magnetic Structures
The strongest magnetic coupling between neighboring magnetic moments Sn and Sn+1 is the
exchange coupling. This coupling is described by the coupling constant J and the scalar product
of Sn and Sn+1.
EJ = J (Sn · Sn+1) (2.1)
J = f (rn,n+1) (2.2)
Where J is a function of the ionic distances rn,n+1, i. e., the crystal structure.
A possible scenario for a strong ME coupling is the combination of charge and structural
ordering (Fig. 2.2) with the exchange coupling. Therefore in Fig. 2.5 again an equally spaced,
charge ordered one dimensional chain is considered. In addition the ions have magnetic mo-
ments with one preferred direction, which leads to only up and down states, so called Ising
spins. In the next step these magnetic moments order below a certain temperature. If there are
two different magnetic couplings, namely a ferromagnetic (FM) nearest neighbor interaction
J < 0 and the antiferromagnetic (AFM) next nearest neighbor interaction J′ > 0, there are
different magnetic configurations with similar energy, which is called frustration.
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The second row of Fig. 2.5 shows a possible magnetic configuration to satisfy J and J′. But
the energy can be lowered even further by allowing structural distortions like in the bottom row.
Even though this structural distortion with arising ferroelectric polarization costs energy, the
magnetic energy gain is higher. This energy gain is called exchange striction.
EES = ∆J (Sn · Sn+1) (2.3)
This explains a strong ME coupling, since both the electric and magnetic ordering are related
to the same lattice sites.
Indeed this mechanism was observed in Ca3CoMnO6, which consists of one dimensional
chains of Co2+ and Mn4+ ions. At higher temperature their distances are equal, but due to
the magnetic ordering of up-up-down-down at TN = 16 K the FM distance becomes smaller
and the AFM distance becomes larger to reduce EES [11, 12]. This leads to the occurrence
of the spontaneous electrical polarization at TFE = 8 K. Thus the exchange striction of a one
dimensional chain is a good toy model for the coupling mechanisms discussed in our results.
2.3.2. Cycloidal Magnetic Structures
Calculations have shown that the above collinear case happens for J′ > |J|/2, but J′ > |J|/4
stabilizes a cycloidal state [13]. Cycloidal magnetic structures are a special case of the general
chiral magnetic structures which have a certain sense of rotation of the magnetic moments.
Sn = S (e1 cos Qxn + e2 sin Qxn) (2.4)
with the amplitude S and wavenumber Q along the x-axis [13]. The normalized vectors e1 and
e2 are in the plane of the spin rotation and e3 = e1 × e2 is in the direction of the rotation axis. A
proper screw has e3 ‖ Q and the aforementioned cycloid has e3 ⊥ Q [2].
TbMnO3 which had driven the first big interest into the multiferroic field due to its strong
ME coupling has such a cycloidal ordering below TFE = 27 K [14]. The maximal spontaneous
polarization is P= 8 · 10−4 C/m2 and can be turned from the c- to the a-direction by applying a
magnetic field of around 5 T along the b-direction.
This strong ME coupling was explained by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction [15–
17] illustrated in Fig. 2.6 [13], which is a relativistic correction from perturbation theory.
EDM = Dn,n+1 · (Sn × Sn+1) (2.5)
with the so called DM vector
Dn,n+1 ∝ x × r̂n,n+1 (2.6)
9
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Figure 2.6.: Dzyaloshinskii Moriya interaction (top) leading to weak ferroelectricity in the RMnO3
(R=Tb, bottom) [13]. See text for details.
Therein r̂n,n+1 is the unit vector of the line connecting atom n and n+1 and x is the shift of
the ligand atom from that line illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 2.6 [15–17]. As can be seen
from Eq. 2.5, EDM can be increased by non-collinear magnetic structures and larger shifts of the
ligands. In the case of a cycloid the shifts of all the ligands have the same direction due to the
same sign of Sn × Sn+1. This leads to a polarization P ‖ (e3 ×Q) due to the breaking of time
reversal and spatial inversion symmetry (bottom panel of Fig. 2.6) [13].
Recently, by a careful polarization analysis study with applied E- and B-fields the ionic dis-
placements in TbMnO3 have been predicted in the order of 20 fm [18]. However, new inves-
tigations have shown that the exchange interaction might play a bigger role in the RMnO3
compounds than thought at the beginning [19, 20].
Similar to TbMnO3 is GdFeO3, where P ≈ 6 · 10−4 C/m2 could be controlled by magnetic
fields of around 20 kOe = 2 T at 2 K [21]. This ME coupling was explained by the motion of
domain walls. The application of 40 kOe at 3 K in DyFeO3 lead even toP ≈ 20 ·10−4 C/m2 [22].
Still these temperatures are very low, but the domain wall motion could lead to a new driving
mechanism for ME coupling.
In the last years, a rather high transition temperature for the magnetically induced P at 90 K
was found in CaMn7O12 [23, 24]. Measurements on single crystals revealed a saturation value
of P ≈ 29 ·10−4 C/m2 [24] which is the highest so far reported value in the type II multiferroics.
The ME coupling was explained by the coupling of the magnetic chirality to the structural
distortions [24].
ME coupling in a single phase material at room temperature with a rather low value of P
≈ 0.4 · 10−4 C/m2 was reported in a thin EuTiO3 film [25]. This was achieved by tuning the
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings of the Eu sublattice by the epitaxial strain.
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Table 2.1.: Magnetic and ferroelectric ordering temperature TN and TFE of several compounds with their
maximal spontaneous polarizationP. BaTiO3 is a strong ferroelectric (Sec. 2.1). The type-I multiferroics
BiFeO3 and YMnO3 have ferroelectricity due to the lone 6s electron pair ordering and geometric tilting,
respectively (Sec. 2.2). The type-II multiferroics TbMnO3 and Ca3CoMnO6 show in contrast a rather
weak ferroelectricity due to a spiral and collinear magnetic ordering, respectively, but have a strong
magnetoelectric coupling (Sec. 2.3). TbMn2O5 and YMn2O5 are discussed in Sec. 4.1. NdFe3(BO3)4
will be introduced in Sec. 5.1 and shows its maximal P only upon applied magnetic field.
compound TN (K) TFE (K) P (C/m2) Ref.
BaTiO3 393 0.16 [5]
BiFeO3 643 1100 0.90 [7]
YMnO3 76 914 0.06 [9]
TbMnO3 41 27 8 · 10−4 [14]
Ca3CoMnO6 16 8 [11]
TbMn2O5 43 38 4 · 10−4 [26]
YMn2O5 45 39 10 · 10−4 [27]
NdFe3(BO3)4 30 – 4 · 10−4 [28, 29]
2.4. Conclusions
For a short comparison the transition temperatures and maximal spontaneous polarization of the
already considered materials as well as TbMn2O5, YMn2O5, and NdFe3(BO3)4 which will play
an important role during our study, are given in Tab. 2.1.
P in BaTiO3 is explained by charge and structural ordering due to the hybridization between
the Ti4+ and O2− ions. But there is no magnetic order. In type-I multiferroics magnetic order
exists in addition to the P due to partially filled d-states of some containing ions. But their P
origin from the ordering of, for example, the d0 transition-metal ions in mixed perovskites, the
lone 6s2 electron pairs in BiFeO3, or the O2− ions in YMnO3. Since this P is of different origin
than the magnetic ordering of the dn transition metal ions, there is no strong ME coupling.
In contrast, in type II multiferroics the frustrated magnetic structure leads to structural dis-
tortions not only in the vicinity of the magnetic ions, but they are also closely related, which
results in strong ME coupling. The possible mechanisms are exchange striction EES propor-
tional to Sn · Sn+1 as in Ca3CoMnO6 and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction EDM proportional
to Sn × Sn+1 as in TbMnO3.
In the last years, routes to the desired ME coupling at room temperature could be shown.
However the driving mechanisms are hotly debated and do not only contain EES and EDM but
also motions of domain walls. The ME coupling mechanism of YMn2O5 and NdFe3(BO3)4 will
be discussed in Chaps. 4 and 5, respectively.
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3. Experimental Techniques
The discovery of x-rays by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in November 1895 led to much interest,
because the absorption of x-rays by matter depends strongly (Z4) on the number of electrons
per atom, Z, which gives good contrasts [30]. This allowed to observe the bones of bodies in
images which is still widely used today in medicine (left panel Fig. 3.1). Around 100 years ago
in 1912 Max von Laue and co-workers found that x-rays produce characteristic patterns when
they are scattered by periodic structures such as crystals (right panel Fig. 3.1) [31, 32]. This is
due to the interference of this kind of electromagnetic waves and their wavelength being of the
order of 1 Å=0.1 nm which is the same order as the usual atomic distances. Because one year
later the Bragg’s (father and son) have given an equivalent explanation of these characteristic
patterns [33, 34], today one speaks of Bragg peaks and Bragg planes.
By tuning the x-ray energy to a specific absorption edge the diffraction is not only element
but also state specific. E. g., the Mn L2,3 edge probes the Mn 3d valance states. Which is pos-
sible in absorption but also diffraction experiments. The latter technique is widely used in this
work. Both techniques have become available due to the development of synchrotron radiation
facilities which had been first a byproduct of particle science but are now large user laboratories
for fundamental solid state physics and material research.
Figure 3.1.: Left: An early X-ray picture (radiograph) taken at a public lecture by Wilhelm Conrad
Röntgen (1845–1923) of Albert von Kölliker’s left hand [35]. Right: Laue pattern of Si [36].
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2.: (a): Scheme of a synchrotron radiation storage ring; (b): Large increase of the brilliance in
the last decades [37]
3.1. X-rays from Synchrotron Sources
For the advantages of tunable energy and polarization of the x-rays, synchrotron sources are
the first choice nowadays. Synchrotron radiation is generated when an electron with relativistic
speed is accelerated. Hence, the first synchrotron light came from particle accelerators. Fur-
thermore natural synchrotron radiation from plasma around stellar nebula exists [37].
3.1.1. Synchrotron
A Synchrotron is a special type of particle accelerator, but more important are the storage rings
where the electrons or positrons are kept at constant energy. These storage rings are large scale
facilities dedicated only for solid state physics and material research. They are often called
simply synchrotrons (Fig. 3.2 [37]). The synchrotron radiation is generated either in bending
magnets which keep the particles in the closed orbit, or in insertion devices such as wigglers
or undulators situated in the straight sections [37]. All here reported experiments have been
performed at beamlines with undulators.
For comparison of the beam quality of different sources a single parameter is sufficient:
Brilliance =
Photons/second
(mrad)2(mm2 source area)(0.1% bandwidth)
(3.1)
In Fig. 3.2 (b) the increase of the brilliance in the last decades is shown. The high brilliance of
third generation sources allows to observe weak reflections due to small symmetry changes and
superstructures or even inelastic scattering.
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Figure 3.3.: Linear polarization analysis applied
to vertical polarized light. The full, half and zero
intensity is passed if the polarization analyzer is
parallel (left), diagonal (middle), and perpendicu-
lar (right), respectively.
3.1.2. Polarized X-rays
The sun light and also often x-ray tubes in the lab produce unpolarized light. But at a syn-
chrotron source we can use highly polarized light. In a similar way as here, highly polarized
LASER light in the optical spectra is used in Ellipsometry already for more than 50 years. Its
polarization analysis is well established to characterize thin films, e. g., in the semiconductor
industry (cf. more details, e. g., Ref. 38). To understand the experimental discussions, some
concepts of total and partially polarized light are reviewed here and more details are given in
Sec. C.2.
As a starting example fully vertical polarized light indicated by the red line with the two
arrows in Fig. 3.3 is considered. Now three different polarization analyzers, indicated by the
circles with lines, are tested. The first is parallel to the incident polarization and hence leaves
all the light through indicated by the white square below. If the polarization analyzer is tilted
by 45◦ only half of the intensity can pass. Finally, in the perpendicular case no light can come
through.
In general, the polarization is described by the Jones Vector
J :=
cxcy
 (3.2)
with the complex polarization components cx and cy along the two principle directions perpen-
dicular to the way the light is traveling. Only the relative phase of both is important, since an
absolute phase can not be measured. If both are real, they describe linear polarized light. If not
it is circular or even more general elliptical light. The intensity is proportional to the magnitude
of J.
I ∝ |J|2 (3.3)
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Partially Polarized Light
In principle partially polarized light is described by statistical quantum mechanics. But in the
case of polarization analysis, the so called Stokes vector is widely used.
S =

S 0
S 1
S 2
S 3
 :=

I0
Ix − Iy
Iπ/4 − I−π/4
IR − IL
 (3.4)
The intensities are gained by applying the corresponding analyzer and a detector. Ix and Iy
stand for a linear analyzer in x- and y-direction. Iπ/4 and I−π/4 result from a linear analyzer
rotated by 45◦ from the x-axis counterclockwise (d̂p) and clockwise (d̂m). And finally, IR and
IL are the intensities from a circular analyzer right handed (ĉr) and left handed (ĉl). Note that
in our experiments there are no circular polarization analyzers but only linear ones. Since S
contains the total intensity which is of minor interest, the kind of polarization is described by
the polarization parameters P.
(1,P)T =
S
S 0
(3.5)
Linear Polarization Analysis
To measure the kind of polarization a linear polarization analyzer, which has the angle α to
the x-direction (σ), is used. This polarization analyzer is followed by a detector and yields the
intensity as a function of α (2nd order Fourier series, cf. Sec. A.1).
I′ = c0 + c1 sin 2α + c2 cos 2α (3.6)
Which leads to the first two (linear) polarization parameters:
P1 =
S 1
S 0
=
c2
c0
(3.7)
P2 =
S 2
S 0
=
c1
c0
(3.8)
If c21 + c
2
2 = c
2
0 then the light is fully linear polarized. If not, it is not clear whether the rest
intensity is circular polarized or unpolarized. That is because a linear polarization analyzer
gives constant intensity upon rotation for both unpolarized and total circular polarized light. So
only a threshold for P3 can be obtained.
|P3| ≤
√
1 − P21 − P
2
2 (3.9)
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q
θθ
k⃗
σ⃗
π⃗
k⃗ '
σ⃗ '
π⃗ '
U1U 2
U 3
Bragg plane
Figure 3.4.: Scattering geometry in general. The
incident (k) and scattered wavevectors (k′) define
the scattering plane. The wavevector transfer is
q := k − k′. 2θ is the scattering angle. The po-
larization frames are spanned by the unit vectors
perpendicular (σ̂, σ̂′) and parallel to the scattering
plane (π̂, π̂′). The cross denote vectors pointing
into the plane.
3.2. Scattering Processes and Their Cross Sections
Figure 3.4 shows the scheme of a scattering process of x-rays. It is described by the incoming
and scattered wavevectors k and k′. The wavevector transfer or scattering vector is q := k − k′
and fulfills the momentum conservation law. Sometimes −q, the wavevector change, is used,
because it points out of the Bragg plane into the scattering direction. The scattering angle is 2θ.
The so called scattering plane is spanned by k and k′. As a basis for the polarization the linear
polarizations perpendicular (σ̂, from German: senkrecht) and parallel (π̂) to the scattering plane
are used (cf. Sec. 3.1.2).
σ̂ :=
k̂′ × k̂
|k̂′ × k̂|
=
k̂′ × k̂
sin 2θ
(3.10)
π̂ := k̂ × σ̂ (3.11)
Hence, every arbitrary polarization can be described by the so called Jones Vector, ê, with
complex coefficients ci in the frame of v̂1 = σ̂ and v̂2 = π̂.
ê =
2∑
i=1
civ̂i (3.12)
For further details see the books Refs. 37, 39.
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3.2.1. Definition of the Cross Section
In the following different interaction events like scattering and absorption are discussed. Let
w be the probability of this event. Since w depends on the number of particles per area N it is
better to define the cross section σ as an intrinsic property.
σ =
w
N
(3.13)
Thus σ has the unit of an area which is not necessarily equivalent to the area of the real existing
particles. The intensities in photon science are given in number of photons per second and not
as energy flux densities as for electromagnetic waves (cf. Sec. C.2.1). Because the events are
usually not isotropic into all solid angles ∆Ω, the differential cross section dσ/dΩ is defined. If
the incident light illuminates the full sample it holds:
dσ
dΩ
=
I′
I0N∆Ω
(3.14)
With the incident intensity I0 and the into the solid angle ∆Ω scattered intensity I′. If the
incident light is bigger than the sample the incident flux Φ0 (number of photons per area and
time) is used.
dσ
dΩ
=
I′
Φ0∆Ω
(3.15)
Because the differential cross section is an area, the (complex) scattering length l is defined for
later needs.
dσ
dΩ
= |l|2 (3.16)
3.2.2. Scattering of X-rays by Electrons and Atoms
The scattering of X-rays by one electron leads to the Thomson scattering length [37]
lThomson = −r0e′ · e (3.17)
r0 is sometimes called classical electron radius [37].
r0 :=
e20
4πε0mec20
= 2.82 · 10−5 Å (3.18)
With the absolute value of the electron charge e0, the vacuum permittivity ε0, the electron mass
me and the vacuum speed of light c0.
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An atom is specified by the number density ρ(r) of electrons at the position r. Note that this
is, in contrast to the normal electron charge density, dimensionless. The scattered waves of two
electrons with distance r have a phase shift
δφ = q · r (3.19)
and the scattering length of the infinitesimal volume dr is −r0ρ(r)dr. This gives for the whole
atom
latom = −r0e′ · e
∫
ρ(r)eiq·rdr (3.20)
:= −r0 f 0(q) (3.21)
Here the atomic form factor f 0(q) for the wavevector transfer q is defined. It is proportional
to the Fourier transform of the electron number density ρ. Note that some authors neglect
the polarization dependent factor or separate it out of the form factor. The scattering length
in general is complex and its magnitude squared is proportional to the scattered intensity and
differential cross section for a given q.
The atomic form factor of a real atom can be expressed as
f (q, ~ω) = f 0(q) + f mag(q) + f ′(~ω) + i f ′′(~ω) (3.22)
Therein f ′ and f ′′ are corrections due to the quantum nature of the bound electrons. If the energy
of the incoming X-rays is much larger than the energy levels of the electrons, no correction is
necessary and the electrons can be treated as free electrons. If the energy is close to the energy
levels, indicated by the energy dependence of f ′ and f ′′, the absorption (cf. Sec. 3.3.1) and
scattering (cf. Sec. 3.2.3) can be enhanced and even phase shifts are possible. A classical
derivation of f ′ and f ′′ from driven, damped harmonic oscillators can be found in the book
Ref. 37. f mag(q) is the non-resonant magnetic scattering term (cf. Sec. 3.2.4), which is around
six orders of magnitude lower than the normal Thomson scattering.
Polarization Dependent Atomic Form Factors
Since all here used atomic form factors, f (q), are linear functions in the polarization vectors ê′
and ê (1st rank tensors), f (q) can be expressed in tensor notation:
f (q) =: ê′ · T̂ · ê (3.23)
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with the new defined 2nd rank scattering tensor T̂ . Now the polarizations are written in the basis
of σ̂ and π̂.
f (q) =
2∑
i, j=1
c′i v̂
′
i · T̂ · v̂ jc j (3.24)
=:
2∑
i, j=1
c′i ti jc j (3.25)
Thus f (q) has to be calculated only for four different polarization channels (and each q), i. e., the
Jones matrix. The results for an arbitrary polarization setting or even no polarization analyzer
by a simple matrix multiplication. Also it does not matter in which frame the four polarization
channels are calculated, e. g., crystal frame or lab frame.
As an easy example, the polarization dependence of the Thomson scattering, reads:
f 0 ∝ e′ · e (3.26)(
ti, j
)
Thomson
=
1 00 k′ · k
 (3.27)
=
1 00 cos 2θ
 (3.28)
Note that the Fourier transform of the charge density was suppressed to concentrate only on the
polarization dependence.
3.2.3. Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering
Resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) is the main process in this thesis. Since at the begin-
ning of x-ray techniques there was only a fixed photon energy available one was surprised about
strong energy dependent phenomena. Hence, these phenomena had been called anomalous as
still used in abbreviations such as MAD (multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction) or DAFS
(diffraction anomalous fine structure). Nowadays these phenomena are so common that they
are more accurately called resonant. First observations and explanations happened in the 1980s.
This development is reflected in the conferences about resonant (anomalous) x-ray scattering
in Madrid 1974 and Malente 1992. After a 20 year gap, the following conferences in Aussois
2011 and in Oxford 2013 could show the high relevance and broad application of resonant x-ray
scattering nowadays. The next conference will be in Hamburg 2016. A good overview of the
technique and broad physical field can be found in Ref. 40. The application to correlated elec-
tron systems is reviewed in Ref. 41 and the other articles in that open access journal issue give
a good starting point for a survey of REXS. Further reviews can be found in Refs. 42 and 43.
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Figure 3.5.: In the resonant scattering processes
the incident light (k) resonates (virtual excitation
from the core state |a〉 to the unoccupied valence
states |n〉 above the Fermi energy εF) and is emit-
ted (k′) with the same energy (elastic) [37].
Figure 3.5 illustrates the REXS process. It is a second order virtual process where the incident
photon excites an core electron from the state |a〉 to the unoccupied valence state |n〉. Then the
state |n〉 decays back to |a〉 and a photon with the same energy is emitted thus it is elastic.
Scattering Intensities Following Hannon
One possible contribution to the dispersive (resonant) parts of the atomic form factor, f ′ and
f ′′, is explained by Hannon et al. [44] by magnetic moments which are the only reason for
breaking the spherical symmetry.
f (xres)E1 =
3
4k
{
e′∗ · e
[
F(e)11 + F
(e)
1−1
]
−i
(
e′∗ × e
)
· ẑ
[
F(e)11 − F
(e)
1−1
]
+
(
e′∗ · ẑ
)
(e · ẑ)
[
2F(e)10 − F
(e)
11 − F
(e)
1−1
]}
(3.29)
Therein only electric dipol transitions are considered (E1-E1). The FLM are atomic properties
which are related to the virtual process of the initial state being excited to the intermediate state
and back. z is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic moments. These three terms are
of zero, first and second order in z, respectively.
Their different polarization dependence can be reformulated by second rank tensors as was
done before for the Thomson scattering.
f (xres)E1 = e
′∗
 2∑
n=0
F(n)T̂ (n)
 e (3.30)
F(0) =
3
4k
[
F(e)11 + F
(e)
1−1
]
(3.31)
F(1) =
3
4k
[
F(e)11 − F
(e)
1−1
]
(3.32)
F(2) =
3
4k
[
2F(e)10 − F
(e)
11 − F
(e)
1−1
]
(3.33)
(3.34)
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The components of the scattering tensors are now expressed in the four linear scattering chan-
nels.
(
t(xres),(0)E1,kl
)
=
1 00 k̂′ · k̂
 (3.35)
(
t(xres),(1)E1,kl
)
=
 0 k̂ · ẑ
−k̂′ · ẑ (k̂′ × k̂) · ẑ
 (3.36)(
t(xres),(2)E1,11
)
=
1
1 − (k̂′ · k̂)2
[(k̂′ × k̂) · ẑ]2 (3.37)(
t(xres),(2)E1,12
)
=
1
1 − (k̂′ · k̂)2
(k̂′ × k̂) · ẑ [k̂′ − (k̂′ · k̂)k̂)] · z (3.38)(
t(xres),(2)E1,21
)
=
1
1 − (k̂′ · k̂)2
(k̂′ × k̂) · ẑ [(k̂′ · k̂)k̂′ − k̂)] · z (3.39)(
t(xres),(2)E1,22
)
=
1
1 − (k̂′ · k̂)2
(k̂′ · k̂)[(k̂′ · ẑ)2 + (k̂ · ẑ)2] − [1 + (k̂′ · k̂)2](k̂′ · ẑ)(k̂ · ẑ) (3.40)
For convenience, these matrix elements can be expressed in the scattering frame Ûi [45].
(
t(xres),(0)E1,kl
)
=
1 00 cos 2θ
 (3.41)
(
t(xres),(1)E1,kl
)
=
 0 cos θ z1 − sin θ z3
− cos θ z1 − sin θ z3 sin 2θ z2
 (3.42)
(
t(xres),(2)E1,11
)
=
 z22 z2(sin θ z1 + cos θ z3)
−z2(sin θ z1 − cos θ z3) − sin2 θ z21 − cos
2 θ z23
 (3.43)
Only the first order term in z will be used in the following. In principle the case of spherical
symmetry is very unlikely to crystal structures, but it turned out that this simple formula can be
still used in many systems since the magnetic moments often point to high symmetry directions.
Effects of the Local Symmetry
The above formalism is widely used, but was derived for spherical symmetry where only the
magnetic moment lowers the symmetry. In general the site symmetries of the magnetic ions
is much lower in a crystal. Therefore the theory can be modified (cf. Ref. 46 and references
therein). To be more precise and taking only the first order term in ẑ of the dipol-dipol (E1–E1)
transition:
f (1)j,kl = F
(1)
j
3∑
r=1
εklrm j,r →
3∑
r,s=1
εklrF
(1)
j,rsm j,s (3.44)
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Figure 3.6.: Examples of local site symmetries of a central atom (not shown) surrounded by four ligands
in two dimensions. (a): two-fold rotation axis. (b): mirror plane. (c): four-fold rotation axis. The rotation
axes are indicated in blue and the mirror planes in red. The gray lines connect the ligands to illustrate
the coordination sphere.
That means that the direction of the magnetic moment which is measured can get modified by
the spectral tensors F(1)j,rs. These tensors are in general anisotropic, where so called fundamental
spectra have to be considered.
In the following we concentrate on the 2D case to give some examples for a better under-
standing of the problem. In general F reads:
F =
F11 F12F21 F22
 (3.45)
If there are certain point symmetries of the magnetic site the physics stay the same for applying
this kind of symmetry operations. Which is the key to derive the constraints in a mathematical
way.
In Fig. 3.6 (a) a two fold rotation axis (blue ellipse) is shown as the only point symmetry
of the magnetic ion assumed in the center of the coordination system surrounded by its four
ligands. The application of the two-fold rotation (cf. Sec. A.2) changes F to F′ which should
have the same components:
F′ =
−1 00 −1
 F11 F12F21 F22
 −1 00 −1
 = F11 F12F21 F22
 (3.46)
Thus a two-fold axis does not lead to any restrictions of the spectral tensors.
F2 =
F11 F12F21 F22
 (3.47)
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In contrast if there is a mirror point symmetry indicated by a red line in Fig. 3.6 (b):
F′ =
1 00 −1
 F11 F12F21 F22
 1 00 −1
 =  F11 −F12
−F21 F22
 (3.48)
Thus the off diagonal elements have to be zero (F12 = F21 = 0) which leads to the first restric-
tion.
Fm =
F1 00 F2
 (3.49)
In other words the principle axis frame was already chosen.
The highest symmetry of the examples is a four-fold axis (blue square) shown in Fig. 3.6 (c).
F′ =
0 −11 0
 F11 F12F21 F22
  0 1
−1 0
 = 12
F11 + F22 F12 − F21F21 − F12 F11 + F22
 (3.50)
This is fulfilled for F11 = F22 and F12 = −F21. In addition to the four-fold axis there are four
mirror planes (red lines). Two of them are equal to the coordinate axes and the other two are the
main diagonals indicated by blue lines in Fig. 3.6 (c). These mirror planes lead to F12 = F21 = 0
as in the above example and the final result reads:
F4 = F
1 00 1
 (3.51)
Which is isotropic and thus equally to Hannon.
In YMn2O5 there are two different magnetic sites. Mn1 is in an octahedral coordination and
has only a two-fold point symmetry which does not lead to constraints for the spectral tensor.
In contrast an undistorted octahedron has cubic symmetry and scatters isotropically for the first
order term. The Mn2 site is in a square pyramidal coordination with a mirror point symmetry.
If the small distortion of the basal plane are neglected, the spectral tensors have principle axis
form which is used in the appendix Sec. B.4.2.
In NdFe3(BO3)4 the Nd site has one three-fold and three two-fold axes as point symmetry
(D3) which leads to a principle axis form with two spectra. One for the ab-plane and one for the
c-direction. Since the magnetic moments are only in the ab-plane, Hannon can be used for the
Nd sites by symmetry reasons. In contrast the Fe site is in an octahedral coordination with only
a two-fold axis like Mn1 in YMn2O5. Therefore symmetry does not give any restrictions. Our
experiments (Fig. 5.20) at the magnetic peaks (0 0 4.5) and (0 0 7.5) indicate a constant linear
dichroism over the Fe K edge main resonance which is equal to isotropic scattering.
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Table 3.1.: Terms for the Non Resonant Spin Part BS.
ê′ ê ê′ × ê (k̂′ × ê′)(k̂′ · ê) −(k̂ × ê)(k̂ · ê′) −(k̂′ × ê′) × (k̂ × ê) BS
σ̂′ σ̂ 0 0 0 -k̂′ × k̂ -k̂′ × k̂
σ̂′ π̂ k̂ k̂′(k̂ · k̂′) − k̂ 0 −k̂′ −k̂′(1 − k̂ · k̂′)
π̂′ σ̂ −k̂′ 0 k̂′ − k̂(k̂ · k̂′) k̂ k̂(1 − k̂ · k̂′)
π̂′ π̂ k̂′ × k̂ -k̂′ × k̂ -k̂′ × k̂ 0 -k̂′ × k̂
Recently, it was found in NaCu2O2 that due to the symmetry of the valence-electron wave
functions the RXD experiment was sensitive only to the magnetic components mc along the
c-direction but not ma along the a-direction and mb along the b-direction [46, 47]. Actually, mb
in this material is present, as was revealed by neutron diffraction [48]. Thus it was important
to consider this extended description of RXD to bring the RXD experiment in agreement with
neutron diffraction.
3.2.4. Non-Resonant Magnetic X-ray Scattering
The first magnetic scattering with x-rays was shown in the pioneering experiment of F. de-
Bergevin and Brunel in 1972 [49]. They needed 3 days to obtain good statistics against the
cosmic radiation with their standard lab x-ray-tube. Nowadays the same can be done at third
generation synchrotrons within minutes if not seconds.
A theoretical explanation followed by considering the coupling of the x-rays not only to the
total charge of the atoms/ions but also to their angular, L, and spin magnetic moments, S [50].
fmag(q) =
1
2
BL · L̂(q) + BS · Ŝ(q) (3.52)
BL := 2(1 − k̂ · k̂′)(ê′ × ê) + (k̂′ × ê′)(k̂′ · ê) − (k̂ × ê)(k̂ · ê′) (3.53)
BS := ê′ × ê + (k̂′ × ê′)(k̂′ · ê) − (k̂ × ê)(k̂ · ê′) − (k̂′ × ê′) × (k̂ × ê) (3.54)
Table 3.1 illustrates how to calculate BS in the four polarization channels. The tensor elements
in the polarization frame read:
(tmagi j ) =
 −(k̂′ × k̂) · S −12 (1 − k̂′ · k̂)[(k̂′ + k̂) · L + 2k̂′ · S]1
2 (1 − k̂
′ · k̂)[(k̂′ + k̂) · L + 2k̂ · S] −(k̂′ × k̂) · [(1 − k̂′ · k̂)L + S]
 (3.55)
This elements can be further specified by using the frame Ûi of Fig. 3.4. Note that the direction
of Û2 and Û3 point in the opposite direction as in Ref. 50.
(tmagi j ) =
 − sin 2θ S 2 −2 sin2 θ [cos θ (L1 + S 1) + sin θ S 3]2 sin2 θ [cos θ (L1 + S 1) − sin θ S 3] − sin 2θ [2 sin2 θ L2 + S 2]
 (3.56)
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Note that in Ref. 51 the trigonometric functions are different. That is because the factor in
front of the polarization dependent term in the cross section in Ref. 50 reads ~ω/mc2 compared
to λC/d in Refs. 52 and 53. With the Compton wavelength λC = h/mc.
~ω
mc2
sin 2θ =
~ω
mc2
2 sin θ cos θ (3.57)
=
λC
d
cos θ (3.58)
There the Bragg equation (λ = 2d sin θ) and the energy-momentum relation of photons (E =
~ω = hc/λ) were used. This becomes important when different intensities are compared. The
first is better suited for fixed energy and different q and the other is better for fixed q and different
energy. However the Bragg angle is a function of energy and q.
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3.3. X-ray Absorption and Refraction
The interaction of the x-rays with condensed matter is not only governed by scattering but also
by absorption and refraction. The absorption determines the depth of the sample to which the
experiment is sensitive. That is typically a few 100 µm for hard x-rays and less than 1 µm in the
soft x-ray part of the spectrum. Besides that, the photon energy dependent absorption contains
spectroscopic information and is related via the Optical Theorem to the scattering form factors.
A similar relation holds for the index of refraction. Which will be important for our experiment
in Sec. B.1.1 but also for reflectivity studies.
3.3.1. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption is described by an exponential decay
I(z) = I0e−µz (3.59)
with the initial intensity I0, intensity I at the point z and the absorption coefficient µ [37]. The
number of absorption events can be expressed with the help of the absorption cross section σabs
or just by the exponential decay.
I(z)ρatdzσabs = I(z)µdz (3.60)
There the atomic density ρat was introduced. Hence the useful expression
µ = ρatσabs =
ρmNA
M
σabs (3.61)
follows with the mass density ρm, Avogadro’s number NA and molar mass M.
On a microscopic level the absorption can be much enhanced if the incident photon energy
is tuned to a so called absorption edge which is related to the energy difference of a core level
|a〉 and an unoccupied valence state |n〉 (left panel Fig. 3.7, [37]). One possibility for the atom
to decay from this excited state is that another electron from the state |b〉 occupies the created
hole at |a〉 and emits characteristic light, the so called fluorescense (right panel Fig. 3.7). If
|a〉 is in the K-shell the fluorescense is called Kα and Kβ for |b〉 being in the L- and M-shell,
respectively. Instead of the fluorescense also an electron can escape which is called Auger
process (not shown).
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Figure 3.7.: Left: In x-ray absorption the incident light (k) excites the core state |a〉 to the unoccupied
valence states |n〉 above the Fermi energy εF. Right: This excitation can decay when an electron from the
state |b〉 occupies the created hole in the state |a〉 and emits characteristic light which is called fluorescense
[37].
3.3.2. X-ray Refraction
Let the incident wave be proportional to eikz then it changes in the medium to
einkz = ei(1−δ)kze−βkz (3.62)
n =: 1 − δ − iβ (3.63)
with the (complex) index of refraction n. Since the x-ray energies are usually above all reso-
nances (beside K and L edges maybe) n is slightly (δ ≈ 10−5) smaller than 1. This gives a phase
velocity bigger than the vacuum speed of light c. But the group velocity, which in contrast can
carry information, is still smaller. β = µ/2 describes the attenuation (absorption). In the book
of Als-Nielsen & McMorrow [37] a similar expression is derived considering many scattering
events from an infinite, thin plate.
n = 1 −
2πρatr0
k2
{
f 0(0) + f ′ + i f ′′
}
(3.64)
Hence the index of refraction is related to the atomic form factor.
δ =
2πρatr0
k2
{
f 0(0) + f ′
}
(3.65)
β =
2πρatr0
k2
f ′′ (3.66)
The relation between the absorption coefficient and the imaginary part of the dispersive atomic
form factor in forward scattering (q = 0) is know as the Optical Theorem (see also Ref. 54).
f ′′ = −
k2
2πρatr0
µ
2k
= −
k
4πr0
σabs (3.67)
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3.4. X-ray Diffraction
In solid state physics single crystals are often investigated. They are described by a periodic set
of atoms in a lattice and diffract x-rays only under certain conditions, yielding to the so called
Bragg reflections. To reveal the ordering of the systems in Chaps. 4 and 5 it was important to
study such reflections. For more details the reader is referred to the literature [37, 39].
A periodic structure with translation symmetry together with a basis of atoms, which have
a certain point symmetry, describes a crystal. This important concept will be illuminated in
Sec. 3.4.1. Crystals have the property that they do not reflect X-rays in every case. To get a
reflection the Bragg condition in direct space, or equivalently, the Laue condition in reciprocal
space have to hold. These conditions together with a short proof of their identity are presented
in Sec. 3.4.2. The basic experimental setup and typical scan types of X-ray diffraction will be
introduced in Sec. 3.4.3.
3.4.1. Elementary Description of Crystal Structures
Direct Lattice B
A Bravais lattice is a infinite periodic set B of discrete points Ri with i ∈ N. It is possible to set
the origin at one point and to define three basis vectors a1, a2 and a3, so that every member of
the Bravais lattice Ri can be represented as the linear combination of the basis vectors with the
integer coefficients ni,1, ni,2 and ni,3.
Ri = ni,1a1 + ni,2a2 + ni,3a3 = ni, ja j (3.68)
Whereas Einstein’s summation convention was used, which means that over equal indices is
summed. A difference between upper and lower indices is not made. The choice of the basis
vectors is not unique as can be seen in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b). The parallelepiped spanned by the
basis vectors is called the unit cell.
Real crystals are described by a direct lattice. It is a Bravais lattice with a basis of M atoms at
the positions bk with k ∈ [1,M] within the unit cell. The word basis is used in two senses, once
for the basis vectors of the Bravais lattice and some other time as the basis of atoms. This should
not lead to confusions. The basis atom position bk can be expressed as the linear combination
of the coefficients mk,1, mk,2 and mk,3 with the basis vectors:
bk = mk, ja j (3.69)
The coefficients m1, m2 and m3 are often denoted as the the fractional coordinates x, y and z. The
unit cell is called primitive, if it contains no additional translation symmetry. As an example,
the same distribution of atoms is shown in Fig. 3.8 (c) and (d). In (c) the unit cell is nonprimitive
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Figure 3.8.: (a),(b): A Bravais lattice in 2D with two different choices of basis vectors ai and a′i with
i = 1, 2. (c),(d): A crystal structure in 2D with a nonprimitive and primitive unit cell. b1 = 0 and
b2 = (1/2, 1/2) are the basis atom positions.
and contains a basis with two atoms at b1 = 0 and b2 = (1/2, 1/2). In contrast the unit cell in
(d) is primitive and contains only one atom in the basis at the origin.
In three dimensions, 14 Bravais lattices exist due to the translation symmetry and 32 point
groups describe the point symmetry of the basis atoms. Point symmetries are, for example,
rotations and mirror planes. Combining the Bravais lattices and the point groups lead to the 230
space groups, which completely determine the symmetry of a crystal.
Lattice Planes
A family of parallel planes with the same neighboring distance d, which include atoms of the
crystal, are called lattice planes. To signify them, the Miller indices h, k and l are used. One has
to take the plane closest to the origin which does not include the origin. It crosses the axis of
basis vector a1 at the point a1/h. k and l follow from the crossing points with the axes a2 and a3
in the same way. If the plane does not cross an axis of a basis vector, the corresponding Miller
index is set to be 0. Negative Miller indices are written with a bar above, like 1̄ (cf. Fig. 3.9).
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(21)
Figure 3.9.: Two different families of lattice planes (dashed lines) in 2D with the Miller indicies (10)
and (21) in (a) and (b), respectively. The grey points are the members of the Bravais lattice and the
vectors a1 and a2 are the basis vectors.
Reciprocal Lattice B∗
The vectors K of plain waves, which have the periodicity of the Bravais lattice B, define the set
of the reciprocal lattice B∗ in the following way.
eiK·(r+Ri) = eiK·r (3.70)
⇒ eiK·Ri = 1 (3.71)
This has to hold for every Ri ∈ B. A possible solution is, that every K is a linear combination
with the integer coefficients n∗j of the reciprocal lattice basis vectors a
∗
j with j from 1 to 3 .
a∗1 := 2π
a2 × a3
a1 · (a2 × a3)
(3.72)
a∗2 := 2π
a3 × a1
a1 · (a2 × a3)
(3.73)
a∗3 := 2π
a1 × a2
a1 · (a2 × a3)
(3.74)
K = n∗ja
∗
j (3.75)
ai · a∗j = 2πδi j (3.76)
In the last equation δi j is the Kronecker delta, which is one for equal indices and zero for unequal
ones. This makes sure that the scalar product of a Bravais lattice vector R and a reciprocal lattice
vector K is an integer multiple of 2π and ensures the required periodicity.
R ·K = (niai) ·
(
n∗ja
∗
j
)
(3.77)
= 2πnin∗i (3.78)
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The reciprocal vector K is normal to the family of lattice planes with Miller indices h = n∗1,
k = n∗2 and l = n
∗
3 in direct space and the smallest distance d between the lattice planes is
d =
2π
K
(3.79)
See Ref. [37] on page 124 for a short proof. Thus n∗1, n
∗
2 and n
∗
3 are normally identified with the
Miller indices. The sign of K is not very important, because K, −K ∈ B∗.
Superlattice
Let us consider next a one dimensional chain of the same kind of atoms with equal distances
a, hence a is a Bravais lattice vector. If a distortion happens in the sense that two different
alternating distances occur, a is no Bravais lattice vector anymore. If the next nearest neighbor
distance is still 2a, the new Bravais lattice vector is a′ = 2a. In three dimensions, this allows the
new reciprocal lattice vector (1, 0, 0)′, which is (1/2, 0, 0) with respect to the old basis vectors.
The latter one is called a superlattice reflection, because of the doubling of the unit cell.
3.4.2. Diffraction of X-rays by Crystal Structures
The crystal structure factor Fcrys is the integration of the contributions of all the infinitesimal
scatterers in a crystal. Every position r can be written as the sum of a Bravais lattice vector Ri,
the position of the basis atom j at b j and the distance from that atom to the current position r j.
Fcrys =
∑
i
M∑
j=1
f j(q)eiq·(Ri+b j) (3.80)
The integration over all the scatters at r j leads to f j. Because each unit cell is the same, the
sum over all Bravais lattice vectors S lat can be factored out and is multiplied with the unit cell
structure factor Fuc.
Fcrys =
∑
i
eiq·Ri︸   ︷︷   ︸
S lat
M∑
j=1
f j(q)eiq·b j︸          ︷︷          ︸
Fuc
(3.81)
The observable intensity for a given q is proportional to the squared magnitude of Fcrys and
hence Fuc too.
Iq ∝
∣∣∣Fcrys(q)∣∣∣2 ∝ |Fuc(q)|2 (3.82)
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Figure 3.10.: The incident X-rays with wavevector k are scattered on the Bragg planes of a crystal to
the new wavevector k′. The incident angle is θ and the lattice distance is d. (a): The path difference of
the scattered wave from the first and second Bragg plane is 2d sin θ and leads to the Bragg condition. (b):
k, k′ and the wavevector transfer q form a isosceles triangle, hence sin θ = q/2k. The identity of q to the
corresponding reciprocal lattice vector K of the Bragg plane is the Laue condition.
Laue Condition
The lattice sum consist of terms on the unit circle in complex space, which in an arbitrary case
may lead only to smaller absolute values. But if q is a reciprocal lattice vector all the terms will
be one, as pointed out above, and lead to the maximal number. A cubic crystal with the lattice
constant 10 Å and a size of 1 mm contains 1018 unit cells, which results in S lat close to a delta
function. This is the reasons for the so called Laue condition, which states that a reflection is
observable if the wavevector transfer q equals a reciprocal lattice vector K.
q = K (3.83)
Bragg Condition
In the direct space the scattering of X-rays can be described by the reflection on a set of lattice
planes with neighboring distance d (Fig. 3.10 (a)). The path difference of the scattered wave
from the upper and lower Bragg plane is 2d sin θ. This has to be an integer multiple n of the
wavelength λ to cause constructive interference.
2d sin θ = nλ (3.84)
This is the so called Bragg condition and the lattice planes are often referred as Bragg planes.
Equivalence of the Bragg and Laue Condition
To show the equivalence of the Bragg to the Laue condition, let the corresponding reciprocal
lattice vector to the Bragg planes be K ∈ B∗ with d = 2π/K. The isosceles triangle of k, k′
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Figure 3.11.: Due to a 2-fold screw
axis along the c-direction the Bragg re-
flections (00l) for odd l are systematic
absent. In the ab-plane the full black
atom is rotated by 180 ◦ (a) and shifted
by c/2 along the c-direction (b). Thus
between the thick lattice planes (001) is
a new finer plane (002). For more de-
tails see Ref. [55].
and q in Fig. 3.10 (b) leads to sin θ = q/2k. The wavelength can be replaced by 2π/k and we set
n = 1.
2
2π
K
q
2k
=
2π
k
(3.85)
q = K (3.86)
That the direction of q and K are the same or opposite is clear from the fact that K is normal to
the Bragg plane as well as q.
Friedel Pairs
The other important factor in Fcrys is Fuc. If q is changed to −q, Fcrys changes to its complex
conjugated F∗crys, as can be seen easily. Thus the intensity stays the same as before and both are
called a Friedel pair. Therefore X-ray diffraction can not distinguish between q and −q.
Systematically Absent Reflections
The symmetry operations of a crystal may lead to systematic absent reflections and are divided
into three groups: non-primitive lattices, glide planes and screw axis [55]. As an instructive
example, consider a 2-fold screw axis along the c-direction in Fig. 3.11. Atom A1 at b1 (full
circle) reaches the position of atom A2 at b1 (open circle), when it is rotated by 180 ◦ around
the c-direction (a) and shifted by c/2 along the c-direction (b). Without this symmetry the
Bragg reflection (001) would be observable (thick grey line), but due to the symmetry atom at
b2 causes destructive interference and the first observable Bragg reflection is (002). This leads
to the systematic absence of all reflections (00l) with odd l. In contrast to this geometrical
viewpoint one can calculate Fuc directly. The phase difference due to the scalar product of
q = (00l) with ∆b gives πl and lead to the same conclusion as above.
The geometric derivation of the systematic absences for a glide plane is a bit more complex,
but fast in the analytical way. Let the ac-plane be a glide plane with a glide component in a-
direction, i. e. a(x0z) in the notation of Ref. [56]. For every atom A1 at (x, y, z) exists an atom
A2 at (x + 1/2, ȳ, z) and leads to a phase difference ∆φ = 2π[h/2 − 2yk]. Thus reflections (h0l)
with odd h and integer l are systematically absent. If a symmetry is nearly fulfilled for equal
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Figure 3.12.: (a): The incident wavevector k is scattered to k′ with the wavevector transfer q. The
incident beam has an angle θ with the Bragg plane and 2θ with the scattered beam. (b): The reciprocal
space with the Ewald sphere around the tip of k with a radius k′ = k and 4 reciprocal lattice points. The
dashed sphere is the maximal magnitude of q and the doted circle shows the movement of the reciprocal
lattice vectors with the change of ω.
scatterers or exactly fulfilled for nearly equal scatterers then the intensity of the observable
reflection will be weak and difficult to observe.
3.4.3. Basic Scattering Setup and Scan Types
Two-Circle Diffraction Setup
A simple setup for a diffraction experiment is a two-circle diffractometer with a point detector
[cf. Fig. 3.12 (a)]. The incident beam direction and the wavelength are fixed. The two rotating
circles are ω with its axis perpendicular to the scattering plane for the sample and θ with its axis
in the same direction for the point detector.
Ewald Sphere
The scanning types can be best explained with the Ewald sphere in reciprocal space. In Fig. 3.12
(b) the reciprocal space with the wavevectors k, k′, q and four reciprocal lattice points (black
circles) is plotted. The momentum conservation triangle is the same as in the left part of
Fig. 3.10 (b). The Ewald sphere is constructed around the tip of k with the radius k′ = k and
gives all possible wavevector transfers q. The angle α between k and q is π/2 − θ. Thus an
increase of θ decreases α and rotates q clockwise on the Ewald sphere in Fig. 3.10 (b). The
grey dashed sphere shows the maximal magnitude of q for the given wavelength. ω rotates the
sample and thus the reciprocal lattice around the origin of the reciprocal space. If q is a recip-
rocal lattice vector, there will be a Bragg reflection. The dashed grey circle shows the maximal
possible magnitude of the reachable reciprocal lattice points
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For a given K ∈ B∗ with the Bragg angle θK, let ω0 be the angle, where the incident beam is
perpendicular to K, i. e. in the Bragg plane, and ωmax the angle, where K is intersecting with
the Ewald sphere.
ω0 := ω(θ = 0) (3.87)
ωmax := ω0 + θK (3.88)
ω-scan
A pure ω-scan as shown in Fig. 3.13 (a) scans perpendicular to K.
ω = ω0 + β (3.89)
2θ = 2θK (3.90)
The angle β indicates the motor movement. These are the contributions of tilted lattice plains
with an orientation ω′0 and the same distance d and is called the mosaicity of the crystal.
ω-2θ-scan
Fig. 3.13 (b) shows an ω-2θ-scan, which scans along K.
ω = ω0 + β (3.91)
2θ = 2β (3.92)
Here β indicates the movement of the motors for ω and θ. These are the contributions of
lattice planes with the same orientation ω0, but different distances d′. The spots in Fig. 3.13 are
enlarged. The point in the middle indicate the maximum intensity of the considered K and the
circle around indicate the less intense parts.
Four-Circle Diffractometer Setup
The two-circle setup works well if the desired Bragg reflection can be reached in the horizontal
plane, i. e., the Bragg plane is perpendicular to the scattering plane. If that is not the case, the
four-circle diffractometer setup gives the possibility to bring any Bragg plane perpendicular to
the scattering plane [57] (cf. Fig. 3.14).
Therefore consider a pencil. Its orientation can be described by three angles, which are called
Euler angles. First put it on the table with the tip to the right. Then the first rotation by the angle
ω changes the position on the table. The angle χ describes the tilting out of the horizontal plane
and finally the angle φ gives the rotation around the pencil itself. In a similar way the three
angles for the sample orientation at all four-circle diffractometers work and details depend on
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Figure 3.13.: Reciprocal space with Ewald sphere like in Fig. 3.12 (b). At ωmax q and K are equal. (a):
A ω-scan, which rotates K along the doted circle and scans perpendicular to it, i. e. contributions of
tilted lattice plains with the same distance - mosaicity; (b): A ω-2θ-scan , which rotates in addition q on
the Ewald sphere and scans along K, i. e. contributions of lattices in the same direction, but different
distances.
Figure 3.14.: The beam enters from
the left and the detector is tilted by 2θ
in the horizontal plane. The sample is
rotated by the angles ω, χ and φ [57].
the certain instrument. But the rotation of the detector 2θ is everywhere the same. An example
is the four-circle single crystal diffractometer at the IFW [58], which is exactly made for the
purpose to collect all reflection possible.
Six-Circle Diffractometer Setup
In addition to a four-circle- a six-circle diffractometer contains one rotation by α of the complete
setup around an axis perpendicular to ω [59]. More important for our studies is the rotation of
the detector by γ perpendicular to the main detector rotation which is called here δ. The angle
2θ is still the angle between k and k′ but not a single motor movement anymore.
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Figure 3.15.: Relations between the correlation length ξ on the profile of a Bragg reflection. (a) Ideal
crystal with ξ0 = ∞. (b) Mosaic structure with particular orientations and sizes (ξa , ξb). (c) Two
coexisting phases (blue and green) lead to different widths of their corresponding Bragg reflection (taken
from Ref. 51).
3.4.4. Correlation Length
The width of a peak is related to the correlation length ξ of the probed sample in the correspond-
ing direction (cf. Ref. 51). An ideal crystal has an infinite correlation length [Fig. 3.15 (a)]. In
contrast, a mosaic structure where each mosaic has a particular orientation and size leads to
different ξa and ξb [Fig. 3.15 (b)]. The measured correlation length is the average of the size of
these mosaic crystals in a given direction. Note that ξ can be different for different directions,
e. g., in the sketch (b) some of the mosaic crystals are larger in the vertical direction but have
the same length as the small ones in the horizontal direction. More important for the study at
hand is that two coexisting phases [blue and green in Fig. 3.15 (c)] have their own correlations.
Thus their corresponding Bragg reflection have different widths.
In a mathematical description, the correlation length ξ is defined as the distance where the
correlation C is reduced by a factor of 1/e from the starting value C0 [60].
C(ξ) = C0e−1 (3.93)
For a Lorentzian peak shape
florr(x) := I0
 11 + ( x−x̄
Γ
) (3.94)
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with center x̄, width Γ and maximum intensity I0 holds
C(ξ) = C0e−κξ (3.95)
which defines κ as the inverse correlation length.
κ = Γ (3.96)
And the here more often used Lorentzian squared function
florr2(x) = I0
 11 + ( x−x̄
Γ
)
2
(3.97)
leads to
κ =
√
√
2 − 1Γ = 0.644Γ (3.98)
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Figure 3.16.: Endstation Tardis at beamline X1A2, NSLS, BNL, Upton, USA. The beam comes from
the right. The door is open and the CCD on the detector arm is visible. Left: Model by William
Leonhardt. Right: Photograph taken by the author.
3.5. Experimental Setups
In the following the used beamlines and endstations are described. The first two, X1A2 and
UE46, are dedicated for soft x-ray diffraction experiments as performed on YMn2−xFexO5 in
Chap. 4. And the latter, ID20, was a beamline for hard x-ray diffraction, where the experiments
on NdFe3(BO3)4 in Chap. 5 had been performed.
3.5.1. Beamline X1A2, Tardis, NSLS, BNL, USA
The diffractometer TARDIS in Fig. 3.16 at the beamline X1A2 of the National Synchrotron
Light Source (NSLS) sited at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in Upton, New York
State, USA, has a quasi six-circle geometry (cf. Sec. 3.4.3) and a big UHV (Ultra High Vacuum)
chamber. The usual scattering is vertical. The incoming beam was horizontal as provided from
the storage ring and could not be changed.
The chamber can be opened at one complete site, which makes changes convenient. But the
samples could be also changed by a load lock to be faster back in operation conditions since the
chamber had not to be vented.
In the time of my six month stay from end of May to middle of November 2010 a in-vacuum
PI-MTE: 1300B CCD camera from Princeton Instruments X-ray Group [61] was mounted. This
was very useful to collect 2D information in reciprocal space within one picture. This enabled
us to get the full 3D information of the peaks and accurate integrated intensities by one series
of θ- or θ2δ-scans.
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Figure 3.17.: θ2δ-scan at qC with
the CCD area detector at the
Mn L3 edge on YMn2O5. Bot-
tom: Integrated intensity of each
image as function of 2δ on linear
scale. Top: CCD images on log-
arithmic scale (left) and positions
in the (H0L)-plane (right) of the
selected points A (background), B
(half maximum, inflection point)
and C (maximum).
Pixel to q Transformation
The top left panels of Fig. 3.17 show different CCD images. The used CCD chip has 1340 pixels
in the vertical y-direction and 1300 pixels in the horizontal x-direction. Each pixel has a size of
20 µm × 20 µm. Since the resolution was still higher than the peak width, a binning of 2 by 2
pixels had been used leading to images of 670 by 650 pixels in this example. Thus the counting
time could be reduced with still very good signal-to-noise ratio.
In the right top panels of Fig. 3.17, the pixel positions have been transformed into reciprocal
space. For the CCD center this can be done already by the widely used program SPEC [62].
But not for the other pixels, since SPEC is made for point detectors. To calculate the reciprocal
space positions of the pixels which are not in the center of the CCD camera their setting angles
are needed. These setting angles can be easily calculated by taking into account the detector to
sample distance of 30 cm and the distance from the CCD center in the vertical and horizontal
direction. The vertical and horizontal distances change the angles δ and γ, respectively. These
calculations had been implemented into the Pyspec project [63, 64].
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Regions of Interest
To characterize the CCD scans, regions of interest (ROI) can be set. The intensity of up to five
ROI are stored in the spec file and can then be treated as intensities obtained by a point detector.
The ROI of the complete image gives the integrated intensity of the peak at the specific θ2δ
values if the peak was already centered. Further, the background needs to be low compared to
the signal as in our case, which is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.17. In good agreement
with the raw CCD images, the points A, B, and C correspond to the background, the peak
inflection point at the half maximum, and the peak maximum, respectively.
The high quality of the scan in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.17 is illustrated by more than 20
points over the peak. At the left and right sites the background level is reached which could
be already seen by the image A. Another good indication is to use a logarithmic scale for the
intensity of the peak (not shown), since the intensity decays over several orders of magnitude
and becomes noisy with random oscillations at the background level.
Further, it is important that the peak is visible in each image and not moving out of the CCD
area. Which is actually the case for scanning only θ and not θ2δ at the same time, since the peak
is broad along q and not perpendicular to it which is related to the mosaicity. The range of more
than 10 times the peak width is a bit more than sufficient, but as will be shown in Sec. B.1.1 the
peak center and width are a function of the photon energy. This has to be consider when planing
a longer series to not discover later that the peak was moving out of the scope or got to thin.
In experiments with point detectors the resolution is determined by the detector slit settings
in the horizontal and vertical direction. This can be easily obtained by the CCD images in a
similar way by setting ROIs in the center of the image. The corresponding slit sizes can be even
varied without changing the experimental setup. Thus dependencies on the detector slit settings
can be simulated by the measured data.
3D Grid
The final set of data points in reciprocal space is not equally spaced and has in the general case
no preferred orientation. To get a handier set of data, a 3D orthogonal grid in the reciprocal
space has been chosen. The minima and maxima together with the number of steps can be
set for each direction separately. It turned out that the easiest way to get the data points into
this grid is by a so called for-loop which determines for each point the corresponding voxel of
the grid. The intensity of each voxel is the average of the containing data points. Since this
procedure is much too slow in Python, this part was written in C++ and implemented into the
Python code.
These 3D grids are already in four dimensions, since there are three dimensions for the re-
ciprocal space and one additional dimension for the intensity. For better illustration the three
principle 2D cuts and three principle 1D cuts through the peak center (maximum) had been plot-
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ted after the scan. The griding and plotting had taken less than one minute after optimization,
hence was easy to perform already during the beamtime.
These illustrations helped to adjust the scan range, step size and counting time similar to the
experiments with point detectors or the above obtained scan from the ROI. In addition it can be
fast checked, whether a θ- or θ2δ scan series is better to measure the full peak.
For background subtraction, the surrounding peak region was fitted by a 3D linear function
with an offset. The integrated peak intensity follows by subtracting this background from the
full 3D grid and taking the sum. If not all grids had been spaced in the same way, the intensity
was obtained by summing each voxel intensity multiplied by the voxel size, since the gridded
intensities corresponds actually to the intensity density.
The intensitiy distribution in one voxel with 100 to 1000 intensities is in good agreement
with Gaussian statistics. Thus a very good estimate of the experimental uncertainty is obtained,
which is not available from a single measurement like a normal counting detector.
Calibration of the CCD Tilting
The CCD chip is not perfectly aligned to the housing. Therefore the tilting angles have been
calibrated with a Si piece. The Si piece was kept in diffraction condition and the CCD was
moved in the horizontal and vertical direction, corresponding to the setting angles γ and δ, to
get the spot in the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right corners. The tilting angle in
respect to k′ was determined to be 1.24◦ by the change of the vertical pixel position upon the
horizontal movement.
3.5.2. Beamline UE46-PGM1, BESSY, Berlin, Germany
The beamline UE46-PGM1 at BESSY II, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin has a plane grating mirror
(PGM) [65]. The elliptical undulator UE46 provides variable incoming polarization in the soft
x-ray region from around 120 to 2000 eV. Figure 3.18 shows the two different endstations. The
UHV diffractometer on the right hand side was used in the experiments reported here. It is
equipped with a AXUV100 photodiode point detector. The sample was cooled using a liquid
helium flow cryostat.
The instrument allows for resonant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) including azimuthal depen-
dencies at very low temperatures as low as 4 K. Furthermore it provides very fast so called
continuous mode scans for energy and angular dependent measurements. The second endsta-
tion, a high field diffractometer, shown on the left hand side of the photograph, allows diffraction
experiments in magnetic fields up to 7 T.
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Figure 3.18.: Beamline UE46-PGM1, BESSY II, HZB, Berlin, Germany, with the two endstations:
UHV diffractometer (right) and high field diffractometer (left). The beam comes from the right and can
pass through the UHV diffractometer.
Experimental Intensity
The intensity Idet of the detector is measured as a current by a Keithley pico amperemeter which
has a dark current Idark of the order of 1 pA. Since the ring current of the storage ring can vary,
the photon intensity before entering the experiment is measured by the monitor signal, Imon.
The monitor signal is the drain current of the last optical element. Thus from the detector signal
the dark current is subtracted and normalized by the incoming photon current leading to the
experimental intensity Iexp.
Iexp =
Idet − Idark
Imon
(3.99)
Since these currents are statistically independent from each other the following expression is
used for the uncertainty of the experimental signal.
∆Iexp =
√∣∣∣∣∣∆IdetImon
∣∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∣∆IdarkImon
∣∣∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (Idet − Idark)∆ImonI2mon
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (3.100)
Therein ∆Idet, ∆Idark, and ∆Imon are the uncertainties of the detector, dark current, and monitor,
respectively. This uncertainty calculated by the measured currents is a much better estimate than
taking into account count rates, since the noise in the experiment is higher than the counting
statistics.
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Figure 3.19.: 2θ-scans on the direct beam for hor (π) and ver (σ) polarization (left) at O K- (top),
Mn L2,3- (middle) and Fe L2,3edges (bottom). Right: resulting ratio Ihor/Iver of 1.0867, 1.0603 and
1.0658, respectively.
The relative noise fluctuations of the detector is usually 0.5% and increases to 1.0% for Idet
below 10 pA. For the monitor 0.1% can be taken. Idet was of the order of 10 pA at the O K edge
and 1000 pA at the Mn L2,3 edges. In Sec. 4.3 an absolute uncertainty of 0.15 pA is added for
the noise. The use of a separate femto preamplifier [66] between the detector and the Keithley
pico amperemeter has improved the signal to noise ratio enormously.
Polarization Dependence of the Monitor
The left panel of Fig. 3.19 shows 2θ-scans on the direct beam at the different absorption edges
for horizontal (hor) and vertical (ver) polarized light. As can be seen obviously, the normalized
intensities are polarization dependent. This is explained by the optical characteristics of the
last optical element. In the right panel of Fig. 3.19 the resulting ratio of Ihor to Iver is shown.
In the center of the scans the ratio is nearly constant and fluctuates around the flanks of the
scans because both scans can not measure exactly at the same position. As a result the ratios
from 2θ = −0.2◦ to 0.1◦ were averaged and are plotted as red vertical lines in the right panel
of Fig. 3.19. These ratios are not only different between the edges used here, but furthermore
they are energy dependent around the edges (not shown), especially at the O K edge due to the
oxygen in/on the mirror. To consider this sensitivity of the monitor to the polarization direction
of the incoming beam was crucial to obtain the accurate linear dichroism in the study at hand.
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Figure 3.20.: Left: Cryomagnet mounted on the six-circle diffractometer in the experimental hutch EH2
at the ID20 beamline. Right: Diffraction geometry of NdFe3(BO3)4.
3.5.3. Beamline ID20, ESRF, Grenoble, France
The resonant magnetic x-ray diffraction experiments on NdFe3(BO3)4 in Chap. 5 have been per-
formed at the beamline ID20 (insertion device) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF) in Grenoble, France [67]. There were two experimental hutches: EH1 with a displex
refrigerator mounted on a four circle diffractometer and EH2 with an Oxford cryomagnet (left
panel Fig. 3.20) on a six-circle diffractometer (cf. Sec. 3.4.3). In both chambers linear polariza-
tion analysis and polarization control of the incoming beam by diamond phase plates had been
available. In addition the cryostat in EH2 was equipped with a new in-house designed E-field
stick.
For the measurements with the cryomagnet and the E-field stick in EH2, the sample was
mounted with the (001)-direction specular and the a-direction vertical. The magnetic and elec-
trical fields had been applied vertically, i. e., along the a-direction. The energy was tuned to the
Nd L3-, L2-, and Fe K edge.
Electrical Field Setup
The electrical field setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.21. The sample with a thickness of 1.3 mm along
the a-direction was mounted between two electrodes leaving a gap of 0.5 mm. To calculate
the total electrical field from the applied voltage is easy by just taking into account the total
distance. But to characterize the material the electrical field over the sample is needed. If there
is no charge on the surface of the sample, the electric displacement field D is constant along the
surface normal to the exchange gas.
DS,⊥ = DHe,⊥ (3.101)
εSES,⊥ = εHeEHe,⊥ (3.102)
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Figure 3.21.: NdFe3(BO3)4 sample mounted between two electrodes perpendicular to the a-direction,
hence parallel to the scattering plane.
This leads for the applied voltage to:
U = US + UHe (3.103)
= ESdS + EHedHe (3.104)
= ES
(
dS +
εS
εHe
dHe
)
(3.105)
In the experiment a voltage of 1 kV was applied. By taking εHe ≈ 1 and εS ≈ 20
ES =
U
11.3 mm
= 8.8 · 104
V
m
(3.106)
follows. This E-field is nearly one order of magnitude smaller than having the full space be-
tween the electrodes filled with the sample (5.5 · 105 V/m). The gap was needed to avoid
discharges.
Linear Polarization Analysis – Stokes Scans
The outgoing polarization can be characterized by linear polarization analysis (cf. Sec. 3.1.2)
using the polarization analyzer (PA). This is achieved by rotating the PA around k′ by the angle
η. In this setup, η = 0◦ and 90◦ refer to σ′ and π′ polarization, respectively.
A full η-scan can be expanded in a Fourier-series (cf. Sec. 3.1.2).
I(η) = c0 + c1 cos 2η + c2 sin 2η (3.107)
I(η) ∝ 1 + P1 cos 2η + P2 sin 2η (3.108)
with the polarization parameters P1, P2, and P3 characterizing the polarization (cf. Sec. 3.1.2).
P1 =
c1
c0
(3.109)
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P2 =
c2
c0
(3.110)
|P3| ≤
√
1 − P21 − P
2
2 (3.111)
The equal in the last expression holds for total polarization.
Polarization Control of the Direct Beam
Figure 3.22 presents the Stokes scans on the direct beam. They reveal the high quality of the
incoming polarizations prepared by the diamond phase plate as can be seen by the linear polar-
izations having a minima with zero intensity and the circular polarizations being nearly constant.
The obtained polarization parameters and polarization angles are summarized in Tab. 3.2. The
sign of P3 and ∆yx was set by the knowledge of the phase plate and can not be measured. The
first four polarizations are mainly used. In contrast, the last two are of lower quality and have
been used only for the CM-B phase.
The the monitor used to normalize the Stokes scans on the direct beam was actually in front
of the phase plate. Hence the different intensities for σ and π polarization are addressed to the
different scattering of the diamond phase plate and not to the different sensitivity of the monitor
for horizontal and vertical light. The different intensities between the circular polarizations
in the middle panel and bottom panel is due to the different choices of the beam attenuation.
However for the polarization analysis absolute intensities are of minor interest.
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Table 3.2.: Polarization parameters and polarization angles of the direct beam at the Nd L2 edge. The
polarization angles ψx and ∆xy characterize total polarized light as introduced in the appendix Sec. C.2.1.
The first line give the values followed by the uncertainties in the next line. The last two polarizations had
been used for the CM-B phase. Otherwise the other polarizations had been used.
Edge pol P1 P2 P3 ψx (◦) ∆yx (◦)
NdL2 σ 0.9411 -0.0112 0.3378 9.878 91.893
0.0003 0.0007 0.0008 0.023 0.127
NdL2 π -0.9923 0.0255 0.1215 86.433 78.149
0.0003 0.0019 0.0021 0.061 0.850
NdL2 cr 0.0328 -0.0038 0.9995 44.061 90.217
0.0003 0.0003 0.0000 0.007 0.016
NdL2 cl 0.0449 -0.0055 -0.9990 43.713 -90.315
0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.007 0.016
NdL2 cr -0.0462 0.0027 0.9989 46.325 89.844
0.0025 0.0025 0.0001 0.071 0.143
NdL2 cl -0.0872 -0.0107 -0.9961 47.503 -90.613
0.0024 0.0024 0.0002 0.070 0.140
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4. Hybridization Effects and Magnetic
Structure in YMn2−xFexO5
The family of the RMn2O5 (R=rare earth, Y or Bi) gained a lot of attention, because a ferroelec-
tric polarization P, strongly related to the magnetic ordering, was observed. To understand this
coupling in more detail resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) studies have been performed. Which
are presented in this chapter.
4.1. State of Current Research on YMn2O5
To understand the experimental results, the crystal and magnetic structure of YMn2O5 are re-
viewed in the following Secs. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. Further, the current state of research about the
magnetoelectric coupling is presented in Sec. 4.1.3. A new way to change the system form
antiferromagnetic to ferrimagnetic is Fe substitution, as will be explained in Sec. 4.1.4.
4.1.1. Crystal Structure of YMn2O5
YMn2O5 crystallizes in the space group Pbam with a = 7.26 Å, b = 8.46 Å, and c = 5.66 Å
at room temperature [58, 68]. The crystal structure is displayed in Fig. 4.1. In this structure
manganese occupies two different crystallographic sites; the first coordinated by an oxygen
octahedron (Mn1) and the second by an oxygen square-based pyramid (Mn2) [58, 68, 69]. The
Mn1-octahedra form edge-sharing chains along the c-direction that are linked within the ab-
plane by Mn2-pyramid dimers. Within an ionic description, the very different local coordination
of Mn1 and Mn2 results in different crystal field splittings and, hence, different formal valencies
of these two sites, namely 4+ (3d3) for Mn1 and 3+ (3d4) for Mn2 [58, 70].
Y3+ is in an eight-fold bicaped prismatic coordination which, projected into the ab-plane,
looks like a ring of five oxygen. By substitution of Y by Bi or a rare earth metal the structure
stays the same [68]. Since Y is not magnetic, the magnetic structure can be analyzed more
easily.
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Figure 4.1.: Crystal structure of YMn2−xFexO5. Mn1 in octahedral coordination builds chains along
the c-direction linked by O2 and O3 edges with apex atoms O4. Mn2 and Fe2 in square pyramidal
coordination build dimers in the ab-plane, which link the octahedral chains. Y is surrounded by two O1,
two O2 and four O4 atoms and forms a bicaped prism. (a): Projection in the ab-plane. (b): A part of the
projection in the ac-plane.
4.1.2. Magnetic Structure of YMn2O5
As a function of temperature, YMn2O5 undergoes a sequence of different magnetic structures.
Upon cooling, a transition from paramagnetic to high-temperature incommensurate (HTIC)
antiferromagnetic (AFM) occurs at T1 = 45 K [71]. At T2 = 39 K the AFM order becomes
commensurate (C) with qC = (1/2, 0, 1/4) [71–75]. Upon further cooling, low-temperature in-
commensurate (LTIC) AFM order sets in at T3 = 19 K with qLTIC = (0.48, 0, 0.29) [71, 76]. This
transition temperatures are in good agreement with magnetization studies [27, 58].
The magnetic structure in the C-phase is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Therein antiferromagnetic
chains of Mn1–Mn2–Mn2–Mn1 run along the a-direction as revealed by single crystal neu-
tron diffraction [74, 75]. The configuration along the b-direction is frustrated as can already
be observed by the fact that half of the Mn1–Mn2 are FM and the other half AFM. Along the
c-direction sinusoidal modulations are present which can be best seen in the Mn1 octahedral
chains.
The refinement of the LTIC-phase indicates a phase modulation of the spin chains along the
a-direction which leads to nearly perpendicular moments of neighbors from different chains
along the b-direction [76].
4.1.3. Magnetoelectric Effect of YMn2O5
YMn2O5 gained attention when a finite P appearing at T2, as shown in Fig. 4.3, was observed
[27]. Already the appearance of P at T2, which is the onset of the commensurate magnetic
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Figure 4.2.: Magnetic structure of YMn2O5 in the ab- (left) and ac-plane (middle, right) [75].
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Figure 4.3.: Pb of YMn2O5 [27]. The tran-
sition temperatures are indicated by vertical
lines (see text).
ordering (C-phase), indicates strong magnetoelectric coupling and a close relation between the
origin of the magnetic and electric orderings. This is further supported by the drop and sign
change of P at T3 [27], which is the spin reorientation transition into the LTIC-phase.
Thus YMn2O5 is a type II multiferroic as is defined in Sec. 2.3. In order to reveal information
about the relevant coupling mechanisms, the application of hydrostatic pressure and magnetic
fields are good choices. The first can change the magnetic exchange interactions by changing
the atomic distances and angles as is described in Sec. 2.3. The magnetic field, in contrast,
changes directly the alignment of the magnetic moments.
Applied Hydrostatic Pressure and Magnetic Fields
In YMn2O5 with increasing hydrostatic pressure p the drop ofP below T3 becomes weaker [77].
At 16 kbar and T < T3 P exceeds even the former maximum of P in the C-phase [77]. In con-
trast, the temperature dependence of P between T2 and T3 is nearly unaffected. This indicates
that the LTIC-phase is very sensitive to slight changes of the magnetic exchange interactions.
In TbMn2O5 a strong magnetoelectric coupling was observed, since a sign change of P is
induced by applying Ha = 3 T at 2 K [26]. In contrast, at higher temperatures in the C-phase
[78] P was nearly unaffected by the magnetic field [26]. From these observations two distinct
contributions to P have been proposed [26]. The first starts ordering at T2 and is not dependent
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on the applied magnetic field. In contrast, the second contribution orders at T3 and is strongly
dependent on the magnetic field.
Recent second harmonic generation studies point to two contributions from the Mn sublattice
and one contribution from the Tb sublattice which have different symmetry properties [79, 80].
Only the contribution from Tb shows a pronounced magnetic field dependence, which is in
agreement with the model predicted in Ref. 26. The change of the direction of the Tb magnetic
moments upon applied magnetic field causes changes of the hyperfine field of the Mn3+ site, as
was revealed by a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study [81]. This highlights the role of the
Tb magnetic moments for the strong magnetoelectric coupling.
Magnetoelectric Coupling Mechanisms
For the ME coupling mechanisms the spin arrangement along the b-direction, where the frus-
tration was observed, is crucial. As is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.2, the octahedral sites
b1 and b2 are connected to the neighboring chain along +b and −b via the pyramidal site a1
and a4’, which is a4 translated by −a, respectively. Since the magnetic moments at b1 and b2
are neither collinear nor perpendicular to the magnetic moments at a1 and a4’, both exchange
striction EES ∝ Sn · Sn+1 (Eq. 2.3) and the DM-interaction EDM ∝ Sn × Sn+1 (Eq. 2.5) have to be
considered for contributions to P [76, 77].
Since the magnetic moments at a1 and a4’ are antiparallel to each other, the coupling of them
to the octahedral sites b1 and b2 has opposite sign, whatever coupling mechanism is the leading
term. To reduce the energy, one possible scenario is the ionic displacement of half the Mn2
towards to the Mn1 and the other half away from the Mn1 [13, 78, 82], which would strengthens
the interaction of the preferred configuration and weakens the nonpreferred configuration.
In the LTIC-phase the frustrated Mn1-Mn2 along b turn perpendicular to each other [76],
which favors EDM and strongly reduces EES. This together with the experimentally observed
drop of the polarization indicates the ES as the main driving force of ferroelectricity in RMn2O5
[76].
To study the origins of the macroscopic P, the possible changes of the symmetry have to be
considered. The maximal non-isomorphic subgroup of Pbam which allows P along the b-axis
is Pb21m, which allows, e. g., the structural (1, 0, 0) reflection [82]. Therefore reflections in
diffraction related to this symmetry change are related to P as well.
Ab-initio band structure calculations on HoMn2O5 reproduced the magnetically induced P,
which is similar to YMn2O5, and calculated possible distortions of the atoms in the ferroelectric
phase in the space group Pb21m [83]. Figure 4.4 presents contrary contributions of the ionic
and electronic distortions to P, which explains the rather weak magnitude of P. This electronic
contribution goes beyond the previous discussed models from the literature [13, 78, 82], which
considered only pure ionic distortions. Thus the hybridization effects between Mn and oxygen
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Figure 4.4.: The ionic and electronic contributions to the spontaneous polarization in HoMn2O5 with
different U-parameter from an ab-initio band structure calculation [83].
are important. It turned out that Mn1 has a valence of a bit more than 3.5+ and Mn2 a bit less,
rather than 4+ and 3+ of the pure ionic picture. Similar calculations reproduce the behavior of
P as well and the step in the dielectric constant εb [84].
It is still a challenge to refine the lattice structure in the C- and LTIC-phase in the lower space
group to reveal the possible ionic displacements and to calculate the actual ionic contribution
to P. Although, there are already some indications for the electronic contribution to P from
experiment [79, 80, 85], in this work its observation is addressed by resonant x-ray diffraction
in Sec. 4.2.
4.1.4. Fe Substitution in YMn2−xFexO5
Due to the similar chemical properties of the 3d transition metals among each other, it is possible
to substitute Mn with other members. Such substitutions have at least two aspects: first, the
magnetic ordering temperature and magnitude of P could be increased and second, the change
of the material upon substitution reveals information about the ME coupling mechanisms.
Changes of the Crystal Structure
Neutron diffraction and magnetization have been investigated on half iron substituted powder
samples RMnFeO5 with R = Y, Er, Ho, Dy, and Yb [86–90] as well as with Cr and Ga sub-
stituted YMn2O5 [91–93]. All structures had been found to be isostructural to YMn2O5. These
studies have shown that Fe prefers the pyramidal site which was occupied by Mn2. That is in
contrast to Cr and Ga which seem to occupy randomly both sites [91–93].
Our own studies on lower Fe substituted single crystals could verify this since the biggest
changes in the crystal structure obtained by single crystal XRD happen at the pyramidal sites
and the anisotropy in XAS was between the a-direction and the bc-plane [58]. Our structural
results are in good agreement with the trend observed on higher substituted powder samples
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[86, 94, 95]. Further, detailed extended x-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (EXAFS)
have proven again the preferred occupation of Fe on the pyramidal site [95, 96]. This could be
explained by crystal field effects as revealed by density functional theory (DFT) [96, 97].
Changes of the Magnetic Structure
In the maximally substituted YMnFeO5 at T = 2.9 K the Mn and Fe ordered magnetic moments
are ferrimagnetic along the c-axis. Since a ferrimagnet has a macroscopic magnetization, it can
store easily information in contrast to an antiferromagnet. In addition, this ferrimagnet would
give a handle to better control the magnetic properties by an applied magnetic field. However
the magnetic structure of YMnFeO5 with magnetic moments along c is much different from
the parent compound with frustrated magnetic moments in the ab-plane. Thus there is no ME
coupling in YMnFeO5, in contrast to the parent compound. Hence, lower substitution levels
have to be studied to possibly combine the ME coupling and the desired ferrimagnetic structure.
Figure 4.5 shows the transition temperatures in YMn2−xFexO5 as a function of low Fe substi-
tution revealed by magnetization, specific heat [58] and dielectric constant measurements [98].
The magnetic ordering temperature T1 and the onset of the commensurate ordering T2 are slight
decreasing with increasing x. In contrast, the drop of χb and increase of χa, related to the spin
reorientation and appearance of the LTIC-phase at T3, vanishes already below x = 0.07 [58].
Thus the Fe substitution lowers the ordering of the magnetic system and destroys the reorienta-
tion of the magnetic moments at T3. This phase diagram suggest that lower substitution causes
slight, but not qualitative changes to the multiferroic behavior and P should appear at T2.
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4.1.5. Conclusions
To conclude, RMn2O5 has two crystallographic sites of Mn with different oxygen coordination:
Mn1 in octahedra and Mn2 in pyramids. They form a 3D network and order magnetically
below T1 = 45 K. At T2 = 39 K the ordering becomes commensurate (C) and a ferroelectric
polarization, P, appears. Which drops when the magnetic structure becomes incommensurate
(LTIC) again at T3 = 19 K. Substitution of Fe for the Mn2 sites reduces the transitions at T1
and T2 and the spin reorientation at T3 is completely suppressed for at least 7% Fe substitution
on the pyramidal sites.
In the following we address therefore two main questions: (1) What is the origin of the mag-
netically induced P? and (2) How changes the magnetic structure upon small Fe substitution?
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Figure 4.6.: YMn2O5 sample with
polished (201) surface.
4.2. Mn–O Hybridization and Ferroelectric Polarization in
YMn2O5
The microscopic mechanism for the strong magnetoelectric coupling in YMn2O5 is not clear
yet. Mainly pure electronic contributions and contributions from ionic displacements to the
ferroelectric polarization are discussed. With resonant x-ray diffraction it is possible to study
the ordering of the valence states not only of Mn which is related to the magnetic structure but
also of O which will give new insights into the system. Therefore the diffraction of a polished
sample (Fig. 4.6) at the magnetic wave vector was investigated at the Mn L3- and O K edge as a
function of temperature at the beamline X1A2 (Sec. 3.5.1). The main results of this section are
published in Ref. 99.
4.2.1. Temperature Dependence of the Mn and O Superstructure
In Fig. 4.7, the intensity distributions from resonant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) in the (H0L)-
plane are presented for the LTIC- in the left column and the C-phase in the right column. The
two (H0L)-maps in the upper row of the figure were taken with the photon energy tuned to
the main absorption peak of the Mn L3 edge at 644.6 eV (cf. Sec. B.1.1 [100]). At this photon
energy RSXS becomes extremely sensitive to magnetic order on the Mn-sites [101]. In the C-
phase, we observed a wavevector of (1/2, 0, 1/4) which was in agreement with the magnetic
wave-vector determined by neutron diffraction in YMn2O5 [71] and resonant x-ray diffraction
(RXD) at the Mn L3 edge on different RMn2O5 [102–107]. Diffraction at qC was also found in
the hard x-ray region on the R L2,3 edges [108–112]. In the LTIC-phase, an incommensurate
wavevector (0.48, 0, 0.29) was observed, again in very good agreement with previous neutron
diffraction measurements [71, 76].
More surprisingly, and more importantly, we also observed a superlattice reflection at the
magnetic wave-vector when the photon energy was tuned to the O K edge at 529.6 eV (cf.
Sec. B.1.1 [100] and [105]). This is shown in Fig. 4.7 (b). The transition from the C-phase into
the LTIC-phase is also clearly seen at the O K edge, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 (b).
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Figure 4.7.: The magnetic peak of YMn2O5
in the HL-plane at the Mn L3- (a) and
O K edge (b) [99]. Left: LTIC-phase,
qLTIC=(0.48, 0, 0.29), 12 K. Right: C-phase,
qC=(1/2, 0, 1/4), 25 K. The intensity at the
O K edge is scaled by a factor of 50.
The width of the superlattice peak along q is about three times larger at the Mn L3- than at
the O K edge. This is simply due to the different x-ray penetration depths at the two edges. An
estimate from our x-ray absorption spectra and the tabulated values of Henke [113], yields x-ray
penetration depths of 0.04 µm and 0.12 µm at the Mn L3- and O K edges, respectively, entirely
consistent with the different observed peak widths.
Origin of the Resonant Soft X-ray Scattering at the O K edge
We attribute the scattering at the O K edge to a magnetic polarization of the O 2p states. This
is for two reasons. First, the wavevectors measured at the O K edge and the Mn L2,3 edges
are identical. Second, a magnetic polarization of the O 2p states was also found in previous
measurements on the iso-structural compound TbMn2O5 [105].
Further, it is well known that the strong x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the
transition metal (TM) L2,3 edges results from the spin-orbit interaction of the 2p core-holes
[114]. More specifically, this spin-orbit interaction implies that the L2,3-absorption of a given
TM-site depends on the projection of its local spin onto the beam direction. Since the imaginary
part of the resonant scattering factor is directly related to the x-ray absorption cross section by
the optical theorem [37, 54] (cf. Sec. 3.3 and Eq. 3.67), the XMCD further implies that the
resonant scattering at the TM L2,3 edges depends on the spin direction of the TM-sublattice.
The XMCD is therefore directly related to the spin-sensitivity of RSXS at the TM L2,3 edges.
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The good agreement between the magnetic neutron scattering and RSXS in Fig. 4.8 highlight
this spin sensitivity at the TM L2,3 edges.
At the O K edge, however, there is no spin-orbit interaction of the 1s core hole. For this rea-
son, no strong XMCD signal due to a possible spin-moment at oxygen is expected. Nonetheless,
a clear circular dichroism in the absorption at the O K edge has been observed experimentally
in a number of transition metal oxides (TMO) compounds [115, 116]. In contrast to the TM L2,3
edges, however, the circular dichroism in the O K edge absorption was found to be due to orbital
moments, not spin-moments. These moments are transferred to oxygen by hybridization [115,
116]. Based on general symmetry arguments [54], such orbital moments also cause a dichro-
ism in absorption and therefore, again by virtue of the optical theorem, a dependence of the
resonant scattering length on the direction of the (magnetic) orbital moment at oxygen. As a
result, the corresponding part of the resonant scattering factor of oxygen depends directly on
the hybridization between oxygen and manganese as well as on the direction of the transferred
orbital moment. We note that a very similar conclusion was drawn in a previous resonant elastic
x-ray scattering (REXS) study of the AFM modulation vector on UGa3 at the Ga K edge [117].
The Ga K edge probes the 4p states of Ga which are the valence states hybridized with the 5 f
valence states of U. This physical sitution is similar to the O 2p states hybridized with the Mn 3d
states in our case.
As we have shown in Fig. 4.7 [99], the hybridization between the oxygen and the manganese
is directly affected by the spin order on the manganese sublattice. The Mn-O hybridization is
modulated by the magnetic order, which naturally explains in other words, why the modulation
observed at the O K edge is directly related to the magnetic modulation vector, qC, of the Mn-
sublattice. It is important to realize here that the alternating sign of the orbital moment is crucial
for the appearance of the oxygen superstructure at qC. A simple modulation of charge density
modulation by only FM-FM and FM-AFM Mn moments that is insensitive to the direction of
the Mn moments would result in a peak at 2·qC. In fact, following the magnetic modulation,
the transferred orbital moment at the oxygen site is expected to reverse sign, thus leading to a
superlattice corresponding to qC [100].
Integrated Intensity as Function of Temperature
We now turn to the temperature dependences of the superlattice reflections as measured at the
Mn L3- and the O K edge. These are shown in Fig. 4.8. In each case, the intensity of the
reflections was accurately and efficiently integrated over a full 3D volume in reciprocal space
(I3D) using the CCD area detector at X1A2 (cf. Sec. 3.5.1). As one can imagine from Fig. 4.7 it
was no problem to distinguish the C and the LTIC peak in the transition region around T3 due
to our very good experimental resolution. The integrated intensity measured at the Mn L3 edge
is compared to the corresponding magnetic neutron scattering data [71] in Fig. 4.8 (a). The very
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good agreement between the two confirms that the RSXS signal at the Mn L3 edge is measuring
the square of the magnetic order parameter - just as neutron scattering does. The transition at
T3 was explained by a spin reorientation [27, 58, 76] (cf. Sec. 4.1.2).
As can be seen in Fig. 4.8 (b), the temperature dependence observed at the O K edge is quite
different and does not follow the magnetic order parameter. Instead, it drops dramatically at
the C-LTIC transition (T3) and does not recover at low temperatures, reaching only about 20%
of its maximum value in the commensurate phase. This is the central result of this study: the
RSXS signal at the O K edge closely follows the absolute value of the macroscopic ferroelectric
polarization |P|, which is plotted in Fig. 4.8 (b) [27]. Within the error of our experiment, the
two quantities have identical temperature dependences, even through the transition from the C-
phase into the LTIC-phase. This establishes a direct relation between the electronic modulation
of the O 2p states and the ferroelectricity of YMn2O5.
4.2.2. Electronic Density Obtained from Density Functional Theory
In order to understand the relationship between P and the superstructure intenstiy observed
at the O K edge, we have performed local spin density approximation (LSDA) calculations
with Coulomb repulsion (LSDA+U). The ab initio calculations were performed employing the
full potential WIEN2K code [118], using 250 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. We
set U = 5 eV and J = 0.88 eV (cf. Ref. 83) and performed calculations without spin-orbit
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interactions. The calculations were based on the atomic positions, which we determined by
means of standard single crystal x-ray diffraction for our samples in the C-phase [58]. The
resulting structural refinements are in very good agreement with previous studies [68, 69] and
gave Pbam as the space group of YMn2O5. As in previous studies, no additional structural
distortion or symmetry reduction could be resolved in the C-phase [119]. Therefore we chose
the maximal non-isomorphic subgroup of Pbam that allows for the experimentally observed P
along the b-direction, namely Pb21m [82].
Since the magnetic unit cell of the real material is large and we are only interested in qualita-
tive effects at this point, we studied a simplified spin structure, which approximates the observed
C-phase and can still be described using the Pb21m unit cell. In this symmetry, all the Mn1-
sites are equivalent and were set to have parallel spins. In addition, there are two inequivalent
Mn2-sites, Mn2a and Mn2b, in Pb21m. We set the spin of Mn2a to be parallel and that of Mn2b
to be antiparallel to the Mn1-spin.
We focus on the Mn2a–Mn1–Mn2b bond, involving only oxygens in the basal plane of the
Mn2-pyramids. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, the corresponding spins in the C-phase of the real
material have ↑↓↓ projections onto the a-direction. This is also the situation described by our
model calculation. The LSDA+U charge density and net spin density within the plane of the
Mn2a–Mn1–Mn2b bond are illustrated in Figs. 4.9 (a) and (b). The densities in these figures
correspond to the valence electrons within 1.5 eV of the Fermi energy.
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As can clearly be observed in these figures, the ↑↓↓ spin configuration corresponds to a
spatial distribution of the valence charge density, which breaks the center of inversion [circle in
Fig. 4.9 (a)]. In particular, the hybridization within a Mn2–O–Mn1 bond depends on the relative
Mn-spin orientation. This spin-dependent hybridization has a large effect on the oxygen states
and yields a ferroelectric moment along b, as observed experimentally. The RSXS signal at
the O K edge, which measures the magnetic polarization of oxygen, is directly related to this
spin-dependent Mn2–O–Mn1 hybridization and, hence, reflects Pel.
The above calculations do not take into account spin orbit interactions or structural distor-
tions. Thus the FE polarization in this model results purely from the spin-dependent Mn2–O–
Mn1 hybridization and is due entirely to a redistribution of valence charge. The atomic positions
are not relaxed and therefore, by definition, there is no Pion. The important result therefore is
that, within LSDA+U, a purely electronic contribution to the FE polarization exists, which in-
volves a spatial modulation of the O 2p valence states (Fig. 4.9). The stronger contribution of
the electron cloud or the Mn 3d orbitals to P was already predicted in 2003 [27]. In a similar
way, in Ba2CoGe2O7 the strong ME coupling could not be explained by neither the exchange
striction nor the DM interaction but by the spin dependent hybridization of the O 2p- and Co 3d
states [120].
We also checked the influence of structural distortions within LSDA+U and found that they
also affect the Mn-O covalency. However, in our calculations this effect is smaller than that due
to the spin-induced valence charge redistribution, because the changes in atomic positions are
very small. They are estimated to be of the order of 0.01 Å or less [27, 83] and, in fact, have
not be resolved experimentally to date [119]. In a RXD study on DyMn2O5 at the Mn K edge
it was claimed that the change of intensity upon switching the poling electrical field could be
explained by ionic displacement [121]. Recently by a careful polarization analysis study with
applied E- and B-fields the ionic displacements in TbMnO3 have been predicted in the order of
20 fm [18].
The LSDA+U calculations presented here agree very well with a more detailed DFT study
of the related material HoMn2O5 [83], which also revealed a covalency-driven Pel and showed
that this contribution partially cancels the ionic Pion. The present experiments are confirmation
of the theoretical prediction and indicate that Pel is a general and important feature of these
compounds. Further theoretical studies are necessary to clarify and understand in detail the
relation between different contributions to the total P.
The fact that Pel, as measured in our experiments, and P have the same temperature depen-
dence (Fig. 4.8) indicates that either Pel is the dominant contribution to P, or that Pel and Pion
have the same temperature dependence since P= Pion+ Pel. From our experiments we cannot a
priori determine which of these is true.
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4.2.3. Conclusions
In summary, we have performed RSXS experiments on YMn2O5 at the Mn L3- and O K edges,
revealing a spatial modulation of the O 2p states, which is tightly coupled to the magnetic order,
displaying the same periodicity and undergoing changes at the magnetic transition. Most im-
portantly, the integrated intensity of the oxygen superstructure reflection is directly proportional
to the macroscopic FE polarization. Therefore it was important to obtain the accurate integrated
intensities by the CCD detector. The present experiments verify that Pel does indeed exist in
a real material and imply that Mn-O covalency and the resulting Pel play a major role for the
ferroelectricity in YMn2O5.
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Figure 4.10.: Left: X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) on YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 at room temperature at
the Mn L2,3- and Fe L2,3 edges. Right: Resonant x-ray diffraction on YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 at the qC peak at
the Mn L3- and Fe L3 edge for ψ = 0◦, π polarization and 10.5 K. Hence, the Fe follows the same long
range order as Mn.
4.3. Magnetic Structure of Fe in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5
As a naive idea, the substitution of Fe into YMn2O5 leads to uncompensated magnetic moments,
which store easily readable magnetic information (cf. Sec. 4.1.4). This motivates the question,
how the magnetic structure of YMn2O5 changes upon low Fe substitution. Usually the magnetic
structure is studied by neutron diffraction. However, neutron diffraction has problems with
the small sample size and low Fe content. Therefore the magnetic structure of the low Fe
substitution in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 is studied by means of resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) at
UE46 (cf. Sec. 3.5.2).
4.3.1. Ordering of the Substituted Fe
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.10 gives first information
about YMn1.93Fe0.07O5. The small amount of 3.5% Fe causes a rather week contribution to the
XAS. This signal is not only small, but also lays on top of the extended hump of the Mn L2,3
edges due to the Mn 2p → 4s absorption process. This process makes it hard to normalize the
Fe L2,3 edge XAS for proper data analysis.
The right panel of Fig. 4.10 shows the resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) on qC at 10.5 K on
YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 to reveal information about the magnetic ordering. That there is a peak at qC
at the Mn L3 edge reveals that the modulation of the Mn host is still as in the parent compound.
Which is already remarkable and points to only subtle changes upon the Fe substitution. Com-
pared to the Mn L3 edge the signal at the Fe L3 edge is rather high at the same modulation vector
qC. Hence, the low amount of Fe is not only ordering, but also follows the magnetic ordering
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of Mn. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.11, the photon energy dependent RXD at the Fe L2,3 edges is
strongly polarization dependent! The three energies E1 to E3 at the Fe L3 edge resonate in Iπ. In
contrast, Iσ resonates only at E2. The Fe L2 edge is much weaker with Iσ mainly resonating at
E4 and Iπ mainly resonating at E5. Thus it is already clear that Hannon’s formula (cf. Sec. 3.2.3)
can not be used in this case. Because Hannon’s formula was derived for spherical symmetry
and the local symmetry of the pyramidal Fe sites is low, as will be clarified later.
To see whether the transition temperatures are as expected from our physical property inves-
tigations (cf. Sec. 4.1.4 [58]), θ2θ-scans as a function of temperature have been measured in σ
and π polarization. In Fig. 4.12 the obtained widths and integrated intensities at E3 are compared
to the magnetization data. With decreasing temperature, the qC peaks appear in both channels
at T2. The high temperature incommensurate (HTIC) peaks have been observed between T1
and T2. The HTIC ordering at T1 and C ordering at T2 are similar to the parent compound
YMn2O5. However, T1 and T2 are decreased due to the Fe substitution (cf. Sec. 4.1.4). This is
an important result, the Fe ordering is strongly related to the bulk magnetic ordering of the Mn
host. Although RXD with soft x-rays is more surface sensitive, since the penetration depths on
resonance are of the order of 100 nm (cf. Sec. B.1.1). The nonexistent low temperature incom-
mensurate (LTIC) phase in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 is in good agreement to the magnetization data.
Since the appearance of the LTIC phase at T3 in YMn2O5 related to a spin reorientation in the
ab-plane is characterized by strong changes of χa and χb, which are absent for YMn1.93Fe0.07O5.
Iσ is continuously increasing below T2, indicating an increasing magnetic order parameter.
In contrast, Iπ is increasing up to a maximum at 22 K and decreases then on further cooling.
Hence there is an inflection point at around 16 K accompanied by a step in the width which
both strongly points to a phase transition, e. g., rotation of the magnetic moments. This phase
transition seems to be related to the inflection points in χb, which are marked by vertical lines at
T3 = 21.0 K and T4 = 12.0 K in Fig. 4.12. Hence, the temperature dependence of RXD at qC at
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the Fe L2,3 edges is in good agreement with the expectations from magnetization measurements
and further points to an unexpected phase transition related to a spin reorientation different from
YMn2O5.
4.3.2. Magnetic Structure of the Substituted Fe at 7 K and 22 K
A strong method to measure the magnetic structure is the azimuthal dependency of the super-
structure modulation vector. To investigate the magnetic structure of the substituted Fe, the
temperatures 7 K and 22 K are taken. The first is below and the second is above the spin re-
orientation, which was indicated by the temperature dependent RXD on qC in the previous
Sec. 4.3.1.
The measured intensities in RXD depend on the magnetic structure. For an antiferromag-
netic (AFM) structure modulation vector the leading term in the atomic form factor is linear in
the projections mi of the magnetic moments into the scattering frame. Which was derived in
spherical symmetry and is called Hannon’s formula [44, 45] (cf. Sec. 3.2.3). Although the local
symmetry of the pyramidal Fe sites is much lower than spherical, the leading term is still linear
in mi (cf. Sec. 3.2.3).
Since the azimuthal rotation ψ rotates the scattering frame around q, the atomic form factor
becomes a 1st order Fourier series (cf. Sec. A.1) in ψ, as is shown in detail in the appendix
Sec. B.3.2. Thus Iσ and Iπ are 2nd order Fourier series in ψ. After the measurement of Iσ and
Iπ, it is much better to analyze the linear dichroism
ILD :=
Iσ − Iπ
Iσ + Iπ
(4.1)
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since it does not dependent on slight movements on the sample during the rotation. As derived
in great detail in the appendix Sec. B.3.2, the linear dichroism is a fraction of two 2nd order
Fourier series in ψ.
ILD =
a0
2 + b1 sinψ + a1 cosψ + b2 sin 2ψ + a2 cos 2ψ
c0
2 + d2 sin 2ψ + c2 cos 2ψ
(4.2)
ai, bi, ci and di are the Fourier coefficients. Note that the 1st order terms of the denominator are
zero by symmetry. At each azimuthal point after careful alignment, as discussed in the appendix
Sec. B.2.1, the photon energy dependent RXD was investigated in both polarization channels.
Which leads to azimuthal dependencies at around 100 energy points. Figure 4.13 shows some
of them at and around the main resonances defined in Sec. 4.3.1 at 7 K and 22 K. They can
be well fitted by the fractional Fourier series Eq. 4.2 with 7 parameters and c0/2 fixed to 1 for
stable fitting, as is discussed in more detail in the appendix Sec. B.2.2. The shapes at E1, E3
and E5 look like an “A” and in contrast at E2 and E4 more like a “W”. Between the resonances
a mixture of both can be observed. This lineshapes change dramatically even within 100 meV
around the Fe L3 edge, as is shown in the appendix Sec. B.2.2. Thus the spherical approximation
is not valid for the RXD at the Fe L2,3 edges in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5.
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The consideration of the local symmetry leads to the modification of the atomic form factor,
as is described in detail in Sec. 3.2.3. Hence the unit cell sum of the structure factor reads
Fuc =
3∑
k,l,r=1
e′∗k elεklr
 M∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)j,rsm j,se
i~q·~b j
︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
=:gr
(4.3)
=
(
ê′∗ × ê
)
g (4.4)
with the incoming polarization ê, scattered polarization ê′ and modulation vector q. The mag-
netic structure is described by the magnetic moments m j at the sites b j in one magnetic unit
cell. The so called fundamental spectra, F(1)j,rs are almost completely determined by the local
anisotropy of the ligand field [46]. g is called effective magnetic moment due to its close rela-
tion to the magnetic structure. In general g is a complex vector.
g1
g2
g3
 =

|g1| eiφ1
|g2| eiφ2
|g3| eiφ3
 = |g|

cos φg cos θg eiφ1
sin φg cos θg eiφ2
sin θg eiφ3
 (4.5)
Therein each complex component gr is expressed in magnitude |gr| and phase φr. In the last term
the total magnitude |g| is introduced and the magnitudes of the three components are expressed
in spherical coordinates φg and θg on the unit sphere.
The Fourier coefficients of the azimuthal lineshapes are functions of g as is shown in more
detail in the appendix Sec. B.3.2. |g| can not be determined due to the fraction of intensities
in the linear dichroism. |g| is fitted only to satisfy c0/2 = 1 and is set to 1 for the following
discussion. As expected, only relative phases can be determined and not the absolute phase.
Therefore in the fit and discussions φ1 is set to 0. The fitted g is presented as a function of photon
energy at 7 K and 22 K in Fig. 4.14. The gray vertical lines mark the main resonant energies
(cf. Sec. 4.3.1). At the resonances, g deviates strongly due to the multiplet structure of the
fundamental spectra. These deviations are similar for both temperatures, indicating unchanged
fundamental spectra. Which is expected for a pure spin reorientation transition.
The increase of |g1| at E1, E3 and E5 is explained by an increased sensitivity to the mag-
netic structure along the a-direction. At the other resonances, E2 and E4, enhancement of the
sensitivity to the b- and c-direction is observed. Although the behavior around E2 has a com-
plex structure. Hence, the fundamental spectra along the b- and c-direction are similar, in good
agreement to the local symmetry of the square pyramids which have the apex close to the a
direction. This is explained in more detail by spectral tensors in the appendix Sec. B.4. These
two groups of the resonant energies are the same as determined by the azimuthal lineshapes and
got now a physical interpretation.
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Figure 4.14.: Effective magnetic moment of the Fe2 site at the Fe L2,3 edges of YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 at 7 K
and 22 K. The cyan (magenta) lines mark the estimates from the isotropic scattering between the edges
(717-720 eV) at 7 K (22 K) (cf. Tab. 4.1).
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Table 4.1.: Effective magnetic moment of the Fe2 site at the Fe L2,3 edges of YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 at 7 K
and 22 K estimated from the isotropic scattering between the edges. And comparison to the literature
values for Mn2 in the parent compound YMn2O5 [74, 75].
φg θg φ2 φ3 |g1| |g2| |g3| comment
35◦ 30◦ 90◦ 180◦ 0.71 0.50 0.50 Fe2, YMn1.93Fe0.07O5, 22 K
10◦ 45◦ 130◦ 125◦ 0.70 0.12 0.71 Fe2, YMn1.93Fe0.07O5, 7 K
16◦ 13◦ −87◦ 180◦ 0.65 0.19 0.16 Mn2, YMn2O5, 25 K [75]
14◦ 6◦ −82◦ 25◦ 0.74 0.18 0.07 Mn2, YMn2O5, 25 K [74]
More strikingly, between 717 eV and 720 eV g is constant, marked by horizontal cyan lines
at 7 K and magenta lines at 22 K. This is, because the different multiplets become similar away
from their centers leading to energy independent scattering. Hence, Hannon’s formula can
be used in this interval, i. e., the only anisotropy in the scattering origins from the magnetic
moments. Note that the lower threshold is 7 eV above the highest Fe L3 resonance and the
higher threshold is 1.8 eV below the lowest Fe L2 resonance. The intensity is reduced by around
two orders of magnitude in this interval.
The careful analysis in Sec. B.4.3 reveals that the isotropic, normalized magnitudes |gr| can be
interpreted as the magnetic moment direction of the first square pyramidal site in the magnetic
unit cell. All the other square pyramidal sites have magnetic moments with components of
the same magnitudes and the signs are determined by symmetry. The determined directions
of the magnetic moment of the substituted Fe at 22 and 7 K are given in Tab. 4.1 compared
to the values of Mn2 in YMn2O5 in the C-phase from neutron diffraction [74, 75]. With the
saturated moment for Fe2 of 3.89(6) µB [86] the magnetic moments read (2.8, 1.9, 1.9) µB at
22 K and (2.7, 0.5, 2.8) µB at 7 K. In the parent compound YMn2O5 the magnetic moments of
Mn2 are tilted only by θg = 13◦ out of the ab-plane. In contrast, in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 the magnetic
moment of Fe2 are tilted by 30◦ at 22 K and by already 45◦ at 7 K. The tendency of the magnetic
moment of Fe to turn towards the c-direction is in good agreement to the highest substituted
sample YMnFeO5 where all magnetic moments are along the c-direction [86] (cf. Sec. 4.1.4).
With decreasing temperature, the phase transition at around 16 K in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 can be
addressed as spin reorientation from the b- towards the c-direction. This is in contrast to the
spin reorientation from the C- into the LTIC-phase of the parent compound YMn2O5, where the
magnetic moments rotate mainly in the ab-plane.
The phase differences obtained by the magnetic model are φ2 = π/2 and φ3 = π due to the
symmetry. Indeed this agrees perfectly with the values at 22 K. The agreement for 7 K is lower.
The magnetic structure of Mn2 in YMn2O5 from Ref. 75 leads to the same phase differences.
Note that φ2 = −87◦ is in good agreement with π/2, because it has the same phase differences
to φ1 = 0 and φ3 = π. Further the linear dichroism is not sensitve to the sign of the phases. In
Ref. 74 φ2 is comparable, but in contrast φ3 is nearly opposite. This difference is addressed to
experimental details, since neutron diffraction uses integrated intensities to refine the magnetic
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structure. Even in our sophisticated study, it was hard to get sensitive to the phase differences.
The circular dichroism gives further constrains (cf. Sec. B.3.2), but increases the experimental
time by a factor of around two.
Calculated scattering spectra from theory can be compared easily to the experiment. In con-
trast, to obtain them from the experiment is rather hard (Sec. B.4.3). This is because one spectra
has a real and imaginary part which are related by Kramers Kronig transformation, but fractions
of them are measured. Fractions of complex numbers can be calculated easily by writing them
parametrized as magnitude and phase. In contrast, the parametrization in real and imaginary
part is useful for summation. These spectra will contain information about the local hybridiza-
tion with the ligand field. Which was important for our conclusions in Sec. 4.2 [99].
Note that this detailed study goes much beyond earlier studies of which we are aware. E. g.,
in K2CrO4 full polarization analysis at the Cr K edge was used to distinguish contributions from
dipole E1–E1 and quadrupole E2–E2 transitions [122]. Both have a different photon energy de-
pendence, but the measurements had been performed only at the two most pronounced energies
and not at the full spectra. In LaMnO3 the ligand field causes different spectra in the ab-plane
compared to the c-direction similar to the anisotropy of the square pyramids in YMn2−xFexO5.
This was observed by choosing the (300) and (003) reflection [123], respectively. The detailed
azimuthal investigations of both reflection had been performed only at the maximum of the
Mn K edge and not for other energies. In conclusion, in the first study two different energies
and in the second study two different reflections had been chosen, but not the complete spectra
as a function of the photon energy could be obtained. Similar to our experiments described in
Sec. 5.4, due to the use of hard x-rays the polarization analysis could be performed in an easier
way than with soft x-rays. However, in our study the linear dichroism was sufficient.
From another viewpoint the substituted Fe are local probes for the magnetic structure. The
magnetic structure of RMn2O5 is formed by the three sublattices of R, Mn1 and Mn2. The
magnetic sublattice of the R-site can be studied separately by RXD, or substituted by the non-
magnetic Y3+ to simplify the overall magnetic structure. With RXD it is not easy to separate
the contributions from the Mn1 and Mn2 sublattices. Which is only possible with a detailed
knowledge of the fundamental spectra of both the octahedral and pyramidal sites. Here the
benefit was that in contrast to substituted Cr and Ga the substituted Fe occupy only one crys-
tallographic site, namely pyramidal Fe2 (cf. Sec. 4.1.4). This could be a leading path for other
complex magnetic structures if the physical properties do not change significantly by the substi-
tution and that only one site is preferred. The substitution of 4d or 5d transition metals shift the
desired L edges into the hard x-ray region. This allows to access more Bragg peaks and different
sample environments in an easier way, than in the UHV conditions needed for soft x-rays.
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4.3.3. Conclusions
In conclusion, the azimuthal dependence of the magnetic wave vector qC was studied in de-
tail at around 100 photon energy points over the Fe L2,3 edges at 22 and 7 K. This revealed
the magnetic moments of the substituted Fe in two different phases. This spin reorientation at
around 16 K was not seen by magnetization data. This illustrates the strength of RXD as an
element specific probe of ordering phenomena. The fundamental spectra contain information
about the complex hybridization processes in this material with a strong magnetoelectric cou-
pling. Therefore detailed theoretical investigations in collaboration with Maurits Haverkort are
on the way. Although the material has not become ferrimagnetic, it is an important information
how a substituted, magnetic element orders in a host with a frustrated magnetic structure.
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5. Competing Magnetic Phases in
NdFe3(BO3)4
In this chapter our results on NdFe3(BO3)4 are presented, which have shown the strong mag-
netoelastic, magnetodielectric and magnetoelectric couplings (Sec. 5.1). These couplings are
caused by the interplay of the partially filled 4 f and 3d electron shells of the Nd and Fe sites, re-
spectively. To understand this interplay of the two different magnetic sublattices, a NdFe3(BO3)4
single crystal has been studied by means of element specific resonant hard x-ray diffraction at
the Nd L2,3- and Fe K edges as a function of temperature and applied magnetic (Sec. 5.2) and,
for the first time, electrical fields (Sec. 5.3). From these experimental results we could derive a
possible coupling mechanism in this magnetoelectric material (Sec. 5.2.3). The detailed mag-
netic structure in these different phases have been revealed by linear polarization analysis with
so called Stokes scans (Sec. 5.4).
5.1. State of Current Research on RFe3(BO3)4
In this section the basic features and the current state of the research on crystals of RFe3(BO3)4
will be reviewed in order to introduce this topic and to aid the following discussions. The
family RM3(BO3)4 for R being a rare earth or Y and M being a 3d transition (Sc, Cr, Fe)
or post-transition metal (Al, Ga) have the huntite, CaMg3(CO3)4, crystal structure with space
group R32 [124, 125] (Sec. 5.1.1). The first big interest was in M=Al due to the good lasing
and second harmonic generation properties which have been addressed to the lack of inversion
symmetry [126].
Since replacing Al by Fe causes two different magnetic sublattices, the so far obtained mag-
netic structures as a function of temperature and in some studies even with applied magnetic
fields are reviewed (Sec. 5.1.2). This helps already to understand the magnetic induced ferro-
electric polarizations in some members of this family (Sec. 5.1.3).
5.1.1. Crystal Structure of RFe3(BO3)4
The complex crystal structure of the RFe3(BO3)4 is shown in Fig. 5.1. It can be described in
the rhombohedral space group R32 at high temperature with the hexagonal unit cell parameters
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1.: In NdFe3(BO3)4 Fe-octahedral chains (brown) in the c-direction (a) are linked by Nd-
prisms (grey) and B-triangles in the ab-plane (b). The red spheres are O [127–130].
a =9.56 Å, and c =9.56 Å for R=Nd [127]. Each unit cell contains three chemical formula units
(Z = 3) [127–130]. R, Fe and B are coordinated by an oxygen triangular prism, octahedron, and
triangle, respectively. The Fe-octahedra form edge sharing helical chains along the c-direction
[Fig. 5.1 (a)]. These chains and the RO6-triangular prisms are connected in the ab-plane via
BO3-triangles [Fig. 5.1 (b)]. Further details about the symmetry and exchange paths will be
discussed in Secs. C.3 and C.4.
The structure is the same for all different R sites, but as shown in the left panel of Fig. 5.2
[131] the unit cell parameters and atomic distances change due to the different ionic radii, rR3+ .
Note that the used values for rR3+ in VI-fold oxygen coordination can be found in Ref. 132. As an
example, Er3+ (0.89 Å) is one of the smallest and Pr3+ (0.99 Å) is one of the largest ions in this
family. The change from Er to Pr leads to δa/a ≈ 0.8% and δc/c ≈ 1% which corresponds to a
volume change of around 3% [133]. As expected, the biggest change in the structure happens at
the RO6 prisms which increase by 9% in their size. In contrast the Fe–Fe distance in the helical
chains of FeO6 octahedra is only affected by 0.3% [133].
For compounds with a small rR3+ there is a structural transition at TS which is related to a step
in the lattice parameter a [131]. As shown in the middle panel of Fig 5.2 [131], TS decreases
strongly from 445 K (Y) to 88 K (Eu) and vanishes for rR3+ ≥ 0.95 Å. Thus there is no TS
from Sm to La including Nd which is mostly discussed here. TS is related to a reduction of the
symmetry to the subspace group P3121 [134]. Therein, one of the three Fe octahedral chains
is shifted along the c-direction in respect to the others. This is described by two nonequivalent
Fe sites in P3121 compared to only one nonequivalent site in R32. Although most authors use
P3121 below TS, the forbidden (0 0 1) and (0 0 2) reflections have been observed for R=Tb,
Gd and Y by means of high energy x-ray diffraction [135]. They have been four orders of
magnitude lower than the (0 0 3) Bragg reflection, which is allowed in both space groups. Thus
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Figure 5.2.: The lattice constants (left), structural transition temperature TS = Tp (middle) and Néel
temperature TN (right) of RFe3(BO3)4 as a function of the ionic radii rR3+ [131].
this observations point to a general lower space group than P3121 below TS. E. g., the 31 screw
axis does not allow the additional reflections (cf. Sec. 3.4.2).
5.1.2. Magnetic Structure of RFe3(BO3)4
All compounds in poly-crystalline form investigated in Ref. 131 show antiferromagnetic or-
dering below the Néel temperature, TN (right panel Fig 5.2 [131]). TN decreases linearly with
increasing rR3+ from 40 K (Tb) to 23 K (La) [131]. This decrease of TN can be understood by
the weakening of the exchange interactions due to the increasing lattice constants (left panel
Fig. 5.2). The Currie-Weiss-fits of the magnetization and Mössbauer spectroscopy identified
the Fe3+ to be in a high spin configuration below TN [131]. The results form single crystals led
to similar TN [136]. The magnetic structures of the RFe3(BO3)4 are described in the following
by the sets of the magnetic moments mFe,i and mR, j at the positions ri and r j
Magnetic Structure of NdFe3(BO3)4
In NdFe3(BO3)4 below TN, both mFe,i and mNd, j are ferromagnetic (FM) within each ab-plane
and stacked antiferromagnetic (AFM) along the c-axis found by powder neutron diffraction
[137] [cf. Fig. 5.3 (a)]. The absolute angle to the a-axis of the moments in the ab-plane could
not be determined in the refinements but the relative angle between mFe,i and mNd, j. This angle
changes from 77◦ at 25 K to 47◦ at 1.6 K for the powder samples [137]. In contrast, in a later
study on single crystals [138], this tilting angle between mNd, j and mFe,i in one ab-plane was
refined to be zero. Thus care has to be taken with the published results, although the single
crystal data seems to be more reliable. The saturation values of the magnetic moments are
m◦Fe = 4.9 µB close to the theoretical value of the high spin configuration (S = 5/2) and m
◦
Nd =
2.7 µB.
In addition, due to the better resolution the data obtained using single crystals revealed the
continuous change from the commensurate magnetic (CM) to an incommensurate magnetic
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Figure 5.3.: Magnetic structure of RFe3(BO3)4 for R=Nd (a), R=Y (b), and R=Tb (c) below TN as well
as R=Gd below TSR. All structures are without magnetic fields. In the plots only two iron chains are
plotted and the boron ions were removed for clarity (taken from Ref. 51).
(ICM) ordering with qICM= (0, 0, 3n + 3/2 ± δ) below TIC=19 K [137]. δ increased with de-
creasing temperature and reached the order of 0.005 at 1.6 K. More recent studies of single
crystals by means of polarized neutron diffraction gave a slightly different TIC ≈ 15 K [138].
The magnetic structure below TIC could be identified as a magnetic helical ordering, which is a
small perturbation from the CM phase. In that study δ could be determined more precisely and
reached 6.67 · 10−3 at 1.6 K [138].
Magnetic Structures of other RFe3(BO3)4
The case R=Y has the benefit that Y3+ is nonmagnetic, hence the magnetization originates only
from the Fe lattice. Similar to R=Nd, the magnetic moments of Fe order perpendicular to the
c-direction [139]. The mFe,i are FM to each other within each ab-plane and AFM along the c-
direction [cf. Fig. 5.3 (b)]. In contrast to R=Nd, there is no indication for any reorientations at
lower temperatures in this study [139] as well as in the x-ray study [135] already implying that
for the low temperature behavior of R=Nd the mNd, j are important. For the other members of
the RFe3(BO3)4 family the local anisotropy of the R site is essential which was studied in detail
in Refs. 140–153
The magnetic moments had been found also in the ab-plane for R=Er [133, 154], Eu [155]
and Sm [156], since they have a similar anisotropy as Nd. In the cases of R=Tb [157], R=Dy
[158] and Pr [133] the strong Ising like anisotropy of the R site causes the magnetic moments
along c at all temperatures below TN [cf. Fig. 5.3 (c)]. In the intermediate cases of R=Ho [139]
and Gd [159] the anisotropy of the R-sites favors the alignment of the magnetic moments along
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c, but is not strong enough to cause this alignment already right below TN, but at another phase
transition at a lower TSR which is 5 K and 10 K for R=Ho and Gd, respectively.
Magnetic Structure upon Applied Magnetic Field
To study the effects of an applied magnetic field on the Fe sublattice, first the case of R=Y is
discussed. If a magnetic field is applied along the c-direction the magnetization increases lin-
early up to at least 50 kOe [154]. This is because the magnetic moments mFe,i stay mainly in the
ab-plane and AFM stacked along the c-direction, but get a small growing FM component which
is directed towards the applied field along c. Which is expected for strong AFM couplings. If
the field is applied in the ab-plane the mFe turn first perpendicular to the field up to a critical
field Hcrit. This is a typical behavior for magnetic (spin) reorientations. Hcrit increases from
6 kOe at 2 K to 10 kOe at 35 K indicating a softer order at low temperatures [154]. Above Hcrit,
M(Hab) is linear as for the application along c.
R=Nd shows also the linear behavior in M(H) along c and in the ab-plane above Hcrit [160].
A detailed high energy x-ray diffraction study revealed the rotation of the magnetic moments
upon a magnetic field of Ha ≈ 15 kOe towards a direction perpendicular to H, i. e., ‖ b∗ [135].
Thus the incommensurate helical order is suppressed (see also Secs. 5.2.2, 5.4.3, and Ref. 161).
If the anisotropy of the R-site forced the magnetic moments to be parallel to c as in the cases
of R=Tb, Dy and Pr, an applied Hc flops the mFe,i ⊥ c where they are still mainly AFM to
each other as revealed by the comparison of the M(H) curves [162–164]. In contrast, the mR, j
stay along the c-direction but become at low temperatures FM aligned above a critical field
Hcrit = 28 kOe for Dy [162], 35 kOe for Tb [157, 163, 165], and 45 kOe for Pr [164]. The spin
flop of the mFe ⊥ c in R=Tb could be confirmed by detailed x-ray diffraction studies [135].
The therein obtained T–H-phase diagram is in good agreement with Ref. 163. For R=Ho below
TSR, all moments could be brought back to the ab-plane by applying Hc = 0.4 T at 2 K as again
revealed by magnetization data [139].
5.1.3. Magnetoelectric Effect of NdFe3(BO3)4
For NdFe3(BO3)4 a ferroelectric (FE) polarization of Pa up to 380 µC/m2 has been observed
to be induced by Ha ≈ 20 kOe at 4.8 K [28, 29] (left panel Fig. 5.4). This is in the range
of other magnetically induced P as for RMn2O5 and RMnO3 compounds (cf. Sec. 2.3 and
Tab. 2.1). Surprisingly P vanishes at around H ≈ 50 kOe and saturates at the inverted value
above Ha ≈ 80 kOe.
A magnetically inducedPwas also observed in R=Gd, but the values did not exceed the order
of 10 µC/m2 [166]. Some anomalies in P have been reported for R=Pr upon applied magnetic
field and a quadratic dependence of Pa(Ha) up to Ha = 150 kOe [164] similar to Pb(Ha) for
R=Nd (right panel Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.4.: Ferroelectric polarization Pa induced by a magnetic field Ha (left) and Hb∗ (right) in
NdFe3(BO3)4 [28].
5.1.4. Conclusion
RFe3(BO3)4 has a complex crystal structure containing FeO6 octahedra and RO6 triangular
prisms which are linked by BO3 triangles. The ionic radii, rR3+ , determines the values of the
transition temperatures TS and TN, but the anisotropy of the R-sites determines the details of the
magnetic structure indicating strong coupling mechanisms between Fe- and the R-sites.
For R=Y the magnetic moments of Fe, mFe,i, order in the ab-plane below TN. They are FM
within one ab-plane and AFM to the next along the c-direction. This is the same for R=Nd,
Sm, Eu, and Er where the mR, j follow the same ordering. If the R-site has a strong Ising like
anisotropy along the c-direction (R=Pr, Tb, and Dy), all magnetic moments are forced along c
below TN. R=Ho, and Gd order below TN first like R=Nd, but have a spin reorientation at TSR
below which the magnetic moments are close to the c-direction. The main values and moment
directions are summarized in Tab. 5.1.
The large magnetoelectric effect in NdFe3(BO3)4 generated a lot of attention. Important, how-
ever, remain: (1) What is the microscopic origin of the magnetically induced P. (2) How does
an applied electrical field influence the magnetic structure. These questions will be answered
by the following results.
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Figure 5.5.: Temperature dependent intensities of the magnetic (0, 0, 7.5) reflection at the Fe K- (E =
7.128 eV) (a) and Nd L2 (E = 6.726 eV) (b) edges. The corresponding normalized integrated intensities
are given in panels (c) and (d). Open circles in (c) show the T -dependent Fe moment, squared and scaled
for comparison, from neutron diffraction (taken from Ref. 137). Red scales in (a) and (b) show the (0, 0,
6) Bragg peak FWHM = 0.0018(3) 2π/c. Thick red lines in (c) and (d) are fits to the data as explained
in the text.
5.2. Phase Competition and the Magnetoelectric Effect in
NdFe3(BO3)4
Below TN ≈ 30 K, the appearance of superlattice reflections at qCM= (0, 0, 3n + 3/2± δ) (where
n is an integer) reveals a doubling of the unit cell along c [see Figs. 5.5 (a) and (b)]. This
observation is in perfect agreement with recent neutron [137, 138] as well as x-ray scattering
[135] reports. The simultaneous appearance of these reflections together with the magnetic
order and the fact that the reflected photons for incoming π polarization are mostly σ polarized,
clearly identifies these reflections as magnetic superlattice peaks (cf. Sec. 3.2.3). Note that this
relation was derived for spherical symmetry but can be still used in this case (cf. Sec. 3.2.3).
Most of the results presented in this section are published in Ref. 161.
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5.2.1. Temperature Dependence of the Fe and Nd Magnetic Structure
Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) show high-resolution scans of the (0, 0, 7.5) magnetic reflection at
different temperatures, which were measured at the Fe K- and Nd L2 edge, respectively for
B=0 T. Below TN ≈ 30 K a single commensurate (C) reflection (green circles) is observed,
corresponding to the collinear AFM structure (cf. Sec. 5.1.2 [135, 137, 138]). Upon further
cooling down to TIC ≈ 16 K the peak splits into two incommensurate (IC) peaks at (0, 0, 3n +
3/2 ± δ) due to the formation of a long period spin helix (black triangles) that propagates along
the c-direction [137, 138]. Surprisingly, although the C reflection becomes very weak and broad,
it never vanishes completely which indicates a coexistence of the C and IC phases at T<TIC.
The value of δ strongly increases below TIC as does the intensity of the IC reflections (open
circles). This temperature dependent δ reveals a continuous change of the helix periodicity.
Specifically, we find that, in real space, the period of the spin helix decreases from ∼3900 Å
(∼523 unit cells) at 14 K to ∼1123 Å (∼146 unit cells) at 2 K. Again, these observations are in
very good agreement with previous neutron results [138].
Within the kinematical theory of magnetic diffraction, the resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD)
integrated intensity at the Fe K- and the Nd L2 edge is directly related to the ordered magnetic
moment on the Fe and the Nd sublattice, respectively [50, 169]. In other words, RXD enables to
study the magnetic order on the Fe and Nd sublattices separately by tuning the photon energy to
the corresponding absorption edge. In a similar way the magnetic ordering of Fe was measured
off resonant and of R on resonant for R=Gd [159] and Ho [170].
Figure 5.5 (c) shows the temperature dependent integrated RXD intensities measured at the
Fe K edge and normalized to its value at the lowest temperature. As can be observed in this
figure, the C peak first increases rapidly with cooling below TN. Upon further cooling below
TIC, the C reflection collapses whereas the IC reflections appear and increase in intensity.
A similar peak splitting behavior is also observed at the Nd L2 edge shown in Fig. 5.5 (b).
However, here the temperature evolution of the intensities is very different. As shown in Fig. 5.5
(f), the intensity enhancement of the C peak is much weaker in the range TIC < T < TN. Below
TIC the C peak intensity barely changes, while the IC peaks intensities increase pronouncedly.
The blue circles in Figs. 5.5 (c) and (d) correspond to the integrated intensity of the (0, 0, 7.5)
peak in the C phase plus the summed integrated intensities of the two satellites at (0, 0, 7.5±δ).
This total integrated intensity is proportional to 〈SFe〉2 at the Fe K- and 〈SNd〉2 at the Nd L2 edge,
where 〈SFe〉 and 〈SNd〉 denote the magnetic order parameter for the Fe and the Nd sublattice,
respectively.
The measured 〈SFe〉2 displays the typical behavior expected for a magnetic ordering transition
and compares well to the corresponding neutron diffraction results [open circles in Fig. 5.5
(e)]. 〈SNd〉2 exhibits a completely different temperature dependence and, in particular, does
not show a clear phase transition at TN. To understand the magnetic ordering behavior of the
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Nd sublattice, the corresponding curve in Fig. 5.5 (f) was fitted to a mean field model, which
assumes that the Nd order is merely induced by the Fe ordering [171]:
|S Nd|2 =
[
S ◦Nd tanh
(
S ◦Nd λFe−Nd 3〈S Fe〉
2kBT
)]2
(5.1)
In this equation kB is the Boltzmann constant, λFe−Nd is the effective Fe–Nd coupling constant,
S ◦Nd is the Nd ordered moment at T=0 K. Further, we used 〈SFe〉
2=
(
S ◦Fe(1 − T/TN)
β
)2
as a
parameterization, where S ◦Fe = 5/2 is the ordered Fe moment at T = 0 and β = 0.31(2) was
determined by a fit to the experimental data [red line in Fig.5.5 (e)]. The factor 3 accounts
for the three Fe neighbors per Nd in the formula unit. Note that λFe−Nd〈SFe〉 is the magnetic
mean field due to the Fe neighbors of the Nd sites that induces the magnetic order on the Nd
sublattice. Note that our model does not contain any Nd–Nd interaction which is expected to
be weak. In a similar material, Nd2BaNiO5, a model was applied with even such a coupling in
Ref. 172.
The red solid line in Fig. 5.5(f) shows the fit of Eq. 5.1 to the experimental data. The best
fit is obtained using S ◦Nd = 2.7 µB determined from neutron diffraction [137] and λFe−Nd =
0.60(1) T/µB. The excellent agreement with the data implies that the magnetic order on the Nd
sublattice is induced by the driving Fe spin order. Note that the neutron diffraction has given a
step like behavior of 〈SNd〉 which was not clear by that time, since it had the wrong shape.
5.2.2. Reorientation of Fe and Nd Magnetic Structures by a Magnetic
Field
We now investigate the effect of the magnetic field on the magnetic structure. The intensity
maps shown in Fig. 5.6 display the temperature dependence of the magnetic (0, 0, 7.5) reflection
measured at the Nd L2 edge in different applied magnetic fields. According to the previous
neutron scattering studies, the magnetic moments of both Nd and Fe are always confined to the
hexagonal ab-plane [137, 138].
In this situation, the point symmetry of the Nd sites implies (cf. Sec. 3.2.3) that the RXD of
the Nd sites can be described within the formalism given in Refs. 44 and 45 (cf. Sec. 3.2.3),
i. e., the intensities Iππ′ and Iπσ′ can be expressed as: Iππ′ ∝ (za sin 2θ)2 and Iπσ′ ∝ (−zb∗ cos θ)2,
where θ is the scattering angle and zn are the projections of the magnetic moments along the
crystallographic a and b∗ directions [cf. Fig. 5.5(b)].
As can be seen in Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), no qualitative difference between the two intensities
is observed for B=0 T apart from the fact that Iππ′/Iπσ′ ∼ 3. The relative intensities in the two
scattering channels is the result of a particular domain structure. For instance, in the C phase the
magnetic moments of the various domains are aligned along three equivalent directions within
the hexagonal ab-plane [Fig. 5.6(g)]. This yields za, zb∗ , 0 and intensities in both the ππ′ and
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Figure 5.6.: Temperature dependence of the (0, 0, 7.5) peak at the Nd L2 edge in different applied mag-
netic fields. πσ′ and ππ′ scattering is shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The magnetic field
was always applied parallel to the a-axis. Color boxes at the right of the figures indicate the intensity
in arb. units. (g), (h), (i): Illustration of the spin directions as a function of magnetic field. Red arrows
correspond to the easy axes of different magnetic domains in the C-phase.
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the πσ′ channel, where the value of Iππ′/Iπσ′ depends on the volume fractions occupied by the
different domains in the volume probed by x-rays. The magnetic domains will be discussed and
analyzed in more detail in Sec. 5.4.
More importantly, there are already remarkable changes in the RXD for B=0.8 T [Fig. 5.6(c)
and 5.6(d)]. First, the IC phase is suppressed and only observed at lower temperatures. Second,
there is an overall intensity transfer from ππ′ to πσ′. This implies a reduction of za and an
increase of zb∗ , i. e., the spins rotate as illustrated in Fig. 5.6(h). This observation agrees with
magnetization [135, 173] and sound velocity [174] measurements which show that at B=0.8 T
the system is in the center of a hysteresis corresponding to a spin flop transition.
Increasing the magnetic field to B=2 T, the IC phase is completely suppressed, as can be seen
in Figs. 5.6(e) and (f). In this field, pure πσ′ scattering is observed, whereas the ππ′ is very
weak, amounting only to 0.5% of the πσ′ intensity. This implies that za = 0, i. e., the spin
moments are now essentially perpendicular to B; i. e.; parallel to b∗ [Fig.5.6(i)]. This is in very
good agreement with earlier studies by means of high energy x-ray diffraction [135].
These field dependent measurements reveal that the maximum of magnetic field induced
ferroelectric polarization P coexists with collinear spin order. The spin helix can hence be
excluded as an origin for the magnetoelectric effect in NdFe3(BO3)4. Instead our data directly
implies that the field induced P is driven by collinear spin order.
The studies of R=Gd revealed in a similar way that the magnetically induced P is related to
a commensurate phase where the magnetic moments are in the ab-plane [159], but the maximal
value of P is one order of magnitude lower than in R=Nd [166].
5.2.3. Coupling Mechanism of Fe and Nd Magnetic Sublattices
The microscopic insights obtained by RXD enable to deduce a consistent scenario for the mag-
netoelectric coupling in NdFe3(BO3)4, which is based on the magnetic frustration between the
Fe and Nd sublattices: according to previous reports [137], Fe has a 3d5 configuration, which
implies that both the Fe–Fe and the Nd–Fe superexchange interactions are antiferromagnetic
(AFM). Our data further shows that 〈SFe〉2 corresponds to the primary order parameter, whereas
〈SNd〉2 is merely induced. We therefore consider the coupling of Nd to fully ordered Fe chains.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.7, the AFM Nd–Fe interactions are frustrated, even though not all Nd–
Fe couplings have the same strength. Upon decreasing temperature 〈SNd〉2 increases, i. e., an
average magnetic moment on the Nd sites develops. This finite 〈SNd〉2 then also increases the
energy related to the Nd–Fe frustration in the collinear phase.
Without applied magnetic field, this Nd–Fe frustration can be relieved by forming a spin
helix, which optimizes the magnetic interactions and gains exchange energy ∆EIC by slight
rotations ∆φ of neighboring spins along c. Since 〈SNd〉2 increases upon cooling, ∆EIC/∆φ will
also depend on temperature, which naturally explains the strongly temperature dependent period
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Figure 5.7.: (a) Crystal structure of NdFe3(BO3)4 showing the next nearest neighbor superexchange
paths between Fe–Fe (blue, dark gray) and Nd–Fe (green, light gray). Only one of the three equivalent
Fe-chains surrounding Nd is shown. (b) Magnetic frustration between Nd1 and Fe2 ions. The strongest
coupling is given by the intra chain Fe–Fe AFM coupling. The Fe1,3–Nd1 and Fe2–Nd1 are expected to
be weaker.
λ ∝ 1/∆φ of the spin helix. We therefore conclude that the spin helix is driven by the Nd–Fe
sublattice frustration.
By applying a magnetic field parallel to the ab-plane, the spin helix is rapidly suppressed and
the spin rotations are no longer energetically favorable. We propose that within the magnetic
field enforced C phase, the system choses an alternative way to relieve the magnetic frustra-
tion, which involves a modulation of the lattice structure rather than a modulation of the spin
structure.
We argue that the field-induced lattice distortions result in the ferroelectric polarization, al-
though we cannot determine these distortions based on the present data. At this point we can
only conclude that the 3-fold rotation axis of the space group R32 has to be broken in or-
der to allow for a ferroelectric polarization parallel to the ab-plane (cf. Sec. C.3.2). Interest-
ingly, this removes the symmetry relations exactly between the Fe-sites shown in Fig. 5.7(a)
(cf. Sec. C.3.2). The required symmetry reduction is therefore fully consistent with the deduced
microscopic mechanism, which further supports our conclusions. The maximal non isomorphic
subgroup that allows such symmetry reduction is C2, corresponding to a monoclinic setting (cf.
Sec. C.3.2). For instance, Fe1, Fe2 and Fe3 in Fig. 5.7(a) are symmetry related in the R32 space
group but they are not in C2 (cf. Sec. C.3.2). Thus atomic displacements of these ions (or ligand
ions attached to them) might induce some electric polarization parallel to the ab-plane.
By taking into account the symmetry elements of the spacegroup R32 a model with all sym-
metry allowed terms for P was developed in Refs. 28, 166, but has not stated something about
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the microscopic origin. Our model in contrast points to the exchange paths in the crystal struc-
ture which are of interest for the frustration and thus for the ME coupling.
5.2.4. Conclusions
NdFe3(BO3)4 hence belongs to a class of materials where the magnetoelectric properties are
driven by the magnetic frustration of two interacting subsystems. Since the Nd magnetic order-
ing is induced by the Fe magnetic order and is growing with decreasing temperature, the degree
of frustration can even be tuned by changing temperature. The frustration can be relieved either
by forming a spin helix or by creating a FE polarization. The FE collinear and the non-FE spin
helix are therefore competing phases. Due to this competition an external magnetic field can
easily switch between the two phases, causing the ME effect. We believe that a quantitative
theoretical analysis of this mechanism may help to identify new magnetoelectric materials with
optimized properties. The presented RXD study also beautifully illustrates the power of this ex-
perimental technique and shows how this enables to unveil hidden microscopic physics that can
hardly be accessed otherwise. This strongly motivates further studies of materials with different
interacting magnetic sublattices using RXD.
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Figure 5.8.: L-scans of (0 0 4.5±δ) on NdFe3(BO3)4 at the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) at 5.8 K with incident
π polarization and no polarization analyzer. The peaks are fitted with 3 Lorentzian squared functions and
a linear background. The blue dots are the data and the blue lines are the total fits. The green and red
envelops correspond to the ICM and CM reflections, respectively.
5.3. Tuning the Magnetic Order with an Electrical Field
As was shown in Sec. 5.1.3, NdFe3(BO3)4 has a strong magnetoelectric coupling observed by a
magnetically induced P. Here the question how the magnetic system reacts upon an applied E-
field is addressed. Therefore, to our knowledge, the first resonant x-ray diffraction experiments
on NdFe3(BO3)4 in an applied electrical field have been undertaken. This is important to learn
more about the magnetoelectric coupling mechanism(s) in this complex multiferroic system.
5.3.1. Electrical Field Dependence of the Nd Magnetic Sublattice
To have the highest possible intensities, the (0 0 4.5) reflection on the Nd L2 edge without
polarization analyzer and π polarized incident x-rays was chosen. The following effects are
demonstrated by L-scans in Fig. 5.8. In every state the lineshape can be well fitted by three
Lorentzian squared functions and one linear background. The blue points are the experimental
data and the blue line is the fit. The fitted peaks are indicated by colored areas with an envelop
(green: satellites, red: central reflection).
First, the IC-phase at 5.8 K was prepared [Fig. 5.8 (a)] to have similar starting conditions
as for the investigations upon magnetic field (cf. Sec. 5.2.2). The (0 0 4.5) reflection in this
measurement has the same satellites and remaining commensurate peak as described earlier in
Sec. 5.2.1 indicating two different magnetic states which are close in energy to each other.
The peak widths Γ are related to the correlation length ξ (cf. Sec. 3.4.4). The (0 0 6) Bragg
peak has a width of 0.0010 which determines the experimental resolution corresponding to
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Table 5.2.: Peak widths Γ of the IC and C reflections around (0 0 4.5) measured at the Nd L2 edge
and corresponding correlation lengths ξ together with the integrated peak intensities of NdFe3(BO3)4 at
5.8 K. Top to bottom: With exchange gas and no field. Exchange gas pumped out. Applied E-field.
p E Γ (10−4) ξ (nm) area (10−2)
(mbar) (104 V/m) IC C IC C IC C
4.0e-02 0.00 10 37 190 50 0.42 0.75
4.0e-05 0.00 12 25 160 75 0.31 0.99
4.0e-05 8.80 16 17 120 110 0.22 1.24
190 nm spatial resolution. Note that the earlier given value for the peak width of the (0 0 6) of
0.0018 (Sec. 5.2.1 [161]) is related to a Lorentzian peak shape and is in good agreement with the
scaling factor to the Lorentzian squared peak shape of 0.644 (cf. Sec. 3.4.4). Thus the IC-phase
is well correlated and only limited by the experimental resolution (cf. Tab. 5.2). In contrast
Γ(004.5) = 0.0037 corresponds to a correlation length of 50 nm which is much smaller than the
experimental resolution and hence corresponds to the domain size.
To prevent discharges when applying any electrical fields, it was mandatory to reduce the
pressure of the He exchange gas from ≈ 5 · 10−2 mbar to ≈ 5 · 10−5 mbar. Surprisingly this
already suppressed the IC-reflections and enhanced the C-reflection [Fig. 5.8 (b)]. The analy-
sis of the peak widths leads to a domain size of 160 nm and 75 nm for the IC- and C-phase,
respectively. Hence the IC-phase is now within the experimental resolution and the size of the
C-phase increased by a factor of 1.5.
By applying E1 = 8.8 ·104 V/m (cf. Sec. 3.5.3) this trend was enhanced even further [Fig. 5.8
(c)] and leads to nearly equally sized domains for the IC- and C-phase. The overall doubling
of the domain size of the C-phase corresponds well to the increase of the intensity of the C-
reflection by a factor ≈ 1.6.
Switching off the E-field has driven back the system to the previous stage without gas and
E-field [Fig. 5.8 (d)]. After the pressure was close to 5 ·10−2 mbar again, the L-scan looked very
similar to the starting L-scan [Fig. 5.8 (e)]. Hence there are no hysteresis effects in contrast to
our first experiments which had shown no reversibility [51]. This is in good agreement to the
applied magnetic field which had shown only small hysteresis effects [135].
5.3.2. Discussions
This data shows the control of the balance between different magnetic domains by an E-field
which illustrates the strong ME couplings in NdFe3(BO3)4. The peak widths have given even
estimates for the sizes of the corresponding domains. However their size of 50 to 200 nm was
much too small to be mapped by scans on the sample with the here used technique but might
motivate other studies.
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In our study the strong ME coupling is related to the balance between two completely dif-
ferent magnetic structures and not just configurations with opposite sign of the same structure.
For comparison, in RbFe(MoO4)2 there are domains with +P and -P related to two different
configurations of axial distortions [175]. But this is general for FE and FM materials that there
exist domains with both possible signs. A review about the progress in electrical field control
of magnetism is given in Ref. 176.
If there is no exchange gas, there are already local E-fields present. These local E-fields
can be explained by the photoelectric effect. Due to the synchrotron beam the sample surface
charges up and the charge can not flow away since both the sample at this temperature and
the exchange gas at the chosen pressure are insulating. This is similar to a resonant soft x-
ray diffraction study on multiferroic DyMnO3 where the beam was used to write ferroelectric
domains on the surface [177]. Similar to our case the insulating sample and the ultra high
vacuum conditions hindered the discharging. The smallest lateral dimensions of the domains in
Ref. 177 was around 0.1 mm.
Note that beam heating can be excluded as a possible explanation, since an increasing tem-
perature is related to a movement of the satellites closer to the C-reflection as was shown in the
earlier Sec. 5.2.1 and in more detail in the appendix Sec. C.1.2.
5.3.3. Conclusions
The application of an electrical field favors a commensurate magnetic structure in NdFe3(BO3)4
similar to the application of a magnetic field. This enables the control of magnetic domains
by an electrical field revealing the strong ME coupling. Due to the photo electric effect such
control could be already performed with the synchrotron beam itself without applied E-field
if the exchange gas pressure is controlled. Further details on the magnetic structure and their
domain configurations will be discussed next in Sec. 5.4.
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Figure 5.9.: Sketch of the magnetic phase
diagram of NdFe3(BO3)4. CM-T: no field,
15 K ≤ T ≤ 30 K. ICM: no field, T ≤ 15 K.
CM-B: applied magnetic field. CM-E: ap-
plied electrical field.
5.4. Magnetic Structure Analysis of NdFe3(BO3)4
So far there is one incommensurate phase at low temperature and without applied fields (ICM)
and there are three ways to change the magnetic structure to commensurate (Fig. 5.9): CM-T by
heating (Sec. 5.2.1), CM-B by applying a B-field (Sec. 5.2.2) and CM-E by applying an E-field
(Sec. 5.3). Further it is known form neutron diffraction that in the CM-T phase exist domains
with different preferred magnetic orientations.
To clarify whether or not these commensurate phases are the same, detailed linear polar-
ization analysis has been performed on the magnetic reflections at the Nd L2 edge for various
incoming polarizations which are characterized in Sec. 3.5.3. For the values of the obtained
polarization parameters the reader is referred to the appendix Sec. C.1.3.
5.4.1. Commensurate Magnetic Structures of NdFe3(BO3)4
As in Sec. 5.2 and Refs. 159, 161, 170, 159 and 170 only the linear term in the magnetic moment
in Hannons formula (Sec. 3.2.3) is used since the magnetic structures are AFM. Note again that
the point symmetry of the Nd sites allows to use Hannons formula (Sec. 3.2.3).
Models and Scattering Cross Sections
Since in the CM phases the magnetic modulation vector is (0 0 1.5) and the z-coordinates of the
Nd sites ri are at integer multiples of 1/3, the phase factor alternates between +1 for zi = 2 j/3
and -1 for zi = (2 j + 1)/3 with j being an integer number. To take the doubling of the c-axis for
the commensurate AFM structure into account, the magnetic moment at the site at z = 1 has to
rotate by 180◦ compared to the site at z = 0. Hence the magnetic moment has to rotate by 180◦
or 60◦ from one site to the next.
Note that the rotation by 60◦ from one site to the next leads to cancellation of the magnetic
scattering at (0, 0, 3n + 3/2) since all the moments can be grouped into subgroups of three
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Figure 5.10.: Single
domain commensurate
magnetic structure of
NdFe3(BO3)4 with tilting
angle φ0. Model (left)
and simulations of the
polarization parameters P
(cf. Sec. 3.1.2) for different
incoming polarizations
(right).
moments with 120◦ to each other and the same phase factor, i. e., every second site. But the
(0, 0, 3n ± 1/2) would be allowed. As a result the moments have to rotate by 180◦ from one site
to the next which will be assumed for the following modeling.
The first model for the magnetic structure of the Nd sublattice are collinear magnetic mo-
ments with an angel φ0 to the a-axis in the ab-plane (Fig. 5.10). Hence the magnetic moments
as unit vectors at the sites r2 j = (x, y, 2 j/3) and r2 j+1 = (x, y, (2 j + 1)/3) read:
m2 j = + cos φ0â + sin φ0b̂∗ (5.2)
m2 j+1 = − cos φ0â − sin φ0b̂∗ (5.3)
This leads to the resonant scattering atomic form factors in the polarization frame (cf.
Sec. 3.2.3)
(
t(1)2 j,kl
)
=
 0 + sin φ0 cos θ
− sin φ0 cos θ − cos φ0 sin 2θ
 = − (t(1)2 j+1,kl) (5.4)
Due to the simple phase relation this is also proportional to the structure factor
(
F(1)kl
)
(L = 3n + 1.5) ∝
 0 + sin φ0 cos θ
− sin φ0 cos θ − cos φ0 sin 2θ
 (5.5)
From this expression the polarization parameters P which characterize the polarization (cf.
Sec. 3.1.2) as a function of the tilting angle φ0 are simulated for different incoming polariza-
tions (Fig. 5.10). The analytic terms given in Tab. 5.4.1 lead to exactly the same results. As
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Table 5.3.: Polarization parameters as function of tilting angle φ0 for NdFe3(BO3)4 with single magnetic
domain.
ê ê′ P1 P2 P310
  0
− sin φ0 cos θ
 -1 0 001
  sin φ0 cos θ
− cos φ0 sin 2θ
 sin2 φ0−4 sin2 θ cos2 φ0sin2 φ0+4 sin2 θ cos2 φ0 −4 sin θ sin2 φ0sin2 φ0+4 sin2 θ cos2 φ0 0
1
√
2
1i
 1√2
 i sin φ0 cos θ
− sin φ0 cos θ − i cos φ0 sin 2θ
 −2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0sin2 φ0+2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0 − sin θ sin 2φ0sin2 φ0+2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0 − sin2 φ0sin2 φ0+2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0
1
√
2
 1
−i
 1√2
 −i sin φ0 cos θ
− sin φ0 cos θ + i cos φ0 sin 2θ
 −2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0sin2 φ0+2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0 − sin θ sin 2φ0sin2 φ0+2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0 + sin2 φ0sin2 φ0+2 sin2 θ cos2 φ0
expected the results have a periodicity of 180◦ since this changes only the absolute phase of the
AFM structure.
For incoming σ polarization the angle φ0 can not be determined because there is only the π′σ
scattering channel in the atomic form factor leading always to scattered π′ light. For incoming
π polarization the scattered light is totally linear polarized (P3 = 0). In all other cases of the in-
coming polarization and scattered polarization parameters, the comparison of the measurement
to the calculation leads to two values of φ0 between 0◦ and 180◦ for each polarization parameter.
If a maximum or minimum of the polarization parameter is reached, it is only one value.
The domains in the CM-T phase observed by neutron diffraction [137] and high energy x-ray
diffraction [135] have an angle of 120◦ to each other due to the three-fold axis of the space
group R32. Thus three domains with the occupations d1, d2 and d3 are considered which have
an angle of φ0, φ0 + 120◦ and φ0 + 240◦, respectively (Fig. 5.11).
If the beam coherence or experimental resolution is smaller than the domain size the phase
relation between the domains has not to be considered and the intensities of their diffracted
lights add up without considering their relative phases. This is widely used in Ellipsometry and
can lead to partially polarized scattered light [38].
The applied B-field along the a-direction in Sec. 5.2.2 has broken the 3-fold axis of R32 but
kept the 2-fold axis along a. Therefore a second model with two domains with the occupations
d1 and d2 is considered which have an angle of φ0 and φ0 + 90◦, respectively.
Fitting of the CM-T magnetic structure
Figure 5.12 shows the experimental Stokes scans of the (0 0 4.5) and (0 0 7.5) reflections in
the CM-T phase at 20 K without applied fields. Each point is the integrated intensity from a
rocking curve of the polarization analyzer crystal as was explained in Sec. C.2.3. The incoming
polarizations had been σ and π for the top panels and circular right (cr) and left (cl) for the
bottom panels. The obtained polarization parameters can be found in the appendix Tab. C.2. For
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Figure 5.11.: Multi domain model 1 for the magnetic structure of NdFe3(BO3)4.
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Figure 5.12.: Stokes scans in the CM-T phase (20 K, no fields) at the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) for the (0
0 4.5) and (0 0 7.5) reflections with incoming σ, π, cr, and cl polarizations. The solid lines are fits of
second order Fourier series.
the (0 0 7.5) the results for cr and cl are similar in contrast to the (0 0 4.5) which indicates some
small problems with the later one, since no circular dichroism is expected for the commensurate
structures.
The comparison of the measured polarization parameters in the CM-T phase lead to different
values for φ0 in the single domain model from σ, π, circular right (cr) and left (cl) incoming
polarizations. Thus the CM-T phase can not contain just one single magnetic domain but is a
multi domain phase as was expected by earlier experiments [135, 137].
Therefore the experimental Stokes scans had been fitted to multi domains of model 1 with
the offset angle φ0 and domain occupations d1, d2 and d3. To stabilize the fitting φ0 needed to
be fixed. In the top left panel of Fig. 5.13 the results for model 1 are shown by considering the
reflection (0 0 7.5). The R2 values correspond to the fitting quality, which is best for values
close to 1.0. The nearly constant R2 explains the unstable fitting for not fixed φ0. Thus φ0 can
not be determined and is set to zero.
Although model 1 has given good results, model 2 is checked to become a better feeling for
this kind of modeling and fitting procedures. Therefore the results from model 2 are shown in
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Figure 5.13.: Fitting of the CM magnetic structure from Stokes scans at the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV)
with different fixed φ0 considering the incoming σ, π, cr, and cl polarizations for the (0 0 7.5) reflection
in the different magnetic phases. R2 indicates the fitting quality and 1.0 corresponds to the best quality.
the top right panel of Fig. 5.13. In contrast to model 1 the R2 is oscillating for model 2 and has
a maximum value. However the fitting quality is a bit lower than for model 1. Thus model 2
does not give a better description of the CM-T phase as was expected from physical reasons.
Fitting of the CM-B magnetic structure
The comparison of the measured polarization parameters in the CM-B phase to the calculations
for a single domain leads to a good agreement for φ0 ≈ 95◦. Measuring only the channels for σ′
and π′ would give P1 which leads to φ0 = 85◦ or 95◦. Together with P2 they can be distinguished
by the sign of P2. And only P2 would lead to φ0 = 95◦ or 170◦. Which can be distinguished by
P1 close to 0 or -1. This illustrates the benefit of the Stokes scans compared to measuring only
some scattering channels.
Although the single domain model is in good agreement, it is worth applying the multi do-
main models 1 and 2. The results are presented in the second top panels of Fig 5.13 together
with R2 in the bottom panels. Model 1 allows only fitting from φ0 = 30◦ to 42.5◦ with a fast
decreasing R2 by going away from φ0 ≈ 35◦. The good fit correspond to a single domain state
with 95◦ and only when the fitting quality is reduced multi domains are included. The fitting
with model 2 is only possible in a narrow φ0 region from 2.5◦ to 10◦ with the best fit at 5◦. Since
there is only domain 2 occupied, it is equal to the single domain state with φ0 = 95◦. Thus we
can attribute the CM-B phase to a single domain state.
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The fitted φ0 = 95◦ can be explained by the tilted scattering plane, i. e., the a-direction
was tilted by around 5◦ from the vertical direction (cf. Sec. C.1.4) indicating that the mag-
netic moments have tilted perpendicular to the field. This result is in very good agreement to
earlier non-resonant magnetic high energy x-ray diffraction experiments [135] and our simple
argumentation in Sec. 5.2.2 with the intensities from two different scattering channels (Iσ
′π and
Iπ
′π).
Fitting of the CM-E magnetic structure
The most interesting question during our investigations was: How does this multiferroic system
react on an applied electrical field E along the a-axis, which is the direction of the induced
ferroelectric polarization P by a magnetic field along the a-direction? In contrast to the CM-B
phase, we could not fit the experimental data with a single domain state, but for the same three
domains as in the CM-T phase.
The results with fixed φ0 for model 1 and 2 are presented in the third top panels of Fig 5.13
together with R2 in the bottom panels. Similar to the CM-T phase R2 is constant for all φ0
values. Thus we had chosen again φ0 = 0◦. In model 1 the domain occupations 0.31, 0.61 and
0.08 for offset angles 0◦, 120◦ and 240◦, respectively, are still rather close to the CM-T phase.
Model 2 has a pronounced maximum in R2 at φ0 = 45◦ with d1 = 0.2 and d2 = 0.8 (135◦).
The fitting quality is similar to model 1, but why the moments should tilt mainly to 135◦ can
not be explained by physical reasons since this corresponds to an angle of 40◦ to the applied
E-field.
The observation of domains is in agreement with the residual IC-reflections indicating that
not all domains performed the phase transition. Thus the field was not large enough to create
the desired single domain state with moments perpendicular to E. Another possibility is that the
Nd sublattice reacts different from the Fe sublattice in the case of E but not for B. This would
give constrains to the still open question of the multiferroic mechanism in NdFe3(BO3)4.
Corrections
Especially for the models with more parameters it is better to perform a least square fit by
comparing the simulated Stokes scans to the measured ones and not by comparing the polar-
ization parameters. The diffraction had been corrected by the polarization analyzer angle 2θPA
for the determination of the incident light, the tilting of the incoming light η0, the tilting of the
scattering plane in respect to the detector η′0 and the polarization analyzer angle 2θ
′
PA for the
determination of the scattered light.
As is expected, the corrections of the analyzer crystal angles 2θPA and 2θ′PA is so small (cf.
Sec. C.2.3) that it does not effect the results at all. For the CM-T phase there are mainly two
different results which depend on the correction of η′0 (cf. Sec. C.1.4). By switching on the
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Figure 5.14.: Multi domain model of the ICM structure of NdFe3(BO3)4. Left: With φ2 = 20◦ corre-
sponding to δ = 1/36 = 0.02778. Right: Simulated Stokes scans at the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) for the
different domains and circular polarizations.
correction d2 is reduced from 0.6 to 0.5 and d1 increases from around 0.12 to 0.18 and d3 from
0.3 to 0.35. Which is a clear trend but in the end a small change. The changes for the CM-E
phase are in the same order of magnitude. Thus the uncertainties of the domain occupations for
a multi domain state and fixed offset angle is around 0.05 to 0.1. The CM-B phase φ0 varies
only from 95.4◦ to 95.9◦ leading to an uncertainty of 0.5◦ for the offset angle of a single domain
state.
5.4.2. Incommensurate Magnetic Structure of NdFe3(BO3)4
Models and Scattering Cross Sections
The IC-phase is modeled with a helical spiral which has an offset δ = 0.005 from the commen-
surate magnetic structure in agreement with the neutron diffraction [137, 138].
φ j = 2π
j
3
lm = jπ ± 2 jδπ (5.6)
m j = cos φ jâ + sin φ jb̂∗ (5.7)
This means that after 200 sites along the c-direction the magnetic moment is the same again.
Therefore 200 unit cells are used in the simulations. No helical modulation would result in
the already discussed collinear AFM stacking. If lm,1 = 1.495 = 1.5 − δ, the moments are
tilted clockwise. The case lm,2 = 1.505 = 1.5 + δ means counter clockwise tilting. Since
neutron scattering experiments [138] pointed to domains in the ICM phase, two domains with
occupations d1 and d2 corresponding to the modulations lm,1 and lm,2, respectively are modeled.
The left panel of Fig. 5.14 illustrates as an example the case of δ = 1/36 = 0.02778 which
corresponds to an additional tilt of 10◦ to the 180◦ from one site to the next.
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Figure 5.15.: Fitting of the IC magnetic structure at the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) by the polarization
parameters obtained from the Stokes scans.
In contrast to the CM phases where only one central peak was measured, in the ICM phase
two satellite reflections around each commensurate peak position had been measured. The right
panel of Fig. 5.14 shows the simulation of Stokes scans for cr and cl incident polarization on
the two satellites L = 7.5 ± δ considering pure d1 on the left hand side and pure d2 on the right
hand side. The dichroism between cr and cl changes by going from one satellite to the other or
from one domain to the other.
Fitting of the ICM magnetic structure
Similar to the single domain model of the CM phases this two domain model of the ICM phase
needs only one parameter. Note that beside the satellites the central peak exists as was discussed
in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3 but was not investigated by Stokes scans.
In Fig. 5.15 the simulations of the polarization parameters depending on the domain occupa-
tions (d1, d2 = 1 − d1) are presented. For all domain occupations hold P2 = 0, which could be
seen already from the simulated Stokes scans (right panel Fig. 5.14) since they are symmetric
around η = 90◦. Thus the fitting relies only on P1 since P3 can be not measured by the linear
polarization analysis setup and the domain structures lead to partially polarized scattered light
(|P| < 1). The d1 values which would follow from the polarization parameters obtained by the
measured Stokes scans are marked by vertical red lines.
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Figure 5.16.: Fitting of the magnetic structures from Stokes scans at the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) for
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For L = 4.5 ± δ (left panel of Fig. 5.15) good agreement is obtained for all four Stokes scans
around d1 = 0.7 and the corresponding P2 from the measurements are also close to zero. For
L = 7.5 ± δ (right panel of Fig. 5.15) P2 is closest to zero for cl (+δ: 0.013, −δ: -0.005) but
bigger for cr +δ: 0.100 and far off for cr −δ: 0.231. On the other hand side, d1 for cr +δ is away
from the others which are between 0.4 and 0.7. The problem actually is that this is a shallow
region of the P1 simulation. Only for the nearly single domain configurations P1 is a bit steeper.
Thus the determination of d1 from our measurements has rather high uncertainties. Thus also
the fitting of the Stokes scans directly with the simulations leads to d1 = 0.503 (R2 = 0.988)
without and 0.675 (R2 = 0.965) with considering cr +δ. The similar fitting of the satellites
around the (0 0 4.5) leads to d1 = 0.741 (R2 = 0.986). The fitting of the satellites around both
(0 0 4.5) and (0 0 7.5) leads finally to d1 = 0.736 for clockwise rotation and d2 = 0.264 for
counterclockwise rotation with R2 = 0.985.
5.4.3. Conclusions
The Stokes scans at the (0 0 7.5) for incoming cr and cl polarization together with the best fits
are given in the left (CM) and right (ICM) panel of Fig. 5.16. Sketches of the domain structures
are on the right hand sides.
In summary, linear polarization analysis is a strong technique to characterize magnetic struc-
tures especially if they contain only one single domain as the CM-B phase. Even though there
had been two types of domains in the ICM phase, their domain occupations could be deter-
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mined. In the CM-T and CM-E phase it could be shown that there are three domains which
have magnetic moments with an angle of 120◦ to each other.
To get around the problems of domains one can create a single domain state as was done with
the application of a B-field or the size of the beam needs to be smaller than the domain size.
Then each domain can be analyzed separately and the surface can be even imaged as was done,
for example, in Ref. 177.
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5.5. Further Results
5.5.1. Growing Ferromagnetic Components with High Magnetic Field
As a function of magnetic field at 2 K, P has its maximum at 2 T. With further increasing
magnetic field P decreases up to 5 T, changes its sign and reaches the same magnitude at 8 T
compared to 2 T (cf. Sec. 5.1.3). Hence, it is important how the magnetic structure changes
on applied Ba from 2 T to 10 T, Therefore the magnetic (0 0 4.5), (0 0 7.5) and structural (0
0 6) reflections at the Nd L2 edge in the π′π and σ′π scattering channels have been measured.
The sample was prepared by zero field cooling (zfc) in the IC phase at 2 K. In Fig. 5.17 the
intensities of the (0 0 4.5) magnetic reflection are shown, since they are larger than at (0 0 7.5).
Already in the previous Sec. 5.2.2 it was shown that Iσ
′π and Iπ
′π are sensitive to the AFM
component of the magnetic moments along the b∗- and a-direction, respectively. The decrease
of Iσ
′π can be interpreted by a decrease of mb∗ , but at the same time Iπ
′π does not increase. Hence
the magnetic moments do not simply rotate back. A decrease of the magnitude of the ordered
moment is unlikely (cf. Sec. 5.1.2). A possible explanation is an increasing FM component
along the a-direction. This was already predicted by magnetization studies but no tilting angles
could be given (cf. Sec. 5.1.2). The tilting angle φFM to the a-direction is defined in the following
way:
m̂2 j = cos φFMâ + sin φFMb̂∗ (5.8)
m̂2 j+1 = cos φFMâ − sin φFMb̂∗ (5.9)
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Figure 5.18.: Energy Dependence of RXD on NdFe3(BO3)4 in the π′π and σ′π channels on the (0 0 4.5)
magnetic reflection in the CM-T phase (no field, 20 K) at the Nd L3- (left) and Nd L2 edge (right).
Hence the non zero intensities for the AFM and FM reflections read:
Iσ
′π
AFM ∝ cos
2 θ sin2 φFM (5.10)
Iπ
′π
FM ∝ sin
2 2θ cos2 φFM (5.11)
The magnetic contribution of Iπ
′π
FM is hard to measure, since it sits on top of the structural Bragg
peak. But φFM can be extracted from Iσ
′π
AFM which is plotted in the top panel of Fig. 5.17. Hence
the magnetic moments rotate from perpendicular to B to nearly 45◦ to B by increasing the
applied B from 2 T to 9 T.
5.5.2. Energy Dependent Resonant X-ray Diffraction on NdFe3(BO3)4
Resonances at the Nd L2,3 edges
To investigate the resonant lineshapes at the Nd L2,3 edges the sample was cooled down to 20 K
into the CM-T phase. The left and right panels of Fig. 5.18 show the fluorescence at the Nd L2,3
edges in green and the scattering on the (0 0 4.5) magnetic reflection in the σ′π- (blue) and π′π
scattering channels (red). At the Nd L2 edge (2p1/2 → 5d, right panel) a pronounced maximum
in the scattering intensity close to the inflection point of the absorption edge at 6.726 eV is
observed. This is the mainly used photon energy for the investigation of the Nd magnetic
sublattice (Secs. 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4) similar to the studies on R=Gd [159] and R=Ho [170]. The
two smaller peaks at higher energy are due to the fine structure caused by the ligand field, the
so called diffraction anomalous fine structure (DAFS). Since the resonant diffraction was called
anomalous in the beginning of the technique.
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at the (0 0 6) structural reflection in the CM-
B phase (2 T, 2 K) at the Nd L3 edge.
At the Nd L3 edge (left panel of Fig. 5.18) there are several resonances in the vicinity of
the inflection point and the main peak of the fluorescence. In addition pronounced DAFS is
observed. Below the absorption edge non resonant scattering (cf. Sec. 3.2.4) is present, but
not considered in this study. This edge is only used for the azimuthal investigation (Sec. 5.5.3)
which shine more light on the different role of the certain energies.
In contrast to the magnetic peaks the energy dependence of the structural Bragg peaks close
to the absorption edges are mainly dominated by the absorption which reduces the penetration
depth and therefore the amount of scatterers. As an example the (0 0 6) at the Nd L3 edge is
illustrates in Fig. 5.19. As expected from Thomson scattering (cf. Sec. 3.2.2), the main intensity
is in the π′π channel and the σ′π channel has only 3% of that intensity. We address this so called
cross talk mainly to the tilting of the scattering plane and not to the incoming polarization which
was highly polarized in the horizontal plane [67].
Resonances at the Fe K edge
The Fe K edge resonance can be seen in Fig. 5.20. The main resonance is observed at E2 =
7.128 keV with a width ∆E2 = 4 eV close to the inflection point of the fluorescence (absorp-
tion). As in other Fe containing compounds [96] or similar 3d transition metals [178] there
is a small hump in the absorption 14 eV below the edge. At this hump a sharp resonance at
E1 = 7.1145 keV with a width of only ∆E1 = 2 eV appears for the (0 0 7.5) which is nearly as
strong as the main resonance. But at the other reflections somehow an antiresonance with the
non resonant magnetic scattering contribution is present.
Regarding to the x-ray data booklet there are the Fe K edge at 7.112 keV and the Nd L1 edge
at 7.126 keV in this energy region. Their difference is also 14 eV like between E1 and E2. Hence
one could address E1 to the Fe K- and E2 to the Nd L1 edge. However, first by comparison to
the other 3d materials [96, 178] which do not contain a second element with close absorption
edge and second by the expected weak resonance of the Nd L1 edge (2s→ 6p) we can rule out
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the interference of the Nd L1- with the Fe K edge. Thus E1 and E2 are related only to the Fe K
edge.
In NiO first only the resonance at the hump of the fluorescence was observed and addressed to
the quadrupole transition E2–E2 [178]. In contrast later more detailed studies with polarization
analysis have shown resonances at both the hump and the white line [179] which correspond
to our energies E1 and E2. By comparing their result to calculations they found that there is a
quadrupole transition E2–E2 at E1 but a dipole transition E1–E1 as well with the same order
of magnitude. Similar experiments and calculations have revealed much stronger dipole than
quadrupole resonance at the hump of the Fe K edge in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [180]. Thus it would
be worth checking the σ−σ channel which is allowed for the quadrupole but not for the dipole
(cf. Sec. 3.2.3).
5.5.3. Azimuthal Dependent Resonant X-ray Diffraction
To shine more light on the complex resonant structure at the Nd L3 edge and to check the domain
picture of the magnetic structure in the following azimuthal dependencies will be discussed.
They had been easy to perform with the four circle diffractometer of the first experimental
hutch (EH1), since the rotation was hindered by the large cryomagnet in EH2. However the
used closed cycle He refrigerator allowed only temperates down to 20 K. Therefore only the
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Figure 5.21.: NdFe3(BO3)4, CM-T, 20 K. Azimuth dependent energy scans, specular. top: (0 0 3)
charge reflection. bottom: (0 0 4.5) magnetic reflection. left: σ′σ-channel. right: π′σ-channel.
CM-T phase was studied. Figure 5.21 shows the energy dependencies of the different azimuthal
angles for the (0 0 3) charge reflection (top) and (0 0 4.5) magnetic reflection (bottom) in the
σ′σ (left) and π′σ scattering channels (right).
The (0 0 3) charge reflection has nearly no intensity in the rotated π′σ channel as expected.
Which is similar to the small intensity in the σ′π channel for the (0 0 6) in Sec. 5.5.2. The σ′σ
channel has as well strong absorption at the maximum of the fluorescence and shows no clear
azimuthal dependence. The only fluctuations we address to the movement on the sample and
change of the projection of the direct beam onto the sample. The (0 0 4.5) magnetic reflection
shows pronounced minima and maxima as a function of the azimuth. There is no resonant
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Figure 5.22.: Azimuthal dependence at the Nd L3 edge on NdFe3(BO3)4 in the CM-T phase at 20 K.
Left: Energy Dependence in σ′σ and π′σ channels. top: (0 0 1.5) magnetic reflection. bottom: (0 0 4.5)
magnetic reflection. Right: Azimuthal dependence off resonant (E = 6.19 keV) and on resonant (E2 =
6.2166 keV) of the (0 0 3) (top), (0 0 4.5) (middle and bottom). The resonances refer to E1 = 6.210 keV,
E2 = 6.217 keV, E3 = 6.227 keV, and E4 = 6.238 keV.
(magnetic) scattering in the σ′σ channel as can be seen above the absorption edge (bottom
left). Nevertheless the non resonant diffraction is present in both channels.
The energy dependency is shown for the (0 0 1.5) and (0 0 4.5) reflections at a fixed azimuth
ψ = 0◦ in the left panel of Fig. 5.22. Resonances at E1 = 6.210 keV, E2 = 6.217 keV, E3 =
6.227 keV, and E4 = 6.238 keV are marked by vertical lines. In the right panel of Fig. 5.22
the azimuthal dependence of the integrated intensity from L-scans of the (0 0 4.5) off resonant
(E = 6.19 keV, middle) and on resonant (E2 = 6.2166 keV, bottom) which are normalized by
the (0 0 3) off resonant (top) are compared to each other.
To fit the azimuthal dependencies on the resonances the same models as in Sec. 5.4.1 were
used. The single domain state with the tilting angle φ0 to the a-axis lead to minima at ψ =
−φ0 ± 180◦ and maxima at ψ = −φ0 ± 90◦ in the π′σ channel (left panel Fig. 5.23). For the
π′π channel minima and maxima are vice versa, but are not measured here. Thus φ0 can be
determined from azimuthal scans if the sample is in a single domain state which is related to
vanishing intensities at the minima.
Since the minima of the azimuthal dependence of Iπ
′σ have not vanishing intensities (right
panel of Fig. 5.22), the sample is not in a single domain state in agreement with our findings
from Stokes scans (Sec. 5.4.1). Therefore the middle and right panel of Fig. 5.23 show the
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Figure 5.23.: Simulation of the azimuthal dependencies of the (0 0 4.5) at the Nd L3 edge in the σ′π
and π′π channels for NdFe3(BO3)4 in the CM-T phase. Left: single domain with tilting angle φ0. Right:
multidomain with occupations d1 (0◦), d2 (120◦), and d3 (240◦).
simulation of the azimuthal dependencies for selected domain occupations d1 (0◦), d2 (120◦),
and d3 (240◦) (cf. Sec. 5.4.1). For equal domain occupation (d1 = d2 = d3 = 1/3) the azimuthal
dependency becomes constant as for the non resonant scattering in Ref. 135.
Note that the azimuthal dependence of each domain can be written as a Fourier series (cf.
Sec. A.1) with absolute (a0/2) and the second order terms (b2, a2) in ψ.
Ii(ψ) = a0/2 + b2 sin 2ψ + a2 cos 2ψ (5.12)
The summed intensity of the domains is still a Fourier series of the same form. The maxima
and minima get shifted, but keep their distances of 90◦.
Isum(ψ) = a0/2 + b2 sin 2ψ + a2 cos 2ψ (5.13)
= a0/2 + c sin (2ψ − 2ψ0) (5.14)
b2 = c cos 2ψ0 (5.15)
a2 = −c sin 2ψ0 (5.16)
From the presented, simulated domain occupations the d1 = 0, d2 = 1/3, and d3 = 2/3 comes
closest to the observed maximum at around ψ = 15◦ in Iπ
′σ. The refinement led to the values
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d1 = 0.11, d2 = 0.33, and d3 = 0.56. This is not exactly the same as from the Stokes scans
(d1 = 0.27, d2 = 0.50, d3 = 0.23) but comparable. One does not expect to get the same domain
occupations in each measurement after warming up and cooling again. Also the diffractometer
was different for both measurements.
5.5.4. Conclusions
Applying a magnetic field up to 9 T along the a-direction leads to growing FM component of
the magnetic moments along the direction of the applied field (a-direction). The angle between
the b∗-direction and the moments was 45◦ at 9 T corresponding to a half flop. This is related to
the plateau in the magnetic field dependent P.
The resonance of the Nd sublattice is the strongest at the Nd L2 edge. Beside that small
contributions of diffraction anomalous fine structure (DAFS) was observed most pronounced
at the Nd L3 edge which contains information about the ligands. The Fe sublattice has a main
resonance at the Fe K edge and a very sharp resonance at the pre edge.
The analysis of azimuthal dependencies at the Nd L3 edge lead to a similar domain structure
of the CM-T phase similar to the results from the linear polarization analysis (Sec. 5.4). The non
resonant magnetic diffraction with a different azimuthal dependence compared to the resonant
diffraction was clearly observed but not analyzed here.
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6. Summary and Outlook
The aim of this study was to discover the microscopic origin of the strong magnetoelectric
coupling in YMn2O5 and NdFe3(BO3)4 by means of resonant x-ray diffraction. For possible
application of magnetic memory which is written by an electrical field, further the route to
ferrimagnetic materials with strong magnetoelectric coupling in YMn2O5 and the influence of
an applied electrical field on the magnetic structure in NdFe3(BO3)4 had been studied.
In YMn2O5 the temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of the magnetic modula-
tion vector with the photon energy tuned to the O K absorption edge was proportional to the
ferroelectric polarization. This reveals a pure electronic contribution to the ferroelectric polar-
ization, since the signal at the O K edge is sensitive to the hybridization of the Mn 3d- with the
O 2p states.
In NdFe3(BO3)4 the strong magnetoelectric coupling can be explained by the frustration be-
tween the Nd and Fe magnetic sublattices. The ordering of Fe induces the ordering of Nd at
around 30 K. At 15 K the growing ordering of Nd leads to the formation of magnetic helices
instead of the collinear ordering, illustrating the increasing frustration. When a magnetic field
forces the helices back to a collinear ordering below 15 K, the system finds another way to
reduce the magnetic frustration, which finally leads to the ferroelectric polarization. Thus the
incommensurate helical magnetic structure which is paraelectric competes with the commensu-
rate collinear magnetic structure which is ferroelectric.
In YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 with 7% Fe substitution the magnetic periodicity of Mn is still the same
as in the parent compound suggesting only small effects on the ordering of Mn. Surprisingly
the Fe impurities follow the Mn ordering as observed by the resonant x-ray diffraction at the
Fe L2,3 edges. At the magnetic ordering temperature the Fe magnetic moments have only a small
component along c similar to the Mn host. But with decreasing temperature the Fe moments
tilt from the b- towards the c-direction. This reorientation could not be predicted by the mag-
netization data and illustrates the strength of the resonant x-ray diffraction. Still the material
is an antiferromagnet but the Fe magnetic moments tend already to the alignment along the
c-direction as in the high Fe substituted, ferrimagnetic sample YMnFeO5.
An applied electrical field switches the balance of the magnetic domains from the helices
towards the collinear structures. This control of the magnetic domains are the crucial ingredient
for hysteresis behavior needed for magnetic memory. Although the electrical field was not large
enough to create the desired single domain state, this is a new type of magnetoelectric coupling.
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Thus it will be important to consider hybridization effects, competing phases and domain
structures as possible origins of the strong magnetoelectric coupling in other existing and future
materials. To understand further these effects and to be able to tune them, will be the route to
optimize the materials with strong magnetoelectric coupling towards higher ordering tempera-
tures and larger ferroelectric polarization to make applications as magnetic memory, which is
written by electrical fields, possible.
One more technical outcome of this work is that it is very important to consider the local sym-
metries in resonant magnetic x-ray diffraction. The low local symmetry of the Fe sites leads to
photon energy dependent azimuthal lineshapes, which are not present for the widely used higher
local symmetry cases, as for example, NdFe3(BO3)4. Thus analyzing this azimuthal lineshapes
at only one photon energy can result in misleading interpretations of the magnetic structure. But
to analyze these energy dependencies, which are related to the so called fundamental spectra,
will reveal information about the hybridization of the Fe sites with their surrounding oxygens.
This is important for the understanding of the material and hardly achievable by other tech-
niques. However the careful analysis had shown that the simple formulas of the high local
symmetry can be used between the Fe L3- and Fe L2 edge and not at the main resonances. This
is, because the different multiplets become similar far from their resonances compared to the
width of the resonance and the energy differences of the multiplets.
All of the here studied materials contain 3d transition metals. In the study of YMn2O5 the
transition metal L2,3 edges (2p → 3d) were used because of their high sensitivity to the 3d
valence states. In contrast in NdFe3(BO3)4 the study at the Fe K edge (1s → 4p) is more
indirect by the hybridization of the 3d with the 4p states and the enhancements are smaller.
But more peaks could be accessed and it was easier to use special experimental setups such as
applied magnetic and electrical fields as well as linear polarization analysis. In the future by
going to the 4d and 5d transition metals, one can combine both aforementioned advantages by
having the desired L2,3 edges (2p→ 4d, 5d) in the hard x-ray region. Which is of great interest
for other transition metal containing materials as well.
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A. Mathematical Appendix
Here some mathematical concepts are repeated or introduced to the interested reader to make
the derivations in this work more understandable. The coordinate rotations are also useful for
the different circles of a diffractometer. More details can be found in the book Mathematical
Methods for Physicists by Arfken and Weber [181].
A.1. Fourier Series
We start with the definition of the Fourier series f in complex space and show how to obtain the
form in real space [181].
f (t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cneinωt (A.1)
With the parameter t, index n, complex Fourier coefficient cn, and (angular) frequency ω. Now
we use Eulers formula:
f (t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cn [cos(nωt) + i sin(nωt)] (A.2)
= c0 +
∞∑
n=1
(cn + c−n)︸     ︷︷     ︸
an
cos(nωt) + i(cn − c−n)︸      ︷︷      ︸
bn
sin(nωt)
 (A.3)
=
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
[an cos(nωt) + bn sin(nωt)] (A.4)
With this we can transform easily the coefficients between the complex and the real series:
an = cn + c−n (A.5)
bn = i(cn − c−n) (A.6)
cn =
1
2
(an − ibn) (A.7)
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Next we calculate the Fourier coefficient from a given function f with periodicity T = 2π/ω.
an =
2
T
∫ c+T
c
f (t) cos(nωt)dt (A.8)
bn =
2
T
∫ c+T
c
f (t) sin(nωt)dt (A.9)
cn =
1
T
∫ c+T
c
f (t)e−inωtdt (A.10)
c is an arbitrary constant.
Sometimes a form to highlight a phase shift is used:
f (t) =
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
An cos(nωt − φn) (A.11)
=
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
An cos(φn)︸      ︷︷      ︸
an
cos(nωt) + An sin(φn)︸     ︷︷     ︸
bn
sin(nωt)
 (A.12)
cn =
1
2
Ane−iφn (A.13)
f (t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
1
2
Anei(nωt−φn) (A.14)
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Figure A.1.: Rotation of the coordinate system Σ to Σ′ by the angle φ counterclockwise leaves the posi-
tion vector r unaffected. But changes its components [181].
A.2. Coordinate transformations
The position vector r defines a point in space independent of the particular choice of the coor-
dinate system [181]. Therefore in Fig. A.1 two different coordinate systems in two dimensions
Σ and Σ′ are shown. Σ′ is tilted by the angle φ counterclockwise in respect to Σ. In Σ the coor-
dinates of r are x and y whereas in Σ′ they are x′ and y′. By using trigonometric functions the
following expressing is obtained:
x′ = +x cos φ + y sin φ (A.15)
y′ = −x sin φ + y cos φ (A.16)
This can be written in matrix notationx′y′
 = + cos φ + sin φ
− sin φ + cos φ
 xy
 (A.17)
or by introducing the transformation A with its components ai j
x′i =
2∑
j=1
ai jx j (A.18)
therein the components x and y have been replaced by x1 and x2 for an easier description. A is
the so called rotation matrix which describes the rotation of the coordinate system.
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We express now r in both coordinate systems with the help of the coordinate basis êi and ê′j.
r =
2∑
i=1
xiêi =
2∑
j=1
x′jê
′
j =
2∑
j,k=1
a jkxkê′j (A.19)
For the last equation the transformation of the components was used. Next the equation is
multiplied from the left by ê′l and use that Σ
′ is orthonormal (ê′i · ê
′
j = δi j, δi j = 1 for i = j and 0
else).
2∑
i=1
ê′l · êixi =
2∑
k=1
alkxk (A.20)
Thus by comparison follows:
ai j = ê′i · ê j (A.21)
This are the so called direction cosines of the angles between ê′i and ·ê j which can be already
taken from Fig. A.1.
This leads to some useful expressions.
A(φ)−1 = A(φ)T = A(−φ) (A.22)
As can be seen from a short calculation the inverse matrix A(φ)−1 is identical to the transposed,
i. e., exchanging rows and columns, and to a sign change of φ. The last one is just the back
rotation as expected.
Note that r gives the prototype of all vectors (first rank tensor) which are defined by their
transformation properties. Higher rank tensors are defined in a similar way [181].
The position vector r can be also rotated itself, e. g., in a diffractometer real physical rotations
happen. If r rotates counterclockwise by the angle φ than its components change from x′i to x j
(cf. Fig.A.1).
x j =
2∑
i=1
a−1ji xi =
2∑
i=1
ai jxi (A.23)
Thus for the physical rotation of a vector the inverse rotation matrix is needed. At that point one
has to be very careful, for example, when programming the transformation of a diffractometer.
Let’s assume a linear mapping by the tensor B.
y = Bx (A.24)
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Since this holds in any coordinate system, we can express this relation again in Σ and Σ′ which
are related to each other by the transformation A as before.
yi =
∑
j
bi jx j (A.25)
y′i =
∑
j
b′i jx
′
j (A.26)
=
∑
j
ai jy j =
∑
j,k
ai jb jkxk =
∑
j,k,l
ai jb jka−1kl x
′
l (A.27)
b′i j =
∑
kl
aikbkla−1l j (A.28)
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B.1. Refraction Effects in Resonant X-ray Diffraction
B.1.1. Refraction Effects in Resonant X-ray Diffraction on YMn2O5
A key quantity in resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) is the photon energy dependence of the
intensity. To measure these lineshapes the reflection is centered at one photon energy, for exam-
ple, on resonance. The peak position at the other photon energies can be calculated by Bragg’s
law in an easy way. Hence, during the scan the photon energy as well as the sample and detector
positions are changed to keep the diffraction condition. This type of scan is called fixQ and is
widely used. FixQ scans give reasonable lineshapes in most cases, as for example, in hard x-ray
resonant diffraction on NdFe3(BO3)4 presented in this work in Sec. 5.5.2.
In the soft x-ray region in contrast to the hard x-ray region the index of refraction can change
dramatically at strong resonances due to its relation to the dispersive parts of the atomic form
factor f ′ and f ′′ (cf. Sec. 3.3.2). To illustrate such effects θ2θ-scan series have been performed
at different photon energies, E, across the Mn L2,3- and O K edges at UE46 (cf. Sec. 3.5.2) in
the C-phase of YMn2O5 [100]. Each θ2θ-scan was fitted with a Lorantzian-squared peak shape
plus a linear background. The left and right panels of Fig. B.1 show the resonance at the O K-
and Mn L2,3 edges, respectively, with the main resonance features marked by vertical lines.
As can be seen in Fig. B.1 (a) and (d), at resonance, the peak position deviates from Bragg’s
law, 2d sin θ = λ, due to the energy dependent deviation of the index of refraction, n, from 1 in
the vicinity of resonant energies [37, 182–184] (cf. Sec. 3.3.2). Therefore the modified Bragg’s
law, 2d
√
n2 − cos2 θ = λ, has to be used. Where d = 2π/|q|, θ and λ = hc/E are the spacing
corresponding to q, the Bragg angle and the wavelength corresponding to E, respectively. The
energy dependent peak position is thus a good method to measure the often unknown n [182].
And indeed, in Ref. 182 they could derive f ′ and f ′′ from their diffraction results for the Ag/Ni
multilayer.
The peak widths are plotted in Fig. B.1 (b) and (e). The strong energy dependence of the peak
widths is explained by the changing penetration depth related to the absorption. Indeed the E
dependent peak width gives a good measure of the x-ray absorption (XAS) cross section. This
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Figure B.1.: Blue solid lines: Energy dependent peak position (a,d), width (b,e) and integrated intensity
(c,f) of θ2θ-scans at (1/2, 0, 1/4) in YMn2O5 at the O K- (a-c), and Mn L2,3 edges (d-f) at 30 K. The
incoming light (π) and the b-axis were in the scattering plane. The calculated position following a simple
Bragg’s law is shown as a solid red line in (a,d). The fluorescence was measured at 8 K, red solid line
in (b,e). The peak intensity, red solid line in (f), is the peak intensity measured at the calculated Bragg
position [100].
method provides the same bulk sensitivity as the conventional fluorescence yield measurements
of the XAS, but without any self-absorption corrections. Note that the limit of the peak widths
discussed here is not set by the experimental resolution or correlation length in YMn2O5, since
they are longer than the penetration depth in the soft x-ray region close to the absorption edges.
Figure B.1 (c) and (f) present the integrated intensity normalized by the probing volume,
Iθ2θ. This normalization reveals the scattered intensity per volume of the resonating ions. The
probing volume was estimate from the peak widths. In Fig. B.1 (c), at the O K edge, Iθ2θ(E) has a
strong resonant enhancement at the inflection point of the XAS at E1 = 529.7 eV. Furthermore a
shoulder on the main peak and a second smaller peak are observed, which is similar to Ref. 105.
In Fig. B.1 (f), at the Mn L2,3 edges, Iθ2θ(E) has strong resonant enhancements at E2 = 641.3 eV,
E3 = 644.3 eV, and E4 = 652.6 eV in the vicinity of the Mn L3- and the Mn L2 edges. This
complex structure of the lineshape is governed by the multiplet structure, and is in very good
agreement with other detailed RSXS studies on YMn2O5 [107]. The lineshapes in Refs. 102 and
103 suffer most likely from absorption effects and bad surfaces.
To illustrate the differences between the lineshapes obtained by fixQ scans, Ipeak, and by θ2θ-
scan series, Iθ2θ, they are compared at the Mn L2,3 edges in Fig. B.1 (f). It can be observed
that the two quantities exhibit different lineshapes and, in particular, display different ratios of
I(E3) (Mn L3) and I(E4) (Mn L2), the so-called branching ratio. The data presented in Fig. B.1
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Figure B.2.: Energy dependent θ2θ-scans at (1/2, 0, 1/4) in YMn2O5 at the O K- (left, linear-scale), and
Mn L2,3 edges (right, log-scale) at 30 K. The incoming light (π) and the b-axis were in the scattering
plane. Top: Intensity. Bottom: Each scan normalized to its maximum.
therefore illustrates that for a detailed lineshape analysis Iθ2θ needs to be determined, because
Ipeak does not correctly reflect the variation of the resonant form factor.
The photon energy dependence discussed in the previous paragraph around the O K- and
Mn L2,3 resonances are illustrated again as 2D false color plots in Fig. B.2. To further highlight
the strong changes of the peak position and peak widths, in the bottom panels each θ2θ-scan
was normalized to its maximum value. This illustrates that a fixQ scan following Bragg’s law
can not give the same lineshape, since the changes of the index of refraction are not accounted.
They lead not only to different peak widths which could be corrected by the XAS data, but more
strikingly the peak center differs close to the resonances. In the small plotted angular interval,
the peak center can be estimated by a linear function of the photon energy. Thus fixQ scans
can be estimated from the E-θ2θ-maps by drawing a line through the peak center at one certain
energy. This leads to different results for centering at the low energy side of the Mn L3 edge
compared to the high energy side.
In summary, the changes of the index of refraction close to the absorption edges in the soft
x-ray region lead to a difference of the energy dependent lineshapes determined by fixQ scans
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and θ2θ-scan series, because the peak centers deviate from Bragg’s law and the peak widths are
changing similar to the absorption. Therefore fixQ scans have to be treated with care.
B.1.2. Refraction Effects in Resonant X-ray Diffraction on
YMn1.86Fe0.14O5
For the investigation of the magnetic structure of the substituted Fe in YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 in
Sec. 4.3 the photon energy dependent lineshapes at the Fe L2,3 edges have been used. As was
shown in Sec. B.1.1, the changes of the index of refraction (cf. Sec. 3.3.2) in the vicinity of
absorption edges lead to changes of the peak position and peak width. Thus the photon energy
dependent lineshape was investigated by series of θ2θ-scans. In contrast, measuring the inten-
sity Ipeak at the by Bragg’s law estimated peak positions, so called fixQ-scans, yields different
lineshapes.
To investigate the effects of the index of refraction close to the Fe L2,3 edges for small Fe
substitution, a sample of YMn1.86Fe0.14O5 is used. The left panel of Fig. B.3 presents the results
from θ2θ-scans for incoming σ and π polarization. In the top panel, the peak centers follow
a straight line in good agreement with Bragg’s law. This indicates no strong changes of the
index of refraction due to the small amount of Fe in the sample. In the middle panel, the width
is nearly constant, supporting only subtle changes of the absorption coefficient. The small
substructure in the width at the Fe L3 edge for π polarization gives deviations only of the order
of 0.02◦ compared to 0.4◦ at the Mn L3 edge in YMn2O5.
In the right panel of Fig. B.3, the obtained integrated intensity, Iθ2θ, is compared to Ipeak from
fixQ-scans. Both intensities are in very good agreement, since the diffraction at the Fe L2,3
edges suffers less by changes of the index of refraction due to the small amount of Fe impurities
in contrast to the strong deviations observed for the O K- and Mn L2,3 edges in YMn2O5 (cf.
Sec. B.1.1). Therefore this allows to study the resonances at the Fe L2,3 edges with fixQ-scans
as was done in Sec. 4.3.
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B.2. Experimental Details on the Azimuthal Dependencies
B.2.1. Alignment
For the detailed studies of the azimuthal dependent lineshapes in Sec. 4.3 the alignment of the
sample at each azimuthal angle was crucial. To support the high quality of the obtained data,
some experimental details are discussed in the following. To perform the azimuthal rotation
with an in-vacuum screw driver there is an extremal well guided rotation of the sample holder.
This leads to an accuracy of around 2◦ and is related to a φ rotation at χ = 90◦ in a four-circle
diffractometer (cf. Sec. 3.4.3). In contrast to the four-circle diffractometer, in the used setup is
no χ rotation possible to bring q into the horizontal scattering plane if q is not parallel to the φ
rotation axis. Hence, there are only two ψ values where the scattering is exactly in the horizontal
plane. In this positions the peak can be centered by a rotation of θ and 2θ. For all the other ψ
values the detector height zd was used as a correction to have the scattered light centered in the
detector. With a detector distance of 160 mm and a maximal shift of zd by 20 mm, a mis-tilt of
4◦ up to 8◦ can be corrected. Beside that the screw driver is at room temperature and leads to a
heat impact to the sample holder and thus to the sample.
The alignment of the YMn1.93Fe0.07O5 sample was always done at the lowest temperature at
the Fe L3 edge E2 = 709.2 eV with π polarization. This energy and polarization are chosen for
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Figure B.4.: YMn1.93Fe0.07O5. 7 K: alignment at Fe L3 edge (E2 = 709.2 eV). ys, zs and zd-scans. Left:
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two reasons: first, π polarization has often the highest intensity, since two scattering channels
contribute and second, at ψ = 0 Iπ and Iσ are similar suggesting reasonable intensities at all
azimuth. The left panel of Fig. B.4 shows scans of the sample positions ys, zs and the detector
height zd which have been performed after each rotation. The resulting positions are marked
by vertical lines and summarized in the right panel of Fig. B.4. This was followed by θ- and
2θ-scans to center the peak and checked by a continuous mode θ2θ-scan (cmth2th).
The detector height is oscillating only from 18 mm to 25 mm. This amplitude of 3.5 mm
illustrates the good mounting of the sample, i. e., q is nearly along the rotation axis of the
azimuth. Which is in very good agreement with the center of the θ-scans which has only an
amplitude of 0.7◦. After the full rotation the following points are in good agreement with the
before measured points. Note that the alignment at ψ = 270◦ was maybe a bit critical and on
another point of the sample (ys, zs). This can be seen also on zd which brakes the tendency
of the neighboring points and the fitting parameters of the alignment peak scans. The sample
scans can have different line shapes if θ is tilted in the orders of 0.05◦ to 0.1◦ which makes the
interpretation of these scans for this sample challenging.
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B.2.2. Fitting Strategies of the Azimuthal Lineshapes
The azimuthal dependent lineshapes in Sec. 4.3 could be well described by the detailed calcu-
lations in Sec. B.3.2. In the following some details of the rather unusual fitting are discussed.
The liner dichroism as a function of ψ reads:
ILD =
a0
2 + b1 sinψ + a1 cosψ + b2 sin 2ψ + a2 cos 2ψ
c0
2 + d1 sinψ + c1 cosψ + d2 sin 2ψ + c2 cos 2ψ
(B.1)
This is a fraction of two Fourier series (cf. Sec. A.1) of second order each.
Fixing a0/2 vs. c0/2: For the fitting at least one parameter has to be fixed because multipli-
cation of all parameters by the same number does not change the result which is a problem for
the fitting routine. Since ILD becomes zero away from the resonances (Fig. 4.11), it is best to fix
c0/2 = 1 and not a0/2 = 1.
Fitting strategies: As was seen in Fig. 4.13, the Fe L2 edge has a less complicated structure
than the Fe L3 edge region. The lineshape at E4 = 721.8 eV looks like a “W” and at E5 =
723.2 eV looks more like an “A”. Both seem to be even around ψ = 0◦ and 180◦ which leads to
no contributions from sinψ and sin 2ψ, i. e., b1 = b2 = d2 = 0. This is similar to the impressions
obtained by comparing the fixQ scans at ψ = 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ (not shown). In the
following this kind of lineshape is referred as “symmetric”.
The top panel of Fig. B.5 shows the azimuthal dependence at the main resonances of the
Fe L3 edge (red subtitles) and around them (black subtitles). Three different fitting approaches
are used: the first (“c0”, green) sets only c0/2 = 1 to make the fit possible at all, the second
(“theo”, blue) sets also c1 = d1 = 0 which came out of our theoretical calculations in Sec. B.3.2
and finally the third (“sym”, red) sets in addition b1 = b2 = d2 = 0, which makes the fit
symmetric around ψ = 0◦ and 180◦. All three fits agree well to each other at E1 = 707.8 eV
and are comparable at E3 = 710.0 eV. At the other energies the first fits (“c0”, green) give some
spikes, which can be understood by the fraction of the two Fourier series. If the denominator
becomes small, the value can diverge.
Select bad data points: In the bottom panels of Fig. B.5, the high quality azimuthal line-
shapes are even further improved by removing the “bad data points” at ψ = 15◦, 45◦, 150◦,
195◦, 210◦, and 270◦. This leads to better agreement of the first and second fits. For the data at
ψ = 270◦ there was already some mistrust from the alignment. For the others no good explana-
tion could be found even by comparing the measured photon energy dependent ILD at these ψ
values to the ones fitted from the good points. At E1 the lineshapes are still symmetric, but at
the other energies not necessarily. Thus in agreement with the calculations in the following the
second kind of fit (c0/2 = 1, c1 = d1 = 0) is used.
Comparison between fixQ and cmth2th-scan: To check the robustness of the data obtained
from the fixQ scans (cf. Sec. B.1.2) further, cmth2th scans had been measured in addition from
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Figure B.5.: YMn1.93Fe0.07O5, 7 K. Linear dichroism from interpolation at the resonances (red subtitles)
and between (black subtitles) the Fe L3 edge. The fits are done with c0/2 = 1 (c0, green), in addition
c1 = d1 = 0 (theo, blue) and in another addition b1 = b2 = d2 = 0 (sym, red). The top fits include all
data points and the bottom fits exclude the bad data points.
ψ = 15◦ to 255◦ in 30◦ steps. 709.2 eV (E2), 709.6 eV and 710.0 eV (E3) had been chosen as
representative energies, since they contain nearly the full variety of observed azimuthal line-
shapes in a small energy region. In the left panel of Fig. B.6 the results of the linear dichroism
from the fixQ scans are compared to those of the cmth2th. They are in very good agreement.
The right panel of Fig. B.6 shows the widths of the additional θ2θ-scans around the Fe L3 edge.
If the widths are determined by the penetration depth as at the Mn L2,3 edges, they can be used
to scale the measured intensity to the probing volume. This leads to even more reliable linear
dichroisms. However the deviations of the penetration depth are small at the Fe L2,3 edges for
low Fe substitution, as is discussed in Sec. B.1.2.
Comparison of 7 K and 22 K: For the extracted azimuthal lineshapes at 22 K the same
strategy was used as for 7 K and fitted by the the theoretical model. In Fig. B.7 the azimuthal
lineshapes are compared for both temperatures at the main resonances together with selected
energies as in Sec. 4.3 as well as zoomed into the Fe L2 edge. The details around the Fe L3
edge are given in Fig. B.8. The lineshapes at each photon energy are rather similar for both
temperatures. However, the linear dichroism is decreased at ψ = 0◦ and 360◦ by increasing
temperature from 7 K to 22 K. Note that especially at the Fe L3 edge the lineshapes can change
dramatically already within 100 meV, e. g., from 708.2 meV to 708.4 meV. This sharp energy
dependencies are due to the close lying multiplets of different character.
Fitting Parameters at 7 K and 22 K: In Fig. B.9 the energy dependent fitting parameters for
7 K and 22 K are presented. a0/2 and b2 look rather similar. a1 and a2 show a clear shift to
higher values upon cooling. b1 seems to be a bit decreased in magnitude from 22 K to 7 K. The
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Figure B.6.: YMn1.93Fe0.07O5, 7 K and 22 K. Left: Linear dichroism from fixQ compared to cmth2th
together with the azimuthal fit at the Fe L3 edge. Right: peak widths of the cmth2th as function of
azimuth.
bigger uncertainties of d2 and c2 around the Fe L2- compared to the Fe L3 edge will be clarified
in Sec. B.3.2.
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Figure B.7.: YMn1.93Fe0.07O5, 7 K, 22 K. Linear dichroism at the main resonances and around the Fe L2
edge without bad data points and fitted with c0/2 = 1, c1 = d1 = 0.
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Figure B.8.: YMn1.93Fe0.07O5, 7 K, 22 K. Linear dichroism around the Fe L3 edge without bad data
points and fitted with c0/2 = 1, c1 = d1 = 0.
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B.3. Derivation of the Azimuthal Dependence of
YMn2−xFexO5
To learn about the changes upon Fe substitution in YMn2O5 we simulate the expected magnetic
scattering first by Hannon’s formula (Sec. 3.2.3 [44]) and then try to observe deviations due to
the orthorhombic symmetry, i. e., lower than spherical symmetry [46].
B.3.1. Scattering Cross-section
Scattering Intensities in Orthorhombic Symmetry
When the symmetry of the crystal is lower than spherical symmetry we have to modify Han-
non’s formula if the magnetic moments are not along principle axes [46]. Here we will consider
only the 1st order term f (1)j,kl for atom j.
f (1)j,kl = F
(1)
j
3∑
r=1
εklrm j,r →
3∑
r,s=1
εklrF
(1)
j,rsm j,s (B.2)
Fuc =
M∑
j=1
3∑
k,l,rs
e′∗k εklrF
(1)
j,rsm j,sele
i~q·~b j (B.3)
=
3∑
k,l,r=1
e′∗k elεklr
 M∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)j,rsm j,se
i~q·~b j
︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
=:gr
(B.4)
=
(
ê′∗ × ê
)
g (B.5)
Thus the magnetic structure enters as the (complex) effective magnetic moment g in our exper-
iment and describes the antisymmetric scattering tensor.
Scattering Geometry
Since the scattering tensor can be easily calculated in the crystal frame. We use the crystal
frame for the scattering geometry as well. First the ac-plane is in the horizontal scattering plane
and b points up (Fig. B.10), to which we refer as azimuthal angle ψ = 0. As a basis for the
polarization we use linear polarized light perpendicular (σ̂) and parallel (π̂) to the scattering
plane. They form a right handed coordinate system with the wave vector k̂ in the following way
(cf. Sec. 3.2):
π̂ = σ̂ × k̂ (B.6)
σ̂ =
k̂ × k̂′
sin(2θ)
(B.7)
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Now we introduce the local scattering frame like in Ref. 45 and neutron scattering.
Û1 = k̂(θ = 0) (B.8)
Û2 = σ̂ (B.9)
Û3 = −q̂ (B.10)
For ψ = 0 and arbitrary ψ they read in our case:
Û01 =
1√(
a
h
)2
+
(
c
l
)2

−a/h
0
c/l
 =:

−ξ1
0
ξ3
 (B.11)
Û02 =

0
1
0
 (B.12)
Û03 =
1√(
a
h
)2
+
(
c
l
)2

−c/l
0
−a/h
 =

−ξ3
0
−ξ1
 (B.13)
Û1(ψ) = cosψÛ01 + sinψÛ
0
2 (B.14)
Û2(ψ) = − sinψÛ01 + cosψÛ
0
2 (B.15)
Û3(ψ) = Û03 (B.16)
Then we can express the beam and polarization directions in the scattering frame:
k̂ = cos θÛ1 + sin θÛ3 (B.17)
π̂ = sin θÛ1 − cos θÛ3 (B.18)
σ̂ = Û2 (B.19)
k̂′ = cos θÛ1 − sin θÛ3 (B.20)
π̂′ = − sin θÛ1 − cos θÛ3 (B.21)
σ̂′ = Û2 (B.22)
Scattering Matrix in the Polarization Frame
For convenience we describe the scattering with a tensor in the polarization frame which leads
to a 2D matrix similar to Ref. 45.
ê = c1σ̂ + c2π̂ =
2∑
i=1
civ̂i (B.23)
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Figure B.10.: Scattering geometry for YMn2O5 at the Mn L3 edge on qC=(1/2, 0, 1/4). θ = 52◦, α =
57.3◦.
ê′ = c′1σ̂
′ + c′2π̂
′ =
2∑
i=1
c′i v̂
′
i (B.24)
Fuc =
(
ê∗f × ê0
)
g (B.25)
=
2∑
i, j=1
(
c′∗i v̂
′
i × c jv̂ j
)
g =
2∑
i, j=1
c′∗i
(
v̂′i × v̂ j
)
· g︸       ︷︷       ︸
=:hi j
c j (B.26)
=
(
c′∗1 c
′∗
2
) hσ′σ hσ′πhπ′σ hπ′π
 c1c2
 (B.27)
If we have no analyzer for the scattered beam:
I ∝ |ê′|2 (B.28)
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
hσ′σ hσ′πhπ′σ hπ′π
 c1c2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(B.29)
To calculate the elements hi j we need first all the crossproducts of the polarizations:
σ̂′ × σ̂ = 0̂ (B.30)
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σ̂′ × π̂ =

sin θξ3 + cos θ cosψξ1
− cos θ sinψ
sin θξ1 − cos θ cosψξ3
 (B.31)
π̂′ × σ̂ =

sin θξ3 − cos θ cosψξ1
cos θ sinψ
sin θξ1 + cos θ cosψξ3
 (B.32)
π̂′ × π̂ =

− sin 2θ sinψξ1
− sin 2θ cosψ
sin 2θ sinψξ3
 (B.33)
(B.34)
Now follow all hi j:
hσ′σ = 0 (B.35)
hσ′π = sin θ[ξ3g1 + ξ1g3] − cos θg2 sinψ + cos θ[ξ1g1 − ξ3g3] cosψ (B.36)
hπ′σ = sin θ[ξ3g1 + ξ1g3] + cos θg2 sinψ − cos θ[ξ1g1 − ξ3g3] cosψ (B.37)
hπ′π = − sin 2θ[ξ1g1 − ξ3g3] sinψ − sin 2θg2 cosψ (B.38)
We sorted by terms proportional to 1, sinψ and cosψ, which is a Fourier series of 1st order in ψ.
B.3.2. Expected Intensities and Their Relation to the Magnetic
Structure
Here we derive the analytical expressions of the scatted intensities depending on the azimuth
and magnetic structure. Some solving strategies are discussed.
Scattering for Incoming σ
First we choose incoming light polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane (σ). I. e., vertical
at UE46.
Iσ = |hπ′σ|2 (B.39)
=
{
sin2 θ
[
ξ23 |g1|
2 + 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
1 |g3|
2
]
+
1
2
cos2 θ
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 + |g2|2
]}
· 1
+
{
sin 2θ
[
ξ3<(g1g∗2) + ξ1<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sinψ
+
{
sin 2θ
[
−ξ1ξ3|g1|2 + (ξ23 − ξ
2
1)<(g1g
∗
3) + ξ1ξ3|g3|
2
]}
· cosψ
+
{
cos2 θ
[
−ξ1<(g1g∗2) + ξ3<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sin 2ψ
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+
{
1
2
cos2 θ
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 − |g2|2
]}
· cos 2ψ (B.40)
=:
aσ0
2
+ bσ1 sinψ + a
σ
1 cosψ + b
σ
2 sin 2ψ + a
σ
2 cos 2ψ (B.41)
This are 5 coefficients from the series to determine 6 parameters: the complex g. Probably we
can use only 4 parameters, since the overall scaling is unknown and the absolute phase is not
measurable.
bσ1 and b
σ
2 contain only<(g1g
∗
2) and<(g2g
∗
3), so we can solve their equations in simple steps.
<(g1g∗2) =
cos2 θξ3bσ1 − sin 2θξ1b
σ
2
sin 2θ cos2 θ
(B.42)
<(g2g∗3) =
cos2 θξ1bσ1 + sin 2θξ3b
σ
2
sin 2θ cos2 θ
(B.43)
The other coefficients (aσ0 , a
σ
1 , a
σ
2 ) contain |g1|
2, |g2|2, |g3|2, and<(g1g∗3). |g2| is easy to eliminate
by just adding aσ0 /2 and a
σ
2 .
ãσ :=
aσ0
2
+ aσ2 (B.44)
=
[
cos2 θξ21 + sin
2 θξ23
]
|g1|2 − 2 cos 2θξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) +
[
sin2 θξ21 + cos
2 θξ23
]
|g3|2(B.45)
This together with aσ1 leaves us with two expressions containing 3 parameters (|g1|
2, |g3|2,
<(g1g∗3)). There we can extract 3 expressions containing only two parameters each, but can
not solve the equations.
sin 2θ(ξ23 − ξ1)ã
σ + 2ξ1ξ3 cos 2θaσ1 = sin 2θ
[
− cos2 θξ21 + sin
2 θξ23
]
|g1|2
+ sin 2θ
[
− sin2 θξ21 + cos
2 θξ23
]
|g3|2 (B.46)
sin 2θξ1ξ3ãσ −
[
sin2 θξ21 + cos
2 θξ23
]
aσ1 = sin 2θ
[
sin2 θξ21 − cos
2 θξ23
]
<(g1g∗3)
+ sin 2θξ1ξ3|g1|2 (B.47)
sin 2θξ1ξ3ãσ +
[
cos2 θξ21 + sin
2 θξ23
]
a1 = sin 2θ
[
− cos2 θξ21 + sin
2 θξ23
]
<(g1g∗3)
+ sin 2θξ1ξ3|g3|2 (B.48)
Scattering for Incoming π
Next we choose incoming light polarized parallel to the scattering plane (π). I. e., horizontal at
UE46.
Iπ = |hσ′π|2 + |hπ′π|2 (B.49)
=
{
sin2 θ
[
ξ23 |g1|
2 + 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
1 |g3|
2
]
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+
1
2
(cos2 θ + sin2 2θ)
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 + |g2|2
]}
· 1
+
{
sin 2θ
[
−ξ3<(g1g∗2) − ξ1<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sinψ
+
{
sin 2θ
[
ξ1ξ3|g1|2 + (ξ21 − ξ
2
3)<(g1g
∗
3) − ξ1ξ3|g3|
2
]}
· cosψ
+
{
(cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
[
−ξ1<(g1g∗2) + ξ3<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sin 2ψ
+
{
1
2
(cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 − |g2|2
]}
· cos 2ψ (B.50)
=:
aπ0
2
+ bπ1 sinψ + a
π
1 cosψ + b
π
2 sin 2ψ + a
π
2 cos 2ψ (B.51)
Again bπ1 and b
π
2 contain only<(g1g
∗
2) and<(g2g
∗
3), so we can solve their equations in simple
steps.
<(g1g∗2) =
(− cos2 θ + sin2 2θ)ξ3bπ1 − sin 2θξ1b
π
2
sin 2θ(cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
(B.52)
<(g2g∗3) =
(− cos2 θ + sin2 2θ)ξ1bπ1 + sin 2θξ3b
π
2
sin 2θ(cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
(B.53)
The other coefficients (aπ0, a
π
1, a
π
2) contain |g1|
2, |g2|2, |g3|2, and<(g1g∗3). |g2| is again rather easy
to eliminate.
ãπ := (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
aπ0
2
+ (cos2 θ + sin2 2θ) aπ2 (B.54)
= (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
{[
(cos2 θ + sin2 2θ)ξ21 + sin
2 θξ23
]
|g1|2
−2 sin 2θ(1 + sin 2θ)ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3)
+
[
sin2 θξ21 + (cos
2 θ + sin2 2θ)ξ23
]
|g3|2
}
(B.55)
This together with aπ1 leaves us with two expressions containing 3 parameters (|g1|
2, |g3|2,
<(g1g∗3)). There we can extract 3 expressions containing only two parameters each, but can
not solve the equations.
sin 2θξ1ξ3ãπ + (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)[sin2 θξ21 + (cos
2 θ + sin2 2θ)ξ23]a
π
1
= (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ) sin 2θ{[
(1 + sin2 2θ)ξ1ξ3
]
|g1|2
+
[
sin 2θ(sin 2θ − 2ξ21)ξ
2
3 + (sin
2 θξ21 + cos
2 θξ23)(ξ
2
1 − ξ
2
3)
]
<(g1g∗3)
}
(B.56)
sin 2θξ1ξ3ãπ − (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)[(cos2 θ + sin2 2θ)ξ21 + sin
2 θξ23]a
π
1
= (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ) sin 2θ{[
(1 + sin2 2θ)ξ1ξ3
]
|g3|2
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+
[
sin 2θ(sin 2θ − 2ξ23)ξ
2
1 − (cos
2 θξ21 + sin
2 θξ23)(ξ
2
1 − ξ
2
3)
]
<(g1g∗3)
}
(B.57)
(ξ21 − ξ
2
3)ã
π + 2(cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)(1 + sin2 2θ)ξ1ξ3aπ1
= (cos2 θ − sin2 2θ){[
(cos2 θξ21 + sin
2 θξ23)(ξ
2
1 − ξ
2
3) + sin 2θ(sin 2θ + 2ξ
2
3)ξ
2
1
]
|g1|2
+
[
(sin2 θξ21 + cos
2 θξ23)(ξ
2
1 − ξ
2
3) − sin 2θ(sin 2θ + 2ξ
2
1)ξ
2
3
]
|g3|2
}
(B.58)
Linear Dichroism
To eliminate the effects of rotating the sample on the absolute intensity, we consider now the
linear dichroism:
ILD :=
Iσ − Iπ
Iσ + Iπ
(B.59)
First we calculate the difference and sum of Iσ and Iπ:
Iσ − Iπ = |hπ′σ|2 − |hσ′π|2 − |hπ′π|2 (B.60)
=
{
−
1
2
sin2 2θ
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 + |g2|2
]}
· 1
+
{
−2 sin 2θ
[
ξ3<(g1g∗2) + ξ1<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sinψ
+
{
−2 sin 2θ
[
ξ1ξ3|g1|2 + (ξ21 − ξ
2
3)<(g1g
∗
3) − ξ1ξ3|g3|
2
]}
· cosψ
+
{
sin2 2θ
[
ξ1<(g1g∗2) − ξ3<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sin 2ψ
+
{
1
2
sin2 2θ
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 − |g2|2
]}
· cos 2ψ (B.61)
=:
aLD0
2
+ bLD1 sinψ + a
LD
1 cosψ + b
LD
2 sin 2ψ + a
LD
2 cos 2ψ (B.62)
Iσ + Iπ = |hπ′σ|2 + |hσ′π|2 + |hπ′π|2 (B.63)
=
{
2 sin2 θ
[
ξ23 |g1|
2 + 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
1 |g3|
2
]
+(cos2 θ +
1
2
sin2 2θ)
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 + |g2|2
]}
· 1
+
{
(2 cos2 θ − sin2 2θ)
[
ξ1<(g1g∗2) − ξ3<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sin 2ψ
+
{
(cos2 θ −
1
2
sin2 2θ)
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 − |g2|2
]}
· cos 2ψ(B.64)
=:
cLD0
2
+ dLD2 sin 2ψ + c
LD
2 cos 2ψ (B.65)
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Hence we have now 8 parameters to describe the azimuthal dependence of the linear dichroism.
Multiplying the numerator and denominator with the same number does not change the fraction,
hence we could set one parameter to 1 and fit the other 7 parameters.
ILD =
aLD0
2 + b
LD
1 sinψ + a
LD
1 cosψ + b
LD
2 sin 2ψ + a
LD
2 cos 2ψ
cLD0
2 + d
LD
2 sin 2ψ + c
LD
2 cos 2ψ
(B.66)
In Sec. 4.3.2 c
LD
0
2 = 1 was fixed to enable constant zero as function of azimuth away from the
resonances.
We want to note here that the fitting of a normal Fourier series is very robust since its co-
efficients are independent and could in principle be determined by a Fourier transformation.
However this is not so simple for the fraction. We use the following procedure: multiplying the
equation with the denominator and then subtracting the left side of the equation to set it to zero.
0 =
(
aLD0
2
−
cLD0
2
ILD
)
+ bLD1 sinψ + a
LD
1 cosψ
+
(
bLD2 − d
LD
2 I
LD
)
sin 2ψ +
(
aLD2 − c
LD
2 I
LD
)
cos 2ψ (B.67)
Now we consider not ψ as the variable but rather the index i of our series of ψ and the measured
ILD. This is indeed more robust.
Scattering for Incoming Circular Polarized Photons
Another option is circular right and left handed polarization for the incoming light.
Icr,cl =
1
2
(
|hσ′π|2 + |hπ′σ ± ihπ′π|2
)
(B.68)
=
{
sin2 θ
[
ξ23 |g1|
2 + 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
1 |g3|
2
]
+
1
2
(cos2 θ +
1
2
sin2 2θ)
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 + |g2|2
]
∓
1
2
cos θ sin 2θ
[
ξ1=(g1g∗2) + ξ3=(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· 1
+
{
± sin θ sin 2θ=(g1g∗3)
}
· sinψ
+
{
∓ sin θ sin 2θ
[
ξ3=(g1g∗2) − ξ1=(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· cosψ
+
{
(− cos2 θ +
1
2
sin2 2θ)
[
ξ1<(g1g∗2) − ξ3<(g2g
∗
3)
]}
· sin 2ψ
+
{
1
2
(cos2 θ −
1
2
sin2 2θ)
[
ξ21 |g1|
2 − 2ξ1ξ3<(g1g∗3) + ξ
2
3 |g3|
2 − |g2|2
]}
· cos 2ψ(B.69)
=:
acr0,1
2
±
acr0,2
2
± bcr1 sinψ ± a
cr
1 cosψ + b
cr
2 sin 2ψ + a
cr
2 cos 2ψ (B.70)
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To calculate the circular dichroism is now simple.
ICD =
Icr − Icl
Icr + Icl
(B.71)
=
2
acr0,2
2 + 2b
cr
1 sinψ + 2a
cr
1 cosψ
2
acr0,1
2 + 2b
cr
2 sin 2ψ + 2a
cr
2 cos 2ψ
(B.72)
=:
aCD0
2 + b
CD
1 sinψ + a
CD
1 cosψ
cCD0
2 + d
CD
2 sin 2ψ + c
CD
2 cos 2ψ
(B.73)
For the fitting of these fraction we use the same strategy as described for the linear dichroism.
Common Properties and Solving Strategy
We write now the complex components in polar parametrization gr = |gr|eiφr and use spherical
coordinates for the magnitudes: 
g1
g2
g3
 = |g|

cos φg cos θg eiφ1
sin φg cos θg eiφ2
sin θg eiφ3
 (B.74)
All the azimuthal lineshape parameters have the following form:
f (g) = d200|g1|2 + d020|g2|2 + d002|g3|2
+d110<(g1g∗2) + c110=(g1g
∗
2)
+d101<(g1g∗3) + c101=(g1g
∗
3)
+d011<(g2g∗3) + c011=(g2g
∗
3) (B.75)
For the linear dichroism in contrast to the circular dichroism all the ci jk = 0. And in our new
representation of g:
f ′(|g|, φg, θg, φ1, φ2, φ3) = d200|g|2 cos2 φg cos2 θg + d020|g|2 sin2 φg cos2 θg
+d002|g|2 sin2 θg
+
1
2
d110|g|2 sin 2φg cos2 θg cos(φ1 − φ2)
+
1
2
d101|g|2 cos φg sin 2θg cos(φ1 − φ3)
+
1
2
d011|g|2 sin φg sin 2θg cos(φ2 − φ3) (B.76)
From this we see first that |g|2 acts like an overall scaling factor which we can not determine
from the experiment. But we use it to get the azimuthal parameters with c0/2 = 1, which had
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Figure B.11.: Prefactors for the relations between the azimuthal lineshpape parameters and g as function
of the Bragg angle θ around the Fe L2,3 edges.
been determined from the fits of the azimuthal linear dichroism. Further if we add an angle φ0
to all phases φr we do not change the result. Hence the global phase can be not determined as
expected. So we can set φ1 = 0. Then from d110 and d101 we can only determine the magnitude
of φ2 and φ3, respectively, but not their sign. We set φ3 ≥ 0 and determine the sign of φ2 from
d011 by their phase difference.
This coupled equations split into two groups where d110 = d011 = 0 (for a0/2, a1, a2 and c2,
i. e., all even terms) and where all the others are zero but not d110 and d011 (for b1, b2 and d2,
i. e., all odd terms).
Indeed the system is not over determined since some equations are redundant.(
2 cos2 θ − sin2 2θ
)
a2 = sin2 2θ c2 (B.77)(
2 cos2 θ − sin2 2θ
)
b2 = sin2 2θ d2 (B.78)
Note that the prefactors of c2 and d2 vanish at θ = 45◦, which is actually the case around the
Fe L2 edge (cf. Fig. B.11) Hence we do not consider c2 and d2 in the following which is also not
needed.
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Now we can start to solve the equations:
a0/2
a1
a2
c0/2
 =

m11 m12 m13 m14
m21 m22 m23 m24
m31 m32 m33 m34
m41 m42 m43 m44
 ·

v1
v2
v3
v4
 (B.79)
v1
v2
v3
v4
 =

|g|2 cos2 φg cos2 θg
|g|2 sin2 φg cos2 θg
|g|2 sin2 θg
1
2 |g|
2 cos φg sin 2θg cos φ3
 (B.80)
This is a normal coupled linear equation for v which can be solved by hand or numerically by
inversion of the matrix mi j.
|g|2 = v1 + v2 + v3 (B.81)
cos φg =
√
v1
v1 + v2
(B.82)
sin θg =
√
v3
v1 + v2 + v3
(B.83)
cos φ3 =
v4
√
v1v2
(B.84)
The other parameters we get from b1 and b2. There we could set up a similar equation but
solve it fast by hand since there are only two variables.
cos φ2 =
− sin 2θξ3b1 + 2ξ1b2
sin2 2θ|g|2 sin 2φg cos2 θg
(B.85)
cos(φ2 − φ3) =
− sin 2θξ1b1 − 2ξ3b2
sin2 2θ|g|2 sin φg sin 2θg
(B.86)
And with the solutions from above:
cos φ2 =
− sin 2θξ3b1 + 2ξ1b2
2 sin2 2θ
√
v1v2
(B.87)
cos(φ2 − φ3) =
− sin 2θξ1b1 − 2ξ3b2
2 sin2 2θ
√
v2v3
(B.88)
This analytic approach does not work yet in a proper way and the script has to be rechecked.
In the analysis and discussion in Sec. 4.3.2 only g from fitting it to the azimuthal parameters
was used.
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Calculation of the Fourier Components
To get the Fourier components of the expected intensities we can either simulate the intensities
at each azimuthal point and then fit them with the Fourier series or we directly take the com-
plex up to first order Fourier components of the scattering matrix in the polarization frame and
“square” them.
hi j =
ai j0
2
+ bi j1 sinψ + a
i j
1 cosψ (B.89)
c′i =
2∑
j=1
hi jc j (B.90)
=
2∑
j=1
ai j02 c j + bi j1 c j sinψ + ai j2 c j cosψ
 (B.91)
=:
a′0,i
2
+ b′1,i sinψ + a′1,i cosψ (B.92)
|c′i |
2 =
{∣∣∣∣∣a′0,i2
∣∣∣∣∣2 + 12
[∣∣∣b′1,i∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣a′1,i∣∣∣2]} · 1
+2<
(
a′0,i
2
b′∗1,i
)
· sinψ + 2<
(
a′0,i
2
a′∗1,i
)
· cosψ
+<
(
b′1,ia′
∗
1,i
)
· sin 2ψ +
1
2
(∣∣∣a′1,i∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣b′1,i∣∣∣2) · cos 2ψ (B.93)
=:
a′s0,i
2
+ b′s1,i sinψ + a
′s
1,i cosψ + b
′s
2,i sin 2ψ + a
′s
2,i cos 2ψ (B.94)
I ∝
2∑
i=1
|c′i |
2 (B.95)
B.3.3. Magnetic Structure Model of the C-phase
For the magnetic structure of the C-phase we follow the neutron data by Vecchini et al. [75].
Magnetic Structure as Fourier Series
We express the magnetic moment as a Fourier series with only two coefficients Sl and Sl∗ for
the magnetic modulation vectors k and −k, respectively:
ml(n) = Sleik·Rn + Sl∗e−ik·Rn (B.96)
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Table B.1.: Parameters of the YMn2O5 C-phase at 25 K [75].
Label Atom r Mx My Iz φ
b1 Mn1 (0 0.5 0.25513) 2.01(5) -0.47(8) 0.36(11) 0.095(2)
b2 Mn1 (0 0.5 0.74487) 2.13(5) -0.53(9) 0.44(11) 0.156(2)
b3 Mn1 (0.5 0 0.25513) -2.07(5) -0.53(8) 0.4(1) 0.095(2)
b4 Mn1 (0.5 0 0.74487) -1.99(5) -0.51(8) 0.45(11) 0.156(2)
a1 Mn2 (0.08805 0.85079 0.5) 3.16(6) 0.59(9) -0.46(12) 0.125
a2 Mn2 (0.41195 0.35079 0.5) -3.18(6) 0.55(9) -0.50(12) 0.125
a3 Mn2 (0.58805 0.64921 0.5) 3.01(5) -0.67(9) 0.56(13) 0.125
a4 Mn2 (0.91195 0.14921 0.5) 2.99(5) 0.65(9) -0.60(13) 0.125
l is the index for the different magnetic ions in the first unit cell and Rn is the base vector of the
n-th unit cell. Vecchini et al. use instead of the complex Fourier coefficients their real Ml and
imaginary part Il:
Sl = (Ml + iIl)eiφ
l
(B.97)
ml(n) = (Ml + iIl)ei(k·Rn+φ
l) + (Ml − iIl)e−i(k·Rn+φ
l) (B.98)
= 2Ml cos(k · Rn + φl) − 2Il sin(k · Rn + φl) (B.99)
This is a combination of two real Fourier coefficients and a phase shift. Due to this Ml and
Il have only (x, y) and z components, respectively (see Tab. B.1). The difference of cos and
sin leads in alternating {+,−,−,+} and {+,+,−,−} along the c-direction for (mx,my) and mz,
respectively.
Resulting effective magnetic moment g
Now we can calculate the effective magnetic moment g from the magnetic structures. We con-
sider three main cases: only sublattice Mn1, only sublattice Mn2, and all magnetic moments
(Mn12). Table B.2 gives the results of g in real and imaginary part as well as magnitude and
phase. Each first and second column give the obtained Fourier coefficients by the magnetic
moments as absolute value and normalized to 1, respectively.
B.3.4. Simulation of the Experiment
Now we address the question what we can learn from the experiment. As an example g from
the normalized magnetic structure with Mn1 and Mn2 is used. The energy is set to the Mn L3
edge. First, we discuss how many points are necessary to fit the azimuthal dependencies in a
proper way. Second, g is determined by the Fourier coefficients.
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Table B.2.: Effective magnetic moments g of YMn2O5 for different assumptions of the magnetic unit
cell and the resulting Fourier coefficients for certain measurements.
Mn1 Mn1 norm Mn2 Mn2 norm Mn12 Mn12 norm
<(g1) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
=(g1) 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
<(g2) 0.003 0.007 0.166 0.097 -0.392 -0.254
=(g2) -0.252 -0.250 0.093 0.078 -0.171 -0.416
<(g3) -0.203 -0.246 0.098 -0.246 -0.142 0.263
=(g3) -0.007 -0.009 -0.140 -0.837 0.336 0.548
|g1| 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
φ1 (◦) 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
|g2| 0.252 0.250 0.190 0.124 0.427 0.488
φ2 (◦) -89.284 -88.314 29.226 38.702 -156.451 -121.415
|g3| 0.203 0.246 0.171 0.873 0.365 0.608
φ3 (◦) -178.040 -177.843 -55.038 -106.408 112.881 64.408
ãσ0 /2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
b̃σ1 0.007 0.015 0.248 0.051 -0.619 -0.474
ãσ1 -1.140 -1.190 -0.700 -0.319 -0.848 -0.223
b̃σ2 -0.001 -0.003 -0.059 -0.074 0.152 -0.055
ãσ2 0.187 0.215 0.063 0.304 0.120 0.019
ãπ0/2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
b̃π1 -0.004 -0.009 -0.204 -0.029 0.380 0.354
ãπ1 0.712 0.711 0.574 0.179 0.520 0.167
b̃π2 0.001 0.003 0.072 0.062 -0.140 0.061
ãπ2 -0.175 -0.193 -0.078 -0.255 -0.110 -0.021
b̃LD1 -0.024 -0.043 -2.265 -0.130 1.965 2.791
ãLD1 3.786 3.533 6.388 0.817 2.689 1.316
b̃LD2 0.003 0.011 0.672 0.238 -0.602 0.404
ãLD2 -0.776 -0.798 -0.720 -0.971 -0.475 -0.138
c̃LD0 /2 -4.321 -3.969 -10.126 -3.561 -4.172 -6.892
d̃LD2 -0.001 -0.002 -0.134 -0.047 0.120 -0.081
c̃LD2 0.155 0.159 0.144 0.194 0.095 0.028
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Figure B.12.: Simulation of the azimuthal dependency of the scattered intensity for YMn2O5 at the
Mn L3 edge on qC=(1/2, 0, 1/4) with σ, π and the linear dichroism.
Simulation of the Azimuthal Dependencies
Figure B.12 shows the expected azimuthal dependencies for incoming σ, π and the linear
dichroism with a step size ∆ψ = 60◦. To rotate the azimuthal angle at UE46 requires some
dedicated work by hand and we plan to do energy dependencies at each ψ, so we have to op-
timize the number of azimuthal points. Therefore we varied ∆ψ = 5◦ up to 90◦ in 5◦ steps.
The fitted coefficients start to deviate from the calculated values at 60◦, but the relative errors
increase rather earlier. Note that this fittings have been done with the ideal simulated intensities
and no noise was introduced. Hence the relative errors give a first feeling for the sensitivity of
the Fourier coefficients upon ∆ψ. The fitting of the linear incoming polarizations and circular
dichroism was stable until ∆ψ = 85◦, because they have less coefficients. This transitions from
“correct” to “incorrect” is illustrated by the azimuthal dependencies in Fig. B.13.
Calculation of g from the Fourier Coefficients
After we have fitted the Fourier coefficients from the measurements we can fit g′ to them.
The results for incoming σ, π and the linear and circular dichroism are compared in Tab. B.3.
It works well for the first three but not for the circular dichroism. Hence the best seems to
investigate the linear dichroism.
B.3.5. Summary
In summary, we have shown that our scattering is determined by the effective magnetic moment
g.
gr =
M∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)j,rsm j,se
i~q·~b j (B.100)
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Figure B.13.: Azimuthal dependent resonant x-raydiffraction on YMn2O5 at qC=(1/2, 0, 1/4) and
Mn L3 edge. Simulation (points) for different steps ∆ψ compared to the resulting fits (lines). Left:
Linear dichroism. Right: Circular dichroism.
Table B.3.: Effective magnetic moments g of YMn2O5 calculated and fitted from the Fourier coefficients
of certain measurements.
calc Iσ Iπ ILD ICD
<(g1) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
=(g1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
<(g2) -0.254 -0.254 -0.254 -0.254 -0.139
=(g2) -0.416 -0.416 0.416 0.416 1.495
<(g3) 0.263 0.263 0.263 0.263 -1.161
=(g3) 0.548 0.548 -0.548 -0.548 -0.213
|g1| 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
φ1 (◦) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
|g2| 0.488 0.488 0.488 0.488 1.502
φ2 (◦) -121.415 -121.415 121.415 121.415 95.309
|g3| 0.608 0.608 0.608 0.608 -1.180
φ3 (◦) 64.408 64.408 -64.408 -64.408 10.393
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B.3. Derivation of the Azimuthal Dependence of YMn2−xFexO5
If we measure the azimuthal dependency of the linear dichroism energy dependent for ∆ψ ≈ 45◦
we can fit g′ = g/g1 from the fitted Fourier coefficients. g′(E) can we then compare to the
expected values from the known magnetic structure, which had been investigate by neutron
scattering. For iron we expect only three fundamental spectra, since it is believed to only occupy
pyramidal positions (Fe2), but for Mn we have probably six fundamental spectra (Mn1, Mn2,
and three directions). These fundamental spectra can be complex, but we can not expect to
obtain the global phase, as usual, and the absolute magnitude, since we can not determine the
overall scaling factor.
gMnr =
8∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)Mn1rs m
Mn1
j,s e
i~q·~bMn1j
+
8∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)Mn2rs m
Mn2
j,s e
i~q·~bMn2j (B.101)
gFer =
8∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)Fe2rs m
Fe2
j,s e
i~q·~bFe2j (B.102)
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Table B.4.: Overview of the Terms for Effective Magnetic Moment of the Fe2 sites.
site xFe2 yFe2 zFe2 φ j/2π − 1/8 Mx My Mz F12
a1 12 − x
1
2 + y
1
2
1
4 −
x
2 - - - +
a2 x y 12
x
2 - + + -
a3 1 − x 1 − y 12
1
2 −
x
2 + - - -
a4 12 + x
1
2 − y
1
2
1
4 +
x
2 - - - +
a1’ 12 − x
1
2 + y
3
2
1
2 −
x
2 + + - +
a2’ x y 32
1
4 +
x
2 + - + -
a3’ 1 − x 1 − y 32
3
4 −
x
2 - + - -
a4’ 12 + x
1
2 − y
3
2
1
2 +
x
2 + + - +
B.4. Derivation of the Magnetic Structure of Substituted
Fe
We have now a closer look on the formula of g for the Fe2 site.
gFer =
8∑
j=1
3∑
s=1
F(1)Fe2rs m
Fe2
j,s e
i~q·~bFe2j (B.103)
So we need eight terms (sites of the magnetic unit cell) to calculate g. Therefore we give first
the fractional coordinates to obtain the Bragg factors and model the magnetic structure with less
parameters. Finally we set up the anisotropic energy dependencies F(1)Fe2rs .
B.4.1. Fractional Coordinates and Magnetic Moments
We keep the notation of Ref. 75 for the Fe2 sites, i. e., a1 to a4. For the next ionic unit cell along
c we label them a1’ to a4’. The fractional coordinates and the corresponding Bragg factors are
given in Tab. B.4. Note that the absolute phase of π/4 comes from the z positions at half integer
values, but can be taken out. Which is related to a translation of the unit cell by c/2 which does
not effect the here considered calculation and is not measurable anyway.
As we have discussed before the components of the magnetic moments behave like cosine
for Mx and My and like sine for Mz along the c-direction. The here used signs are from Refs. 74
and 185 (Fig. B.14) and are slightly different from Fig. 4.2 [75].
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Figure B.14.: Magnetic structure of YMn2O5. The cosine and sine behavior of Mx, My and Mz along c
[74, 185]. The absolute phases are slightly different from Ref. 75 (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure B.15.: Local symmetry of the
Mn2 site in square pyramidal oxygen
coordination. This determines the prin-
ciple axis frame for the spectral tensor.
B.4.2. Spectral Tensors
If we look at the site a1, the basal plane of the pyramid is tilted by the angle α ≈ 24◦ from the
bc-plane. If the pyramid would be not tilted we assume the spectral tensor to have its principle
components along a, b and c (cf. Fig. B.15). We refer to that as the local frame.
F0 =

F01 0 0
0 F02 0
0 0 F03
 (B.104)
Then we get Fa1 by applying a rotation in the ab plane by the angle α.
Fa1 =

cosα − sinα 0
sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


F01 0 0
0 F02 0
0 0 F03


cosα sinα 0
− sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 (B.105)
=

cos2 αF01 + sin
2 αF02
1
2 sin 2α(F
0
1 − F
0
2) 0
1
2 sin 2α(F
0
1 − F
0
2) sin
2 αF01 + cos
2 αF02 0
0 0 F03
 (B.106)
=

F11 F12 0
F12 F22 0
0 0 F33
 (B.107)
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For the other sites we could apply the corresponding rotations form the local frame, but we will
use instead just the mirror symmetries regarding to a1.
F j =

mxj 0 0
0 myj 0
0 0 mzj


F11 F12 0
F12 F22 0
0 0 F33


mxj 0 0
0 myj 0
0 0 mzj
 (B.108)
=

(mxj)
2F11 mxjm
y
jF12 0
mxjm
y
jF12 (m
y
j)
2F22 0
0 0 (mzj)
2F33
 (B.109)
=

F11 ±F12 0
±F12 F22 0
0 0 F33
 (B.110)
For example a1 is connected to a2 by the glide plane in the bc plane at x = 1/4, so Fa2 follows
from Fa1 by a mirror transformation in the bc plane corresponding to mxa2 = −1 and m
y
a2 =
mza2 = 1. Thus there is a sign change in the off diagonal component F12. The signs for the other
sites are listed in Tab. B.4. Note that these symmetric 2nd rank Cartesian tensors are related
to electronic quadrupole terms since they correspond to 2nd rank spherical tensors (cf., e. g.,
[186]).
Real Local Symmetry
The above derivation was driven mainly by intuition and was assuming a mirror as well in the
local a′c plane which makes the base rectangular. As was shown in Sec. 3.2.3 the real local
spectral tensor would be:
F0 =

F011 F
0
12 0
F021 F
0
22 0
0 0 F03
 (B.111)
Which has already mixed terms in the a′b′-plane. Leading to
Fa1 =

cos2 αF011 + sin
2 αF022
1
2 sin 2α(F
0
11 − F
0
22) 0
1
2 sin 2α(F
0
11 − F
0
22) sin
2 αF011 + cos
2 αF022 0
0 0 F03
 +
−12 sin 2α(F
0
12 + F
0
21) cos
2 αF012 − sin
2 αF021 0
cos2 αF021 + sin
2 αF012
1
2 sin 2α(F
0
12 + F
0
21) 0
0 0 F03
 (B.112)
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=

F11 F12 0
F12 F22 0
0 0 F33
 (B.113)
The last term is a correction to Fa1 and vanishes for a rectangular base but does not change the
general form of Fa1 in our Ansatz.
B.4.3. Effective Magnetic Moment g
Now we have all the terms for g and can sum them up.
g
eiπ/4
= e−iπx


F11 F12 0
F12 F22 0
0 0 F33



−Mx
−My
+Mz
 + i

−Mx
−My
−Mz

 +
F11 −F12 0
−F12 F22 0
0 0 F33



−Mx
+My
+Mz
 + i

+Mx
−My
+Mz


 +
eiπx


F11 F12 0
F12 F22 0
0 0 F33



−Mx
−My
+Mz
 + i

−Mx
−My
−Mz

 +
F11 −F12 0
−F12 F22 0
0 0 F33



−Mx
+My
+Mz
 + i

+Mx
−My
+Mz


 (B.114)
= 4 cos(πx)

−(F11Mx + F12My)
−i(F12Mx + F22My)
F33Mz
 (B.115)
We drop now the prefactors and plaque in the Fi j.
g =

− cosα(cosαMx + sinαMy)F01 + sinα(− sinαMx + cosαMy)F
0
2
−i sinα(cosαMx + sinαMy)F01 − i cosα(− sinαMx + cosαMy)F
0
2
F03 Mz
 (B.116)
By a careful look we observe that we can define the rotated magnetic moment M′ in the local
frame. 
M′x
M′y
M′z
 :=

cosα sinα 0
− sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


Mx
My
Mz
 (B.117)
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g =

− cosα sinα 0
−i sinα −i cosα 0
0 0 1


M′xF
0
1
M′yF
0
2
M′zF
0
3
 (B.118)
Or:
g =

−1 0 0
0 −i 0
0 0 1


cosα − sinα 0
sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


F01 0 0
0 F02 0
0 0 F03


cosα sinα 0
− sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


Mx
My
Mz
(B.119)
From this immediately the expression for the isotropic spectral tensor, i. e., Hannon’s approach,
follows:
giso = F

−1 0 0
0 −i 0
0 0 1


Mx
My
Mz
 =

−Mx
−iMy
Mz
 (B.120)
So in the isotropic case away from the main resonances follows the normalized magnetic mo-
ment M̂:
|g1| = M̂x (B.121)
|g2| = M̂y (B.122)
|g3| = M̂z (B.123)
φ1 = 0 (B.124)
φ2 = 90◦ (B.125)
φ3 = 180◦ (B.126)
Thus the magnetic structure can be easily determined between the Fe L3- and Fe L2 edge! Fur-
ther the values plotted in Fig. 4.14 give at each energy the magnetic structure which would be
determined in the isotropic case regarding to Hannon. Which can be very different from the real
structure. Note that we used a absolute phase shift of π to get φ0 = 0 as in our fittings.
Determination of the Spectra
We rewrite the formula of g:
g =

−1 0 0
0 −i 0
0 0 1


cosα − sinα 0
sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


M′x 0 0
0 M′y 0
0 0 M′z


F01
F02
F03
 (B.127)
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And get an expression for the spectra:
F01
F02
F03
 =

1/M′x 0 0
0 1/M′y 0
0 0 1/M′z


cosα sinα 0
− sinα cosα 0
0 0 1


−1 0 0
0 i 0
0 0 1
 g (B.128)
The transformations of g are simple after we got the magnetic structure. The F0r are complex
functions and we could get more easily values for their relative magnitudes and relative phases,
but for the spectra we like to get the real and imaginary part of each. However if we get the
spectra from theory we could compare them to our experimental results.
Real Local Symmetry
Considering the real low local symmetry gives a small correction:
g =

− cosα sinα 0
−i sinα −i cosα 0
0 0 1


M′xF
0
11
M′yF
0
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M′zF
0
3
 +
−i cosα −i sinα 0
− sinα − cosα 0
0 0 1


M′yF
0
12
M′xF
0
21
0
 (B.129)
Which mixes the M′y component into the measured M
′
x component and vice versa. The above
solving strategies can be applied in a similar way, but even more spectra would have to extracted.
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C.1. Further Experimental Details for NdFe3(BO3)4 at ID20
C.1.1. E-field Dependence by KL-maps on NdFe3(BO3)4
The L-scans discussed in Sec. 5.3 have been actually obtained from full KL-maps (Fig. C.1)
The shape of these KL-meshes is due to the instrumental resolution as can be seen at the (0 0 6)
Bragg-reflection for comparison [Fig. C.1 (10)]. In principle the L-scan could be just taken at
K = 0 but to increase the statistics further all seven L-scans around K = 0 have been summed
after they had been shifted so that they have the same center. These centers are indicated by the
green lines in Fig. C.1. The results in the main states in Fig. 5.8 (a) to (e) correspond to (1), (2),
(3), (8) and (9) of Fig. C.1.
The tendencies of the effective L-scans are the same as in the 2D false color plots, but the
integrated intensities do not change so dramatically as first expected because the widths are also
changing. Beside that the used color code pronounces more the upper third than the lower third.
E. g., the satellites in (3) are very close to the flanks of the main peak as can be seen in Fig. 5.8
(c), so they do not give a good contrast in the false color 2D plots.
While the first stage has the green line directly on the central peak the next stages have the
C-peak shifted to lower L-values. Thus either the lattice is increasing along the c-direction or
the sample was tilting. From only one reflection this can not be decided and has to be addressed
to future experiments.
In Sec. 5.3 only the stage with E1 =8.8 · 104 V/m [Fig. C.1 (3)] was discussed but even dou-
bling the E-field [Fig. C.1 (4)] did not lead to a further pronounced change towards the C-phase
and away from the IC-phase or even a single domain state. The effect of discharge is nicely
illustrated in Fig. C.1 (7) there it happened during the scan since the voltage was applied in the
opposite direction than before.
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Figure C.1.: RXD on NdFe3(BO3)4: KL-meshes of (0 0 4.5± δ) on the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) at 5.8 K
with incident π polarization and no polarization analyzer. From top to bottom and left to right. (1):
Virgin IC-phase with exchange gas. (2): Gas pumped out. (3): applied −1 kV. (4): applied −2 kV. (5):
no E-field. (6): applied 1 kV, switched off, measured. (7): applied 1 kV and discharged at the half way
through. (8): no E-field. (9): gas back in. (10): (0 0 6) for comparison.
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Figure C.2.: L-scans of (0 0 7.5 ± δ)
on the Nd L2 edge (6.726 keV) at 2 K
in the π′π channel on NdFe3(BO3)4.
The reduction of the attenuation leads
to a shift to the center and decrease
of the satellites which is explained by
an increasing temperature so called
beam heating.
C.1.2. Beam Heating
Since the reduction of the exchange gas pressure could allow in principle increasing beam heat-
ing, the effect of beam heating was investigated by different attenuations. Therefore the (0 0
7.5) reflection was measured at 2 K and in the π′π channel also at the Nd L2 edge with a slightly
different E-field setup in an earlier experiment. In Fig. C.2 L-scans are shown with applied
voltage and without exchange gas for two different attenuations. Attenuation 25 and 15 refer to
a transmission of 3.53 · 10−2 and 1.35 · 10−1, respectively. With decreasing attenuation the IC-
satellites shift towards the center and decrease in intensity, which is the same behavior like for
increasing temperature as was shown before in Sec. 5.2.1 [161]. Since the peak positions of the
satellites in our experiment do not change remarkably by reducing the exchange gas pressure
[Fig. 5.8 (a) to (b) and Fig. C.1 (1) to (2)], we can exclude beam heating as an effect for the used
attenuation.
C.1.3. Experimental Polarization Parameters of Magnetic Phases
In Sec. 5.4 the magnetic structures had been refined by comparison of the measured polarization
parameters to calculations. The results from the linear polarization analysis by so called Stokes
scans are given in the following for the lattice, magnetic and some further reflections in Tab C.1,
C.2 and C.3, respectively.
C.1.4. Corrections to the Diffraction of NdFe3(BO3)4
In the real experiment we did not scatter perfect horizontally. Therefore the detector was not
only rotated by the angle δ around the Ẑ-axis, but also by the angle γ around −X̂∗. If all setting
angles are zero we have:
k̂i = k̂f = k̂0 = Ŷ (C.1)
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Table C.1.: Measured polarization parameters for the main lattice reflections on NdFe3(BO3)4.
Phase Edge reflection pol P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3
IC NdL2 (0 0 3) π/σ -0.990 0.046 0.132 0.943 0.005 0.332
cr/cl 0.375 0.015 0.927 0.301 0.004 0.954
IC NdL2 (0 0 6) π/σ -0.334 -0.741 0.583 0.975 0.002 0.221
cr/cl 0.976 0.016 0.216 0.979 -0.026 0.203
C-E NdL2 (0 0 3) π/σ -0.980 0.016 0.196 0.956 -0.031 0.291
cr/cl 0.401 -0.007 0.916 0.325 -0.022 0.945
C-E NdL2 (0 0 6) π/σ -0.291 -0.775 0.561 0.999 -0.019 0.042
cr/cl 0.992 -0.014 0.128 0.991 -0.046 0.124
C-T NdL2 (0 0 3) π/σ -0.998 0.096 -nan 0.992 -0.003 0.124
cr/cl 0.331 0.005 0.943 0.392 -0.008 0.920
C-T NdL2 (0 0 6) π/σ -0.313 -0.758 0.573 0.960 -0.020 0.279
cr/cl 0.969 -0.004 0.248 0.969 -0.044 0.245
IC FeK (0 0 3) π/σ -0.980 0.058 0.190 0.942 0.019 0.336
cr/cl 0.264 0.044 0.963 0.185 0.005 0.983
IC FeK (0 0 6) π/σ -0.059 0.482 0.874 0.805 0.030 0.592
cr/cl 0.849 0.024 0.528 0.853 0.029 0.522
Table C.2.: Measured polarization parameters for the main magnetic lattice reflections on NdFe3(BO3)4.
Phase Edge reflection pol P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3
IC NdL2 (0 0 4.5 + δ) π/σ -0.083 0.028 0.996 -0.893 -0.106 0.438
cr/cl -0.038 0.160 0.986 -0.524 -0.054 0.850
IC NdL2 (0 0 4.5 − δ) π/σ -0.056 -0.051 0.997 -0.904 0.142 0.402
cr/cl -0.491 0.075 0.868 -0.082 -0.074 0.994
IC NdL2 (0 0 7.5 + δ) π/σ -0.421 -0.003 0.907 -0.651 0.024 0.758
cr/cl -0.138 0.073 0.988 -0.564 0.015 0.825
IC NdL2 (0 0 7.5 − δ) π/σ -0.476 0.054 0.878 -0.889 0.239 0.390
cr/cl -0.637 0.143 0.758 -0.469 -0.050 0.882
C-E NdL2 (0 0 4.5) π/σ -0.059 0.294 0.954 -0.906 -0.035 0.423
cr/cl -0.363 0.266 0.893 -0.382 0.137 0.914
C-E NdL2 (0 0 7.5) π/σ -0.431 0.559 0.708 -0.897 0.236 0.374
cr/cl -0.520 0.537 0.665 -0.614 0.401 0.680
C-T NdL2 (0 0 4.5) π/σ -0.083 0.189 0.978 -0.822 0.027 0.568
cr/cl -0.379 0.249 0.891 -0.374 -0.059 0.925
C-T NdL2 (0 0 7.5) π/σ -0.261 0.210 0.942 -0.817 0.271 0.509
cr/cl -0.449 0.246 0.859 -0.478 0.153 0.865
IC FeK (0 0 4.5 + δ) π/σ -0.318 -0.152 0.936 -0.001 -0.018 1.000
cr/cl -0.149 0.192 0.970 -0.124 -0.201 0.972
IC FeK (0 0 4.5 − δ) π/σ -0.298 0.275 0.914 0.051 -0.087 0.995
cr/cl -0.099 0.191 0.977 -0.052 -0.278 0.959
IC FeK (0 0 7.5 + δ) π/σ -0.301 -0.069 0.951 -0.663 0.173 0.728
cr/cl -0.343 -0.079 0.936 -0.489 0.028 0.872
IC FeK (0 0 7.5 − δ) π/σ -0.268 -0.020 0.963 -0.285 0.368 0.885
cr/cl -0.100 0.334 0.937 -0.473 0.071 0.878
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Table C.3.: Measured polarization parameters for further reflections on NdFe3(BO3)4.
cr cl
reflection P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3
(1 -1 6.5 + δ) 0.578 0.322 0.750 -0.642 -0.172 0.747
(1 -1 6.5 − δ) -0.652 -0.214 0.728 0.432 0.140 0.891
(0 -1 5.5 + δ) 0.196 0.100 0.976 -0.494 0.036 0.869
(0 -1 5.5 − δ) -0.433 -0.005 0.901 -0.093 -0.007 0.996
(1 0 5.5 + δ) 0.680 0.252 0.689 -0.741 -0.068 0.668
(1 0 5.5 − δ) -0.529 -0.070 0.846 -0.400 -0.011 0.916
(-1 -1 4.5 + δ) 0.191 0.041 0.981 -0.346 0.109 0.932
(-1 -1 4.5 − δ) -0.175 -0.010 0.985 -0.128 0.008 0.992
(-1 0 6.5 + δ) 0.463 0.085 0.882 -0.611 0.348 0.711
(-1 0 6.5 − δ) -0.662 0.286 0.692 0.376 -0.043 0.926
(0 1 6.5 + δ) 0.465 0.242 0.852 -0.809 0.068 0.584
(0 1 6.5 − δ) -0.843 0.057 0.535 0.311 0.218 0.925
(-1 1 5.5 + δ) 0.793 0.038 0.608 -0.728 0.116 0.676
(-1 1 5.5 − δ) -0.636 0.104 0.764 -0.335 0.225 0.915
Since k̂f stays k̂0 after the rotations in its own frame (Σ∗∗) we can easily calculate it in the lab
frame (Σ) by applying rotation matrices.
k̂f = RZ(δ)RX(−γ)k̂0 (C.2)
=

cos δ − sin δ 0
sin δ cos δ 0
0 0 1


1 0 0
0 cos γ + sin γ
0 − sin γ cos γ


0
−1
0
 (C.3)
=

sin δ cos γ
− cos δ cos γ
sin γ
 (C.4)
This result can be easily checked by considering spherical coordinates.
As a next step we calculate the scattering frame in respect to the lab frame.
Û1 =
k̂f + k̂i
|k̂f + k̂i|
(C.5)
=
1√
2(1 + cos δ cos γ)

sin δ cos γ
−(1 + cos δ cos γ)
sin γ
 (C.6)
Û2 =
k̂f × k̂i
|k̂f × k̂i|
(C.7)
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=
1√
(1 + cos δ cos γ)(1 − cos δ cos γ)

sin γ
0
− sin δ cos γ
 (C.8)
Û3 =
k̂f − k̂i
|k̂f − k̂i|
(C.9)
=
1√
2(1 − cos δ cos γ)

sin δ cos γ
1 − cos δ cos γ
sin γ
 (C.10)
Note the useful relation:
sin2 γ + sin2 δ cos2 γ = sin2 γ + (1 − cos2 δ) cos2 γ (C.11)
= 1 − cos2 δ cos2 γ (C.12)
= (1 + cos δ cos γ)(1 − cos δ cos γ) (C.13)
=:
1
2ξ2
(C.14)
So we can write the transformation matrix from the scattering frame into the lab frame.
Û1
Û2
Û3
 = ξ

sin δ cos γ
√
1 − cos δ cos γ −(1 + cos δ cos γ)
√
1 − cos δ cos γ sin γ
√
1 − cos δ cos γ
√
2 sin γ 0 −
√
2 sin δ cos γ
sin δ cos γ
√
1 + cos δ cos γ (1 − cos δ cos γ)
√
1 + cos δ cos γ sin γ
√
1 + cos δ cos γ


X̂
Ŷ
Ẑ
 (C.15)
After some manipulations we can find also the back transformation.
X̂
Ŷ
Ẑ
 = ξ

sin δ cos γ
√
1 − cos δ cos γ
√
2 sin γ sin δ cos γ
√
1 + cos δ cos γ
−(1 + cos δ cos γ)
√
1 − cos δ cos γ 0 (1 − cos δ cos γ)
√
1 + cos δ cos γ
sin γ
√
1 − cos δ cos γ −
√
2 sin δ cos γ sin γ
√
1 + cos δ cos γ


Û1
Û2
Û3
 (C.16)
Which is actually the transpose of the other (as expected).
Correction of the Incoming Polarization
From the previous transformation matrices we can easily calculate the tilt of the incoming beam
frame to the lab frame, η0.
η0 =
π
2
− ](σ̂, X̂) (C.17)
= sin−1
(
ξ
√
2 sin γ
)
(C.18)
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Hence we have to rotate the polarization which had been prepared by the diamond phase plate.v1v2
 =  cos η0 sin η0
− sin η0 cos η0
 v01v02
 (C.19)
Correction of the Scattered Polarization
Similar we can calculate the tilt of the scattered beam frame to the detector frame, η′0.
η′0 =
π
2
− ](σ̂′, X̂∗∗) (C.20)
= sin−1
(
ξ
√
2 sin γ cos δ
)
(C.21)
Hence we have to correct the polarization analyzer crystal η′meas by η
′
0.
η′ = η′meas − η
′
0 (C.22)
So that η′ = 0◦ refers to σ̂′ and η′ = 90◦ to π̂′.
Correction of the Field Direction
Important for our experiments is the application of a field (e.g. magnetic) along the Ẑ direction
and express it in the crystal frame.
B = BẐ (C.23)
Bcrytal =
B√
2(1 + cos δ cos γ)(1 − cos δ cos γ)

√
2 sin δ cos γ
sin γ
√
1 − cos δ cos γ
sin γ
√
1 + cos δ cos γ
 (C.24)
In the first beamtime we had for the (0 0 7.5) at the Nd L2 edge:
δ = 131.06◦ (C.25)
γ = 3.62◦ (C.26)
Which leads to
Bcrytal = B

0.997
0.076
0.035
 (C.27)
α(Bcrytal, â) = +4.36◦ (C.28)
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Table C.4.: NdFe3(BO3)4. cstrength(ICM)/cstrength(CM-T). Left: Nd L2, 6.726 eV. Right: Fe K, 7.128 eV
tot σ′ π′
σ 0.746 nan 0.746
π 1.244 0.746 1.548
cr 1.410 0.746 1.661
cl 0.805 0.746 0.827
tot σ′ π′
σ 0.744 nan 0.744
π 1.218 0.744 1.543
cr 1.380 0.744 1.639
cl 0.781 0.744 0.797
C.1.5. Ordered Magnetic Moments - Mean Field Model
Information about the magnitude of the ordered magnetic moments can be derived from the
temperature dependence of the integrate intensities similar to the detailed study of Nd2BaNiO5
[172]. Since this intensities are proportional to the square of the ordered magnetic moment if the
magnetic structure stays constant. Therefore it is important how the geometrical contribution
changes from the CM-T to the ICM phase. Then we can fit the ordered magnetic moments by a
Mean Field Model and see how the Fe and Nd magnetic sublattices interact with each other.
Scattering Strengths in CM-T and ICM phase
We define the scattering strength, cstrength as the scaling factor between the squared ordered
magnetic moment and the measured intensity.
I ∝ cstrength m2 (C.29)
We calculated cstrength in the CM-T and ICM phase and summarized the ratios in Tab. C.4. The
left and right panel are for the Nd L2- and Fe K edge, respectively. They give slightly different
results since the Bragg angle is different. Therein we assumed the same magnetic structures for
the Fe sublattice. The incoming x-rays had σ, π, cr and cl polarization. The measured intensity
was without polarization analyzer and the main linear polarizations.
Temperature Dependence of (0 0 7.5) at Nd L2- and Fe K edges
The integrated intensity of L-scans of the (0 0 7.5) reflection at the Fe K edge, IFe, should be
proportional to the square of the averaged ordered magnetic moment of the Fe sublattice, mFe,
i. e., the order parameter.
mFe = m0Fe
(
1 −
T
TN
)βFe
(C.30)
IFe = αFe
(
1 −
T
TN
)2βFe
(C.31)
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With the ordered Fe moment at 0 K m0Fe, the Néel temperature TN, the critical exponent βFe and
the scaling factor αFe.
The mean field of the Fe sublattice induces then the magnetic moments on the Nd sublattice.
mNd = m0Nd tanh
(
m0Nd λFe−Nd 3 mFe
2kBT
)
(C.32)
With the ordered Nd moment at 0 K m0Nd, the coupling strength between Fe and Nd λFe−Nd and
the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.3806 · 10−23 J/K. Since we get the ratio mFe/m0Fe directly from
our measurements on the Fe K edge, we substitute the equation with a new fitting parameter
βNd.
INd = αNd
[
tanh
(
βNd mFe
m0FeT
)]2
(C.33)
λFe−Nd =: βNd
2kB
3 m0Fe m
0
Nd
(C.34)
= 0.0735 βNd
T
µBK
(C.35)
The saturation magnetic moments at zero temperature can not be obtained by our scattering
experiment, but are taken from neutron studies, i. e., m0Fe = 5 µB and m
0
Nd = 2.7 µB [137] with
the Bohr magnetic moment µB = 9.2741·10−24 J/K. The factor 3 in front of m0Fe follows Ref. 187
and accounts for 9 Fe atoms per unit cell compared to 3 Nd atoms. One could also use a factor
of 6 since every Nd is surrounded by 6 Fe atoms [161]. This is easy to adjust in the end, but one
hast to keep it in mind especially while comparing different results.
Table C.5 summarizes the fitting results from just taking the sums of ICM and IICM compared to
scale them by their different scattering strengths. The corresponding data is plotted in Fig. C.3.
The data at the Fe K edge is also compared to the neutron diffraction intensities. The shape of
Iσ
′π
norm matches better for the sum in contrast to I
π′π
norm which matches better for the scaling. TN and
βFe are not well defined since we have too few points close to TN. Which are also demanding
due to the small intensity at the Fe K- compared to the Nd L2 edge. The shape at the Nd L2 edge
does not change so much between sum and scaling since the intensities in the CM-T phase are
rather small. Another problem was that the Fe K edge data was obtained in 2.5 K steps and at
the Nd L2 edge in 2.0 K steps which created additional uncertainties in the consistent fit.
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Figure C.3.: RXD on NdFe3(BO3)4: Temperature dependence of the integrated intensities from L-scans
of (0 0 7.5) and its satellites at the Nd L2 (left) and Fe K edge (right) in the σ′π (top) and π′π (bottom)
scattering channels. The summed and scaled intensities are fitted by the corresponding mean field model.
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Table C.5.: NdFe3(BO3)4. Fit parameters from the temperature dependence of the (0 0 7.5) reflection
for the Fe K- (7.128 eV) and Nd L2 edges (6.726 eV). Without (sum) and with correction (scale) of the
different scattering strengths in the CM-T and ICM phases.
πσ′ ππ′
sum scale frac sum scale frac
αFe (a.u.) 1.18e-06 1.53e-06 1.30 3.29e-06 2.39e-06 0.73
TN (K) 27.5 29.2 1.06 29.4 27.4 0.93
βFe 0.225 0.372 1.65 0.361 0.188 0.52
αNd (a.u.) 4.17e-05 5.24e-05 1.26 1.22e-04 8.88e-05 0.73
βNd (K) 7.16 7.42 1.04 7.28 7.21 0.99
λFe−Nd (T/µB 0.526 0.545 1.04 0.535 0.530 0.99
C.2. Description of Polarized X-rays
To understand the experimental discussions it is important to review some concepts of total and
partially polarized light. The sun light and also often x-ray tubes in the lab produce unpolarized
light. But at a synchrotron source we can use highly polarized light. In a similar way, highly
polarized LASER light in the optical spectra is used in Ellipsometry already for more than
50 years. Its polarization analysis is well established to characterize thin films, e. g., in the
semiconductor industry. See for more details on Ellipsometry, e. g., Ref. [38].
C.2.1. Total Polarized Light
Let’s consider an electromagnetic wave, which propagates in z-direction with the angular fre-
quency ω and the wave number k. The amplitudes are E0,x in x- and E0,y in y-direction and the
phases at starting time are δx for the x- and δx for the y-direction:
E(z, t) =
E0,x cos(kz − ωt + δx)E0,y cos(kz − ωt + δy)
 (C.36)
E(z, t) ←→ {k, ω, E0,x, E0,y, δx, δy} (C.37)
Here only the electrical field components are of interest. To avoid the trigonometric functions,
complex numbers are used.
E(z, t) = <
ei(kz−ωt) E0,xeiδxE0,yeiδy
 (C.38)
The Jones Vector
J :=
E0,xeiδxE0,yeiδy
 (C.39)
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J ←→ {E0,x, E0,y, δx, δy} (C.40)
is describing the amplitudes and the kind of polarization with 4 real parameters. This leads to
the intensity
I = | < E(t) ×H(t) > | =
cε0
2
(
E20,x + E
2
0,y
)
(C.41)
=
cε0
2
|J|2 (C.42)
with time average < · >, magnetic field H and permittivity of vacuum ε0. Note that this intensity
is an energy flux density, but in photon science often the number of photons per second are used
as an intensity.
By introducing the total amplitude E0 and the ratio of the amplitudes tanψx, the amplitudes
are parameterized in polar coordinates:
E20 = E
2
0,x + E
2
0,y (C.43)
tanψx :=
E0,y
E0,x
, ψx ∈ [0, π/2] (C.44)
Since the absolute phase, e. g., δx, is anyway not observable, the phase difference ∆yx is
further introduced.
∆yx := δy − δx , ∆yx ∈ [−π, π] (C.45)
J = eiδx E0
 cosψxsinψxei∆yx
 (C.46)
J ←→ {δx, E0, ψx,∆yx} (C.47)
E20 is proportional to the intensity and in polarization analysis often not of interest.
The kind of polarization is now completely described by ψx and ∆yx. Hence the unit vector Ĵ
is defined.
Ĵ =
 cosψxsinψxei∆yx
 (C.48)
Ĵ ←→ {ψx,∆yx} (C.49)
The perpendicular polarization reads then
Ĵ⊥ =
 sinψx
− cosψxei∆yx
 =  cosψ⊥xsinψ⊥x ei∆⊥yx
 (C.50)
ψ⊥x =
π
2
− ψx (C.51)
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Table C.6.: Jones Vectors of Common Polarizations.
Ĵ ψx ∆yx Ĵ⊥ ψ⊥x ∆⊥yx
σ̂ =
(
1
0
)
0 0 π̂ =
(
0
1
)
π
2 0
Ĵα =
(
cosα
sinα
)
α 0 Ĵ⊥α =
(
sinα
− cosα
)
π
2 − α π
d̂p = 1√2
(
1
1
)
π
4 0 d̂m =
1
√
2
(
1
−1
)
π
4 π
ĉr = 1√2
(
1
i
)
π
4
π
2 ĉl =
1
√
2
(
1
−i
)
π
4 −
π
2
∆⊥yx = ∆yx ± π (C.52)
Table C.6 gives common polarizations which are pairwise orthogonal to each other. Later the
first and second component will refer to the direction perpendicular to the scattering plane (σ,
from German senkrecht) and parallel to it (π), respectively. Which are the first two polarizations
in the table. The next are arbitrary linear polarizations followed by the two diagonal polariza-
tions. Note that ∆yx = π for the diagonal light makes just a sign change of j2 to avoid ψx leaving
the interval [0, π/2]. The final polarizations are circular right and left handed.
Analysis of Polarized Light
To measure the kind of polarization a linear polarization analyzer, which has the angle α to the
x-direction (σ), is used. Mathematically the polarization analyzer is described with the help of
Ĵα.
Ĵ′ = Ĵα
(
Ĵα · J
)
(C.53)
=
cosαsinα
 (cosα sinα) · E0eiδx  cosψxsinψxei∆yx
 (C.54)
= E0eiδx[cosα cosψx + sinα sinψxei∆yx]
cosαsinα
 (C.55)
This polarization analyzer is followed by a detector and yield the intensity as a function of α
(2nd order Fourier series).
I′ = I0[cos2 α cos2 ψx + sin2 α sin2 ψx +
1
2
sin 2α sin 2ψx cos ∆yx] (C.56)
=
I0
2
[1 + cos 2α cos 2ψx + sin 2α sin 2ψx cos ∆yx] (C.57)
=: c0 + c1 sin 2α + c2 cos 2α (C.58)
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Note that because ψx ∈ [0, π/2] cos 2ψx ∈ [−1, 1] and sin 2ψx is positive. The desired ψx and
∆yx follow as functions of the Fourier coefficients c0, c1 and c2.
cos 2ψx =
c2
c0
(C.59)
cos ∆yx =
c1/c0
1 − (c2/c0)2
(C.60)
The total intensity is the third obtainable parameter from the Fourier series, but not of interest
in this discussion.
C.2.2. Partially Polarized Light
Partially polarized light is described by statistical quantum mechanics. Therefore the Jones
Vector has to be represented by a quantum theoretical state (ket) |ψ〉 and the normalized part for
the kind of polarization by |χ〉.
(〈xi|ψ〉)i=1,2 := J = e
iδx E0
 cosψxsinψxei∆yx
 (C.61)
(〈xi|χ〉)i=1,2 := Ĵ =
 cosψxsinψxei∆yx
 (C.62)
|ψ〉 = eiδx E0|χ〉 (C.63)
= |χ〉〈χ|ψ〉 = cχ|χ〉 (C.64)
I =
cε0
2
|J|2 =
cε0
2
〈ψ|ψ〉 =
cε0
2
∣∣∣cχ∣∣∣2 (C.65)
The coordinates x1 and x2 are standing for x and y for later respectively σ and π.
The Statistical Operator ρ̂ is a selfadjoint operator which stand for pure and mixed states.
(
ρ̂ψ
)
i, j=1,2
:=
ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22
 (C.66)
=
ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22
† (C.67)
ρ11, ρ22 ∈ R, ρ12 = ρ
∗
21 (C.68)
ρ̂ ←→ {ρ11, ρ22, ρ12} (C.69)
This are 4 real parameters.
Because the Statistical Operator is selfadjoint, it can be transformed into a coordinate system
there ρ̂ is in diagonal form. This is the Eigenbase. To describe one Eigenvector |ψ〉, one needs 2
real parameters. The other Eigenvector (|ψ⊥〉) is perpendicular. The trace of normalized ρ̂ is 1.
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Thats why the sum of the Eigenvalues is 1. Hence they are set to be wχ and (1-wχ), leading to the
third real parameter. The last real parameter is the square of the amplitude E20 and proportional
to the intensity.
ρ̂ = wχ|ψ〉〈ψ| + (1 − wχ)|ψ⊥〉〈ψ⊥| (C.70)
= E20
[
wχ|χ〉〈χ| + (1 − wχ)|χ⊥〉〈χ⊥|
]
(C.71)
Tr(ρ̂) = E20 (C.72)
wχ is the probability of the light for being in the state |χ〉 and (1 − wχ) the probability for
being in the state |χ⊥〉. Thus wχ is positive and smaller equal 1. The polarization Pχ is defined
and the completeness of |χ〉 and |χ⊥〉 used to get another representation.
ρ̂ = E20
[
Pχ|χ〉〈χ| + (1 − Pχ)
1
2
Î
]
(C.73)
Pχ := 2wχ − 1 ∈ [−1, 1] (C.74)
For the components holds:
(ρ̂)i, j=1,2 = E
2
0
wχ  cos2 ψx 12 sin(2ψx)e−i∆yx1
2 sin(2ψx)e
i∆yx sin2 ψx
 + (C.75)
(1 − wχ)
 sin2 ψx −12 sin(2ψx)e−i∆yx
−12 sin(2ψx)e
i∆yx cos2 ψx

ρ̂ ←→ {E0, ψxy,∆xy,wχ} (C.76)
(ρ̂)i, j=1,2 = E
2
0
Pχ  cos2 ψx 12 sin(2ψx)e−i∆yx1
2 sin(2ψx)e
i∆yx sin2 ψx
 + (C.77)
(1 − Pχ)
1
2
1 00 1

ρ̂ ←→ {E0, ψxy,∆xy, Pχ} (C.78)
For pure states (wχ = Pχ = 1) and total unpolarized states (wχ = 1/2, Pχ = 0) holds:
ρ̂pure = E20 |χ〉〈χ| (C.79)(
ρ̂pure
)
i, j=1,2
= E20
 cos2 ψx 12 sin(2ψx)e−i∆yx1
2 sin(2ψx)e
i∆yx sin2 ψx
 (C.80)
ρ̂unpol =
1
2
E20 Î (C.81)(
ρ̂unpol
)
i, j=1,2
=
1
2
E20
1 00 1
 (C.82)
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The Transformation
wχ −→ 1 − wχ (C.83)
Pχ −→ −Pχ (C.84)
ψx −→
π
2
− ψx (C.85)
∆yx −→ ∆yx ± π (C.86)
(C.87)
doesn’t change the components. This means only whether |χ〉 or |χ⊥〉 is the first respectively the
second eigenbase vector. The first eigenvalue wχ can be set bigger equal 1/2 (Pχ ≥ 0) and it’s
eigenbase vector |χ〉. And for the back transformation of an arbitrary ρ̂ to the 4 real parameters
holds:
E20 = ρ11 + ρ22 (C.88)
wχ =
√
(ρ11 − ρ22)2 + 4|ρ12|2
2(ρ11 + ρ22)
+
1
2
∈
[
1
2
, 1
]
(C.89)
Pχ =
√
(ρ11 − ρ22)2 + 4|ρ12|2
ρ11 + ρ22
∈ [0, 1] (C.90)
cos(2ψx) =
ρ11 − ρ22√
(ρ11 − ρ22)2 + 4|ρ12|2
(C.91)
tan ∆yx =
−=(ρ12)
<(ρ12)
=
−i(ρ∗12 − ρ12)
ρ12 + ρ
∗
12
(C.92)
Stokes Vectors
The Stokes Vector is calculated from the Statistical Operator in the following way.
S =

S 0
S 1
S 2
S 3
 :=

I0
Ix − Iy
Iπ/4 − I−π/4
IR − IL
 (C.93)
There the intensities mean applying an analyzer |χ′〉〈χ′| and detector. Ix and Iy for a linear
analyzer in x- (σ̂) and y-direction (π̂). Iπ/4 and I−π/4 for a linear analyzer rotated by 45◦ from the
x-axis counterclockwise (d̂p) and clockwise (d̂m). IR and IL for a circular analyzer right handed
(ĉr) and left handed (ĉl).
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S can be expressed in the former parameters.
S = I0

1
Pχ cos(2ψx)
Pχ sin(2ψx) cos ∆yx
Pχ sin(2ψx) sin ∆yx
 (C.94)
←→ {I0, ψx,∆yx, Pχ} (C.95)
The same transformation as before (change of the order of the eigenbase vectors) does not
change the components of the Stokes Vector. From a given Stokes Vector the 4 reel parameters
for the kind of polarization and amplitude can be calculated in the following way:
E0 =
√
2S 0
cε0
(C.96)
Pχ =
√
S 21 + S
2
2 + S
2
3
S 0
(C.97)
cos(2ψx) =
S 1√
S 21 + S
2
2 + S
2
3
(C.98)
tan ∆yx =
S 3
S 2
(C.99)
And for the normalized vectors holds:
Ŝ(χ,Pχ) =
1√
1 + P2χ

1
Pχ cos(2ψx)
Pχ sin(2ψx) cos ∆yx
Pχ sin(2ψx) sin ∆yx
 (C.100)
For a complete unpolarized state follows:
Ŝunpol =

1
0
0
0
 (C.101)
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For a pure state and its perpendicular state (change of the signs of S 1, S 2 and S 3) follows:
Ŝ(χ,1) =
1
√
2

1
cos(2ψx)
sin(2ψx) cos ∆yx
sin(2ψx) sin ∆yx
 (C.102)
Ŝ(χ⊥,1) =
1
√
2

1
− cos(2ψx)
− sin(2ψx) cos ∆yx
− sin(2ψx) sin ∆yx
 (C.103)
With this it is possible to rewrite the Stokes Vector S as a linear combination of a pure polarized
state and its perpendicular state and respectively its unpolarized state.
S = wχS 0
√
2Ŝ(χ,1) + (1 − wχ)S 0
√
2Ŝ(χ⊥,1) (C.104)
S = PχS 0
√
2Ŝ(χ,1) + (1 − Pχ)S 0Ŝunpol (C.105)
Later the polarization parameters P will be used to characterize the kind of polarization.
(1,P) =
S
S 0
(C.106)
Analysis of Partially Polarized Light
To get the expectation value 〈Â〉 of the observable Â the following trace has to be taken.
〈A〉 = Tr(ρ̂Â) (C.107)
In particular for a linear polarization analyzer
ρ̂(α,1) = |α〉〈α| (C.108)
ρ̂′ = Tr(ρ̂(α,1)ρ̂)ρ̂(α,1) (C.109)
Tr(ρ̂(α,1)ρ̂) = E20
∑
i
〈xi|
[
Pχ|α〉〈α|χ〉〈χ| +
1
2
(1 − Pχ)|α〉〈α|
]
|xi〉 (C.110)
= E20Pχ|〈α|χ〉|
2 +
1
2
E20(1 − Pχ) (C.111)
=
E20
2
[
1 + Pχ cos 2α cos 2ψx + Pχ sin 2α sin 2ψx cos ∆yx
]
(C.112)
=
E20
2I0
Ŝ(α,1) · S (C.113)
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The last equal sign is remarkably not only because it safes a lot of calculations, but also because
the Stokes vectors are no tensors and hence do not transform as vectors should do.
By comparison between the earlier Fourier series and this result it follows:
P1 =
S 1
S 0
=
c2
c0
(C.114)
P2 =
S 2
S 0
=
c1
c0
(C.115)
Note that one can measure P1 and P2, but the unknown polarization state |χ〉 can be only derived
if one would know the degree of polarization Pχ. If c21 + c
2
2 = c
2
0 then the light is fully linear
polarized. If not, it is not clear whether the rest intensity is circular polarized or unpolarized.
So only a threshold for P3 can be obtained.
|P3| ≤
√
1 − P21 − P
2
2 (C.116)
C.2.3. Polarization Analyzer Crystal
The analysis of the polarization of x-rays is done by polarization crystals in diffraction ge-
ometry whereby the lattice spacing of the polarization analyzer (PA) crystal is chosen so that
2θPA ≈ 90◦. Let’s assume first a perfect PA, then it selects the σ component of the incoming
polarization. The PA can be also rotated by the angle η around k so that η = 0◦ refers to σ and
η = 90◦ to π. With the help of the rotation matrix RZ(η) we can write:
RZ(η)TPARZ(−η) =
cos η − sin ηsin η cos η
 1 00 0
  cos η sin η
− sin η cos η
 (C.117)
=
 cos2 η sin η cos ηsin η cos η sin2 η
 (C.118)
=
cos ηsin η
 (cos η sin η) (C.119)
= Ĵη ◦ Ĵη (C.120)
The last line is the projection operator into the state Ĵη which was already used above.
But for a PA with 2θPA , 90◦ we get (see also [67])
RZ(η)TPARZ(−η) =
cos η − sin ηsin η cos η
 1 00 cos 2θPA
  cos η sin η
− sin η cos η
 (C.121)
=
 cos2 η sin η cos ηsin η cos η sin2 η

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Figure C.4.: Correction of the Stokes scan
fitting parameters, ξPA, as function of the
Bragg angle of the polarization analyzer
crystal, θPA.
+ cos 2θPA
 sin2 η − sin η cos η
− sin η cos η cos2 η
 (C.122)
= Ĵη ◦ Ĵη + cos 2θPAĴ⊥η ◦ Ĵ
⊥
η (C.123)
For the intensity follows:
I′(η) =
I0
2
[1 + cos 2η cos 2ψx + sin 2η sin 2ψx cos ∆yx]
+
I0
2
cos2 2θPA[1 − cos 2η cos 2ψx − sin 2η sin 2ψx cos ∆yx] (C.124)
=: c0 + c1 sin 2η + c2 cos 2η (C.125)
c0 =
I0
2
(1 + cos2 2θPA) (C.126)
c1 =
I0
2
(1 − cos2 2θPA) sin 2ψx cos ∆yx (C.127)
c2 =
I0
2
(1 − cos2 2θPA) cos 2ψx (C.128)
We get now similar expressions for the polarization angles as before:
ξPA :=
1 − cos2 2θPA
1 + cos2 2θPA
(C.129)
cos 2ψx =
c2
ξPAc0
(C.130)
cos ∆yx =
c1
ξPAc0
1 − ( c2
ξPAc0
)2−1 (C.131)
Hence the coefficient c0 is corrected by the factor ξPA which is easily available and just a function
of photon energy for a given PA. The same holds of course for the calculation of the polarization
parameters. ξPA is symmetric around θPA = 45◦ and some values are plotted in Fig. C.4. E. g.,
for a miss tilt of 4◦ in 2θPA the deviation is 1%. Later in the case of the Nd L2 edge we will have
2θPA = 92.46 and hence a correction of ξPA = 0.9963 corresponding to around 0.4%.
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Table C.7.: NdFe3(BO3)4: Wyckoff positions and point symmetries in R32 (cf. Tab. C.8).
atom point Wyckoff coordinates coordinates
symmetry positions in asymmetric part [Fischer2006] Rhombohedral
Nd (2), (4) 3a (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0) ( 0, 0, 0)
Fe (4) 9d (0.45, 0.45, 0) (0.55, 0, 0) ( 0.55,-0.55, 0)
B1 (2), (4) 3b (1/3, 2/3, 1/6) (0, 0, 0.5) ( 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)
B2 (4) 9e (1/3, 0.10, 1/6) (0.45, 0, 0.5) ( 0.95, 0.05, 0.5)
O1 (4) 9e (1/3, 0.51, 1/6) (0.85, 0, 0.5) ( 1.35,-0.35, 0.5)
O2 (4) 9e (1/3, 0.25, 1/6) (0.59, 0, 0.5) ( 1.09,-0.09, 0.5)
O3 (1) 18 f (0.63, 0.52, 0.14) (0.45, 0.14, 0.52) ( 0.97, 0.21, 0.38)
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To understand why the RFe3(BO3)4 are not already ferroelectric in the space group R32 which
has no inversion symmetry we have first to look at the site symmetries and then on the symmetry
elements of the space group R32. With this information we can look for the possible maximal
subgroup of R32 which allows a ferroelectric polarization along a.
C.3.1. Site Symmetries and Coordinations
At room temperature NdFe3(BO3)4 has only one crystallographic unequivalent site of each Nd
and Fe. B has two and O has three unequivalent sites: B1, B2, O1, O2, O3 (cf. Tab. C.7). All
sites beside O3 have a two-fold rotation axis in the ab-plane as point symmetry. Nd and B1
have in addition a three-fold axis along the c-direction.
Nd forms triangular prisms with its surrounding O3. All oxygen contribute in the formation
of the Fe octahedra. B forms triangles in the ab-plane with O1 in the case of B1 and with O2
and O3 in the case of B2 (Fig. 5.1).
The rather complex crystal structure of NdFe3(BO3)4 is 3D. However one can think of it as
layers stacked along the c-direction. The Nd and Fe atoms are at z = 0, 1/3 and 2/3. B1, B2,
O1 and O2 occupy the intermediate places at z = 1/6, 3/6 = 1/2 and 5/6. O3 is due to the
lower symmetry at around 0.14, 0.18, 0.48, 0.52, 0.81, and 0.85. This leads to higher z-spacings
between Nd and O3 than between Fe and O3.
C.3.2. Symmetry and Ferroelectricity
To understand the following discussion of the symmetry all symmetry elements of R32 are
summarized in Tab. C.8.
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No Ferroelectricity with 3-fold axis
The space group R32 has no inversion center, but does not allow ferroelctricity. Along c it is
clear from the 2-fold axes in the ab-plane, which invert the z-values. For the ab-plane a short
proof is given. Without loss of generality let one atom be at b1 = (x, 0)H. There the subscript H
indicate the hexagonal coordinate system in contrast to the Cartesian coordinate system, which
we subscribe with C. Due to the 3-fold axis we get two other atomic positions: b2 = (0, x)H and
b3 = (−x,−x)H. That we do not get ferroelctricity can be seen by careful looking or we just
write these vectors in the Cartesian system: (1, 0)H = (1, 0)C, (0, 1)H = (−1/2,
√
3/2)C.
b1 = (x, 0)H = (x, 0)C (C.132)
b2 = (0, x)H = (−x/2, x
√
3/2)C (C.133)
b3 = (−x,−x)H = (−x/2,−x
√
3/2)C (C.134)
Every movement of the 1st atom by ∆x along the a-direction, i. e. Cartesian x-direction, results
in moving the other atoms by ∆x/2 to the other direction (−x-direction). Hence all dipols along
the x-direction vanish. That there are no dipols along the y-direction is even easier to see. b2
moves by +
√
3∆x/2 and b3 by −
√
3∆x/2 along the y-axis.
Subsets of Fe
As we have seen, to get ferroelctricity in the ab-plane the 3-fold axis has to be broken. The
maximal non-isomorphic subgroup of R32 which allows for a ferroelctricity along the a direc-
tion is R12, i. e., C2 (monoclinic). Table C.9 notes all the different positions of the 9 Fe atoms in
one unit cell. Each column is related by the 3-fold axis, (2), to the other columns. Each column
has a different Latin letter: a, b and c. The rhombohedral translation is indicated by + and ++,
which connects the positions along the rows. Note that due to the point symmetry of Fe, there
are no new positions by the 2-fold axis in the ab-plane, i. e., (4), (5) and (6).
The Roman numbers indicate the three different helices in one unit cell. For example, the Fe
helix starting with Fe at position (1) is formed by the 3-fold screw axis (2)+. Note that for this
purpose, the screw axis can be translated from (1/3, 1/3, z) to (2/3, 0, z).
Since in R32 all the Fe are symmetrical equivalent we have different possibilities to split them
into subsets. For example there are 3 helices with 3 Fe each. But reducing the 3-fold axis lead
to 3 different Fe in each helix (cf. discussions in Sec. 5.2.3). The helices are still linked by the
rhombohedral translation (or the new C-translation) to each other.
Hence these symmetry considerations give us the hint to look for differences of the Fe’s in
each chain along the c-direction.
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C.3.3. Transformation into C121
As was shown in the previous section Sec. C.3.2, the spacegroup R32 has no inversion sym-
metry, but does not allow for ferroelctricity at all. To get a ferroelctricity in the a-direction at
least the 3-fold rotation axis has to be broken. The maximal non-isomorphic subgroup for this
purpose is monoclinic C121.
Notation of International Tables for Crystallography
A vector r can be writen by its coordinates (x, y, z)T in respect to the basis vectors (a,b, c).
r = (a,b, c)

x
y
z
 (C.135)
The basis is transformed by the matrix P into the new basis.
(a′,b′, c′) = (a,b, c)P (C.136)
All objects which transform like the basis vectors will be writen in row-vectors and are called
covariant. The phase relation is determined by
φ = (h, k, l)

x
y
z
 (C.137)
and is an invariant scalar under transformations with no translation. Hence the reciprocal lattice
coordinates (or Miller indices) (h, k, l) are covariant.
(h′, k′, l′) = (h, k, l)P (C.138)
Subgroup C121
We keep the R-centering and the 2-fold axis along the a-direction to get the subgroup R12, i. e.,
monoclinic C121, of R32. The new basis vectors (cf. Fig. C.5) read:
a′ = −1/3a − 2/3b − 2/3c (C.139)
b′ = a (C.140)
c′ = c (C.141)
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1
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1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
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b* b*
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a'
-a'
Figure C.5.: Unit cells of R32 in hexagonal setting (black) and the unit cell of the subgroup C121 (blue).
This gives the transformation matrix:
P =

−13 1 0
−23 0 0
−23 0 1
 (C.142)
Hence the new reciprocal lattice coordinates are:
(h′, k′, l′) = (−
1
3
h −
2
3
k −
2
3
l, h, l) (C.143)
The selection rule in C121 is:
2m = h′ + k′ = −
2
3
(−h + k + l) (C.144)
Multiplying this with -3/2 and set n = −m we get the selection rule from R32.
3n = −h + k + l (C.145)
Detecting C121
In R32 the 3-fold and 2-fold axes do not give any selection rules, but all the selection rules come
from the R centering. Hence keeping the R centering and only get rid of the 3-fold axis does not
lead to new allowed reflections (see above).
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Let’s have a look on the selection rule (0, 0, 3n) with n being an integer. In the right panel of
Fig. C.5 we see that the unit cell along c is separated in three equally spaced parts due to the R
centering. In the new C centering only two of them have to have the same spacing and the third
is only the same if the angle β′ stays at the corresponding fixed value from the former unit cell
in R32.
Carsten Detlefs mentioned that they had been looking in other former studies for changes
from a rectangle to monoclinic (parallelogram). The idea there is that in contrast to the rectangle
in the parallelogram the diagonals have not the same length. Hence one has to measure very
accurately the peak positions of reflections which are sensitive to this diagonals. In our case we
already start with a parallelogram which fulfills:
tan β′ =
2/3c′
a′
(C.146)
Then we would have to look for changes from this expression. On the other had side then
reflections like (0, 0, 1) should be allowed.
However if the symmetry breaking involves only slight displacements of Fe and/or O in the
ab-plane, the parallelogram will not really change.
Another possibility is that the ionic displacements change the structure factors and hence the
peak intensities. However to our knowledge there was no real standard structure refinement of
ionic displacements in type II multiferroics (frustrated magnets) yet. There are studies involv-
ing, e. g., the Mn K edge [121] to claim such small ionic displacements, but on the other hand
side probing the unoccupied 4p valence states could be also sensitive to hybridization effects
rather than ionic displacements.
C.3.4. Transformation Between Hexagonal and Rhombohedral
Settings
The non-primitive hexagonal lattice can be described by the primitive rhombohedral lattice.
(a′,b′, c′)rhom = (a,b, c)hexPhr (C.147)
Phr =

2
3 −
1
3 −
1
3
1
3
1
3 −
2
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
 (C.148)
The inverse matrix Qhr = Phr,−1 = Prh follows:
Qhr =

1 0 1
−1 1 1
0 −1 1
 (C.149)
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Now we can transform the hexagonal coordinates to the rhombohedral setting:
x′
y′
z′

rhom
= Qhr

x
y
z

hex
(C.150)
For calculations of the magnitude and scalar products of vectors we need the metric tensor in
the not orthonormal coordinate systems or we transform to an orthonormal system (Cartesian).
(a,b, c)hex = (e1, e2, e3)cartPch (C.151)
Pch =

a −a/2 0
0
√
3a/2 0
0 0 c
 (C.152)
Qch =

1/a 1/
√
3a 0
0 2/
√
3a 0
0 0 1/c
 (C.153)
Now we transform the rhombohedral coordinates to the Cartesian coordinates:
x′′
y′′
z′′

cart
= PchPhr

x′
y′
z′

rhom
(C.154)
=

a/2 −a/2 0
√
3a/6
√
3a/6 −
√
3a/3
c/3 c/3 c/3


x′
y′
z′

rhom
(C.155)
As an example we calculate the lattice parameters of the rhombohedral setting:
a′ =
√
1/3a2 + 1/9c2 = 6.03 Å (C.156)
α′ = arccos
(
−1/6a2 + 1/9c2
1/3a2 + 1/9c2
)
= 104.0◦ (C.157)
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Figure C.6.: Scheme of Fe octahedral helical chains along c-direction in NdFe3(BO3)4. Without (left)
and with (right) Nd prisms as bypass.
C.4. Exchange Paths
The complex structure of NdFe3(BO3)4 leads to many different exchange paths between the
magnetic Fe and Nd sites. To understand this exchange paths is crucial for theoretical modeling
of the systems to obtain further details about the microscopic origin of the strong magnetoelec-
tric coupling in this system.
Exchange Paths in all Directions
The most important coupling is probably along the c-direction in the Fe octahedral chains via
O1 and O2 (left panel Fig. C.6). Direct Fe–Fe exchange is possible as well due to the relative
small distance of ≈ 3.18 Å [130]. Each of the B1 and B2 triangles connects three different Fe
octahedral helices in the ab-plane (Fig.C.7).
All the possibilities starting from Fe at z = 0 via its oxygens (O1-O3) at z = 13 to the other
Fe chains via the B triangles in the ab-plane is summarized in the tree in Fig. C.8. The x and
y coordinates are indicated in parenthesis at the corresponding atom. The z coordinates stand
above each row and are only for O3 noted in the parenthesis. The 9 Fe sites are labeled by
Roman numbers and Latin letters. The Roman numbers indicate the three different helices
in one unit cell. 3 Fe with the same Latin letter are linked by the rhombohedral translation
operation. Different letters are linked by the 3-fold rotation axis (cf. Sec. C.3.2).
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z
0
1
3
O3 O2 O1
O3 O3 O2 O1
O3 O2 O1
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O1 O2 O3
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B1
O3 O1 O2
O3 O1 O2 O3
O1 O2 O3
Fe
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B2
Figure C.7.: NdFe3(BO3)4: Scheme of Fe octahedral helical chains linked via B1 and B2 triangles in
the ab-plane. Note the link via O2 is similar to O1.
z = 0 16
1
6
1
6 0
1
3
FeIa (0.55,0)
O1
(0.47,-0.19)
O2
(0.73,0.07)
O3
(0.46,0.11,0.14)
B1
(1/3,-1/3)
B2
(0.88,0.22)
B2
(1/3,0.10)
O1
(1/3,-0.49)
O1
(0.17,2/3)
O3
(0.87,0.35,0.14)
O3
(1.01,0.21,0.18)
O2
(1/3,0.25)
O3
(0.18,-0.03,0.18)
Fe IIIc (0.45,-0.55)
Fe IIIa (0.21,-2/3)
Fe IIb (0,-0.45)
Fe IIc (0.11,-0.22)
Fe IIb (1,0.55)
Nd (2/3,1/3)
Nd (1,0)
Fe IIIa (1.21,1/3)
Fe IIIc (0.45,0.45)
Fe IIIa (0.21,1/3)
Nd (0,0)
Fe IIc (0.11,-0.23)
Figure C.8.: Tree of Fe octahedral helical chains linked via B triangles in the ab-plane in NdFe3(BO3)4.
The x and y coordinates are indicated in parenthesis at the corresponding atom. The z coordinates stand
above each row and are only for O3 noted in the parenthesis. For Roman numbers and Latin letters see
Tab. C.9.
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Figure C.9.: Scheme of Fe octahedral helical chains linked via Nd in the ab-plane and through the layers
in NdFe3(BO3)4.
Nd opens up new exchange paths. First, Nd can bypass each Fe chain via O3 (right panel
Fig. C.6) which was mainly discussed for the frustration in Sec. 5.2.3. Second, Nd links different
Fe chains along the ab-plane (Fig. C.9). Note that the Nd prisms are not directly linked to each
other since they are separated by B1 triangles along the c-direction. In the ab-plane they are
even more separated by B2 trianles and the Fe octahedra.
Coupling Strengths argued by Experiment
The AFM alignment of mFe below TN along c (cf. Sec. 5.1.2) is probably due to the exchange
via O1 and O2 along the octahedral chains. The chains are linked along the ab-plane by the
B triangles which might be the reason for the FM alignment in the ab-plane. The rather low
transition temperature compared to other magnetic materials might be understood by the 1D
character of the chains and the probably rather weak exchange via two O and one B between
the Fe along the ab-plane.
There are strong indications that the next strongest couplings are the ones bypassing the Fe
octahedral chains via the induced ordering at the Nd sites causing the magnetic frustration (cf.
Sec. 5.2.3 [161]). However the ordering at the Nd sites open new paths linking the Fe octahedral
chains along the ab-plane. Which might be weak, but should be present directly below TN.
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D.1. Synchrotron Beamtimes and Conferences
In contrast to experiments in the lab, the experiments at synchrotron source have different char-
acteristic time scales. First a proposal is written with deadlines every half a year and peer
reviewed. If accepted the beamtime can happen around half up to a full year latter. In the pro-
vided time of around one week with 80-90 working hours, the experiment has to be done as
good as possible. After that typically one month analysis per one week beamtime follows. To
continue further, reports and new proposals are mandatory.
Since the work presented in here started already during my Diploma time in 2009, Tab. D.1
lists all beamtimes since then.
Table D.1.: Beamtimes during the time of this work
date beamline, source samples setup people
Apr 2009 D3 RFe3(BO3)4 CCD J. E. Hamann-Borrero
HASYLAB Ca3CoMnO6 4-circle S. Partzsch
cryojet (N2) M. Tolkiehn
May 2009 BW5 RFe3(BO3)4 point detector J. E. Hamann-Borrero
HASYLAB cryostat S. Partzsch
10 T magnet M. v. Zimmermann
Sep 2009 BW5 YMn2O5 point detector J. E. Hamann-Borrero
HASYLAB 4-circle J. Geck
M. v. Zimmermann
Sep 2009 UE52 YMn2−xFexO5 point detector T. Kroll
BESSY 2-circle R. Kraus
Sep 2009 UE46 YMn2O5 point detector J. Geck
BESSY 2-circle H. Wadati
S. Partzsch
E. Schierle
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Table D.1.: Beamtimes during the time of this work
date beamline, source samples setup people
Oct 2009 D3 YMn2O5 CCD S. Partzsch
HASYLAB BaFe2As2 4-circle S. Aswarthan
helijet (He) M. Tolkiehn
Feb 2010 UE46 YMn2−xFexO5 point detector J. Geck
BESSY 2-circle S. Partzsch
J.-E. Hamann Borrero
E. Schierle
Feb 2010 ID20 NdFe3(BO3)4 point detector J. E. Hamann-Borrero
ESRF 6-circle J. Geck
H and E S. Partzsch
C. Mazzoli
J. Herrero-Martin
Jun 2010 D3 YMn2O5 CCD J. E. Hamann-Borrero
HASYLAB BaFe2As2 4-circle S. Aswarthan
helijet (He) M. Tolkiehn
Sep 2010 X1A2 YMn2O5 CCD S. Partzsch
NSLS 6-circle S. B. Wilkins
J. Geck
Oct 2010 X1A2 YMn2O5 CCD S. Partzsch
NSLS 6-circle S. B. Wilkins
Feb 2011 ID20 NdFe3(BO3)4 point detector J. E. Hamann-Borrero
ESRF 6-circle S. Partzsch
H and E C. Mazzoli
4-circle
Apr 2011 ID20 NdFe3(BO3)4 point detector S. Partzsch
ESRF 6-circle C. Mazzoli
E
Sep 2011 BW5 LiMnPO4 area detector M. v. Zimmermann
HASYLAB dsiplex S. Partzsch
C. Rudisch
Jan 2012 UE46 SrCo6O11 point detector H. Wadati
BESSY 2-circle S. Partzsch
H E. Schierle
E. Weschke
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Table D.1.: Beamtimes during the time of this work
date beamline, source samples setup people
Jan 2012 UE46 YBa2Cu3O7/ point detector J. Geck
BESSY La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 2-circle J. E. Hamann-Borrero
films S. Partzsch
B. A. Gray
E. Schierle
E. Weschke
Jul 2012 UE46 YMn2−xFexO5 point detector S. Partzsch
BESSY SrCo6O11 2-circle J. Geck
H J. E. Hamann-Borrero
E. Schierle
H. Wadati
T. Matsuda
E. Weschke
Aug 2012 10ID LSAO point detector J. E. Hamann-Borrero
CLS LSMO 4-circle S. Partzsch
films R. Sutarto
F. He
Dez 2012 UE46 YBa2Cu3O7/ point detector J. E. Hamann-Borrero
BESSY La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 2-circle S. Partzsch
films E. Schierle
E. Weschke
Jan 2013 UE46 SrCo6O11 point detector T. Matsuda
BESSY 2-circle S. Partzsch
H H. Wadati
E. Schierle
E. Weschke
Mar 2013 UE46 YMn2−xFexO5 point detector S. Partzsch
BESSY 2-circle J. E. Hamann-Borrero
E. Schierle
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D.2. Conferences
After the data at the beamlines is obtained it is important to present and discuss them at different
conferences. The internal group meetings and IFF seminar had been the first place for discus-
sions. A good opportunity to practice talks are the annual German physical society (DPG)
spring meetings. Technical details and new results can be discussed during the annual user
meeting of each synchrotron source. After a gap of 20 years the conference on resonant elas-
tic x-ray scattering (REXS) in Aussois brought together many users from different synchrotron
sources and with a wide field of topics and techniques.
Table D.2.: Conferences during the time of this work
date place kind topic
Nov 2009 IFF seminar poster Physical properties and structure of YMn2−xFexO5
Mar 2010 DPG, Regensburg talk Physical properties and structure of YMn2−xFexO5
Dez 2010 BESSY poster RXD on YMn2−xFexO5
Feb 2011 ESRF poster Magnetic frustration and E-field in NdFe3(BO3)4
Mar 2011 IFF seminar talk Electronic polarization in YMn2O5
Mar 2011 DPG, Dresden talk Electronic polarization in YMn2O5
Mar 2011 DPG, Dresden poster Electronic polarization in YMn2O5 and CCD
Jun 2011 REXS, Aussois talk Electronic polarization in YMn2O5
Nov 2011 IFF seminar talk Electronic polarization in YMn2O5
Dez 2011 BESSY poster Electronic polarization in YMn2O5
Mar 2012 DPG, Berlin talk Magnetic frustration and E-field in NdFe3(BO3)4
Sep 2012 IFF seminar talk Magnetic frustration and E-field in NdFe3(BO3)4
Nov 2012 IFF seminar talk RXD on YMn2O5 and NdFe3(BO3)4
Dez 2012 BESSY poster Local symmetry in YMn2−xFexO5
Dez 2012 BESSY poster Magnetic competition in SrCo6O11
Feb 2013 Diamond talk RXD on YMn2O5 and NdFe3(BO3)4
Mar 2013 DPG, Regensburg talk Magnetic competition in SrCo6O11
Mar 2013 DPG, Regensburg talk Local symmetry in YMn2−xFexO5
Jul 2013 REXS, Oxford poster Local symmetry in YMn2−xFexO5
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